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NAIOELECTRONICS

FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT FOR
CONTRACT NO, OAAG29-84-C-0009

I. FOREWORD

The program that was originally called NUltrasmall Electronics" and is

now called NNanoelectronicsm originated at Texas Instruments in mid-1982.

Its initiation was based on the realization that the anticipated attainment

of integrated circuit device and interconnect scaling limits in the mid-1990s

would end the historical trend of exponentially increasing functional

density, and that revolutionary devices and architectures would be required

to resume the historical trend.1

Shortly after the program began, a new class of resonant tunneling
devices employing lateral quantization effects was conceived at TI. These

devices, called "Quantum-Coupled Devices, 2 were described In a White Paper

sent to DoD in late 1982. Subsequently, GaAs embodiments and fabrication
processes were conceived for these devices, and one patent on a fabrication

process for the GaAs embodiment has been issued.3 Proposals to fabricate and

test these embodiments were submitted to MO and to ONR. In response to
these proposals, TI was awarded two contracts, DAAG29-84-C-0009, "Ultrasmall

Electronics; and N00014-84-C-0125, *Research on GaAs Quantum-Coupled

Structures That Can Be Used as Electron Devices," to explore two different
approaches to the realization of these devices. The thrust of the ARO con-

tract was to explore the feasibility of a vertical tunneling structure with
lateral quantization. This report sumarizes the results of that effort.

Many of the results obtained under the contract have been published or

submitted for publication in scientific journals. In these cases, brief

descriptions of the effort are given, and reference is made to reprints or
preprints that appear as appendices. To limit the size of this report,

papers already published in readily available Journals are represented here
only with abstracts. In other cases, where complete descriptions of the work

have not been submitted or published, more extensive discussions are

included.
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II. THEORY

Theoretical efforts in this program were devoted to applying a quantum-

transport approach, which was initially developed at Texas Instruments under

Contract No. N00014-84-C-0125, to understand resonant-tunneling diode

behavior.

In the quantum-transport approach the internal state of the device is

represented by the Wigner distribution function, which is an operator, rather

than by a set of wavefunctions. This representation is necessary if one is

to include both coherent and incoherent effects. The major incoherent

effects in quantum devices arise from the effects of the electrical contacts

and from stochastic processes within the device itself (such as scattering of

electrons by phonons). The contacts to the device are modeled by the

boundary conditions on the Wigner function, and these introduce time-

irreversibility into the model. Appendix A gives details of this approach.

The quantum-transport approach was applied to several problems in the

theory of resonant-tunneling devices. One was the dependence of the current

density and transient response time on the barrier layer width, as described

in Appendix B. A second problem concerned the small-signal ac response of

the device. The treatment of this problem is described in Appendix C.

Finally, a very preliminary effort was made to incorporate phonon

scattering processes into the model of the resonant-tunneling diode. This

was done at the level of a classical Boltzmann collision term. The results

of this work are discussed in Appendix 0. i

1
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III. GaAs STRUCTURES

A. TEST STRUCTURES FOR LATERAL QUANTIZATION

The goal of this program is to demonstrate vertical electronic transport

through laterally quantized structures. When this program began, there had

been no demonstration of total spatial quantization in a fabricated

semiconductor system. We pioneered work in this field by investigating the

photoluminescence of laterally confined multiple quantum wells, known as

"quantum dots." The fabrication and results of this work are detailed in

Appendix E. The results gave the first evidence for spatial quantization in

a fabricated system and have stimulated considerable activity In the creation

of microfabricated quantum structures.
4-6

B. TEST STRUCTURES FOR VERTICAL TRANSPORT

A necessary condition for studying the proposed vertical, laterally

quantized coupled tunneling structures is a demonstrated expertise in

resonant tunneling structures. We undertook an extensive study of resonant

tunneling in GaAs structures as a baseline approach. We were quickly able to

achieve world-record peak-to-valley ratios at room temperature with MBE grown

structures exhibiting excellent quantum well and tunnel barrier uniformity

(Appendix F). We then investigated excited state resonant tunneling and were

the first to show clear negative differential resistance due to resonant

tunneling through excited states (Appendix G). An outgrowth of this work was

the concern that incoherent tunneling (so-called "sequential" tunneling) was

occurring in these structures, so a set of samples utilizing tailorable

superlattice barriers was investigated (Appendices H through J). The

results, given in Appendix J, demonstrate that coherent resonant tunneling

does indeed occur.

Appendices K through M list some review articles and talks by our group

concerning this work.

C. LATERALLY QUANTIZED RESONANT TUNNELING STRUCTURES

After completing the initial phases of the work described above, we

began fabricating laterally quantized resonant tunneling structures. Because

of the central nature of this work, the fabrication, methods, and results are

3
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described in detail in the following subsections. This work was presented at

the 31st International Symposium on Electron, Ion, and Photon Beams, and

details are given in Appendix N.

1. Microfabrication Approach

To study electron transport through quantum dots, we have adopted a

microfabrication approach, which is sumarized in Figure 1. After molecular

beam epitaxy (MBE) growth of a resonant tunneling diode structure and

formation of a backside ohmic contact, an e-beam lithography step is used to

define an ensemble of quantum dots. A lift-off process will leave metal dots

that will serve both as an etch mask and as a topside ohmic contact. A

highly anisotropic reactive ion etching (RIE) process will proceed through

the quantum well structure, producing the desired lateral confinement of the

GaAs dots. A planarizing layer of dielectric material will be deposited and

then etched-back to uncover the topside dot contacts. Finally, a gold layer

will connect the quantum dots with a bond pad. Details of these steps are

given in the following sections.

The MBE-grown resonant tunneling structure used for the fabrication

was similar to that detailed in Appendix F: a 50 A undoped GaAs spacer

layer/50 A A10.27Gao.73As barrier/50 A undoped GaAs quantum well structure,

clad by thick (- 0.5 pm) n+ GaAs contacts.

2. E-Beam Lithography

An initial patterned metal layer (AuGe/Ni/Au ohmic metallization)

was defined on the GaAs wafers by contact optical lithography. This pattern

was used primarily to facilitate the positioning of the e-beam exposed

quantum dot structures and to allow careful focusing of the e-beam instrument

to permit the finest possible dots to be exposed. The pattern defined 16

exposure sites per die with focusing structures near each exposure site.

This pattern is shown in Figure 3.

To expose features on the order of 0.1 ptm we used a JEOL scanning

electron microscope that was modified to achieve a microlithography

capability. The TI e-beam lithography instruments were not designed for

ultra-high resolution work, and other high resolution electron microscopes at

4
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Figure 1. Schematic of fabrication sequence of quantum dot devices.
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TI have no real lithography features at present. A Tracor Northern image and

x-ray analysis unit attached to the JEOL SEN was used in conjunction with a
Tracor Northern program to provide rudimentary patterning abilities.7  The

beam scanning and blanking were computer controlled, as was the stage

movement.

This system has some significant limitations as a lithographic

tool. The stage motion is accomplished by stepper motors as an open loop
system. The software attempts to reduce errors by overdriving and always

approaching from one direction, but absolute positioning accuracy is no

better than 2 to 3 pm. The design tool allows only a 256 x 256 pixel

pattern; however, the DACs that control the beam allow a beam address of 1024

x 512 pixels (although the program addresses 512 x 512). Fortunately, the

positioning accuracy and limited design capabilities are not serious

limitations for this work. However, the discrepancy in the pattern design
grid and beam address does create limitations in this case. The minimum

feature, which is a single pixel, is exposed as four separate (spatially as
well as temporally) beam flashes. This obviously limits the minimum dot size

attainable with this system.

In spite of these limitations, we were able to expose some features

that were 1000 A and slightly smaller. Other processing problems (see

discussion on evaporation) limited our minimum dot size to approximately

Ioo A.

Exposures on a single die included 13 different patterns, each

written using a 10 pm wide field size. Therefore, each pixel is (ideally) a

393 A square. One of these patterns was a test pattern including square dots

that ranged in size from as large as 9 x 9 pixels down to 1 x I pixels, all
placed on 1 pm center spacings, as shown in Figure 4. This multidot pattern

was used in the early stages of this work for process evaluation. It was

also used as a development end-point indicator that was visible in an optical

microscope.

Figure 5 shows the other 12 patterns that were used. The 3 x 3
pixel dots were exposed as 16, 9, and 4 dot arrays on 1 pm center spacing,

8
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and as single dots. The 2 x 2 and 1 x 1 pixel dots were also exposed as
arrays of 16, 9, and 4 and as single dots. The 16 exposure positions on a
single die consisted of four multidot patterns, where one was exposed before

and after each series of 1 x 1, 2 x 2, and 3 x 3 pixel dots.

The exposures were made with a 3 pA beam with 39 keV accelerating

potential. At this small beam current the secondary electron signal from the
gold pattern under the resist was not particularly strong. Therefore,

significant care had to be taken to focus and stigmate the beam while viewing

the predefined focusing pattern on the sample. Even so, it was difficult to

obtain a completely astigmatic beam for each exposure. We have no direct

measurement of the spot size for these conditions, but from image resolution
we estimate it to be 100 A or less.

To successfully write all patterns, the dwell time for each e-beam

flash (four per pixel) had to be set at 0.6, 0.9, and 1.8 ms for the 3 x 3, 2
x 2, and 1 x 1 pixel patterns, respectively. These conditions produced dots

that had nominal diameters of 0.25, 0.15, and 0.1 pm. The progressively
higher doses in terms of pC/cm2 may be at least partially understood by the
proximity effect inherent in electron beam exposures. Recent studies have

shown that there is some anomalous energy deposition at 200 to 2000 A radial
distance from the beam center that does not fit the standard double Gaussian
approximation and is not predicted by Monte Carlo modeling of electron beam
interaction.8'9  We believe that this short-range proximity effect plays an
important role in our exposures.

A bilayer resist scheme was used to aid the lift-off of the metal
dots. 10  The resist system consisted of a lower layer of 3000 A thick,

450,000 molecular weight (MW) polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and a top layer
of 1000 A thick, 950,000 MW PMMA. The lower layer is more sensitive because
of its lower MW and is expected to develop faster, producing an undercut
profile as depicted in Figure 6. The 950,000 MW PfMA is in a xylene solution
instead of the standard chlorobenzene, so that the top layer may be spun on
with a minimum of mixing with the lower layer.

11
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The metal dots that are lifted off must serve as both etch mask and

ohmic contact. They are formed from three sequential evaporations: S0 A of
Au/Ge alloy (12% Ge), 150 A Ni, and a top layer of 600 A of Au.

The lift-off of features that are similar in size to the thickness

of the layer to be lifted has significant limitations that are related to

evaporator geometry. Metal atoms arriving at the sample with abnormal

incidence may be deposited on the resist sidewalls rather than on top of the

resist or at the bottom of the resist hole. This sidewall deposition reduces

the opening so much that the hole can become completely closed. In this case

the deposited dots become cone-shaped. The angular spread of the metal atoms

impinging on the samples is determined by the evaporation source size and the

source-to-sample distance. These two parameters are not easily adjustable in

a given evaporator.

Because this deposition requires three metal layers and is

accomplished in a resistively heated evaporator where there are three

distinct evaporation sources, an additional effect occurs in the form of a

lateral misalignment or displacement of the three layers. For the evaporator

that was used, this amounts to a shift of 300 A, which is significant when

trying to create 1000 A devices. The distributed source also exacerbates the

metal deposition on the resist sidewalls. Figure 7 is an SEN of evaporated

dots that clearly shows this misalignment of metal layers, as well as the

conical shape due to the closing of the resist opening.

An ohmic contact was also formed on the backside of the Si doped

GaAs wafer. This was accomplished by evaporating 500 A AuGe, iso A Ni, and

isoo A Au on the back of the wafer. This contact serves as a comon ground

for all the devices.

3. Reactive Ion Etchina

The reactive ion etching (RIE) process used to etch down through

the quantum well structure was developed to meet several criteria: excellent

anisotropy, smooth etched surfaces, and a good high GaAs-to-Au etch ratio.

It is also desirable to minimize etching induced damage. While no attempt

was made to quantify etch damage, preference was given to etch conditions

13
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Figure 7. Scanning electron micrograph of lifted-off metal dots showing
effects of distributed evaporation sources.
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that provided lower ion energies. Some data suggest that lower ion energy

results in less damage.
8

Boron trichloride (BC13) was used as the etch gas, primarily

because we have a significant amount of experience with its use. In

addition, BC13 etches GaAs and AlGaAs at similar rates, which is desirable in

this instance.

A large parameter space was explored by varying the pressure and

flow (independently) of the etch gas, the self bias potential, and the

electrode material. The following conditions were selected: a pressure of

30 millitorr, a flow of 30 SCCM, rf power to develop 300 V self bias

potential, and a silicon electrode surface. These conditions provided a 300

A/mmn GaAs etch rate, a 20 A/mmn Au etch rate, excellent anisotropy, and

reasonably smooth etched surfaces. There was some variability in the etch

rates, and the above values are nominal.

For the quantum dot devices, we etched to a depth of at least 6000

A to assure that the quantum well area (at a depth of 5000 A) was completely

isolated. It may be sufficient to etch down to the quantum well area, but

not through it, and expect surface depletion to effectively isolate the

quantum wells.9 However, by etching completely through the quantum well, we

achieved unambiguous isolation, a known physical size, and an estimate of the

extent of the surface depletion layer on the column surface. Figure 8 is an

SEN that shows several quantum dot devices successfully reactive ion etched.

While we were successful in fabricating some quantum dot devices

that exhibited NOR and fully ohmic contact behavior, other devices that were

fabricated exhibited no ohmic contact behavior. The AuGe-Ni-Au ohmic contact

is known to form an inhomogeneous interface with GaAs. Grains of different

alloys are formed at this interface, and it is known that the conduction path

of the ohmic contact is formed only in certain areas. When the size of the

contact area is commensurate with the size of these grains, it is reasonable

to expect that ohmic formation may be erratic. Nevertheless, in at least one

case we produced a set of devices (a single die) in which all ohmic contacts

15



Figure 8. Scanning electron micrograph of RIE columns containing quantum

dots.
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were good. While the inhomogeneity of the ohmic contacts may explain our

results, we also offer as speculation the following view.

We believe that the RIE GaAs/Au etch ratio was marginal for this

process. We know that even when some of the top layer of Au is etched away,

ohmic behavior will still be preserved. We speculate that when all the top

layer of Au is removed and the etch proceeds into the AuGe/Ni region, the

ohmic quality of the contact may be severely degraded. In our process the

etching of 6000 A of GaAs also removed 400 A of Au from the top of the metal

dots. If we had had the full thickness of the evaporated metal layers, this

would have left 200 A of the top Au layer. However, as mentioned above,

misalignment of the ohmic metal layers and the closing of the resist openings

yielded less than ideal metal layers in the lifted dots.

In our experiments the quantum dot devices were processed on small

portions of wafers with only one or two chips at a time. When good ohmic

contacts were formed, nearly all devices worked. When the quantum dot

devices did not form good ohmic contacts, larger diodes in the multidot

patterns (which are less sensitive to the metal layer misalignment and resist

hole closing and should have full metal thicknesses) demonstrated good ohmic

behavior. This observation is in agreement with our hypothesis of marginal

etch ratio.

At some stage the metal dots were alloyed for 2.5 minutes at 430°C.

In some cases the alloying was done prior to the RIE step and in other cases,

after. We looked for evidence of migration of the metal when alloying was

carried out after the RIE step and observed none. While we were more

successful with samples that were alloyed after RIE, the data are

insufficient to determine if this is a significant factor.

4. Contacting Ouantum Dots

To make electrical contact to the ohmic contacts at the top of the

isolated quantum dot diodes, a planarizing layer of polyimide was spun on the

wafer. The polyimide was etched with 02 RIE until the metal contacts on the

quantum dot devices were uncovered. In this way direct electrical contact

could be made to the devices.

17



The polyimide layer did not effectively planarize the optically

defined pattern. However, planarization in the area of the quantum dot

devices was quite good when a layer approximately 1.4 pm thick was spun on

and allowed to settle for two hours prior to curing.

The reactive ion etching of the polyimide was carried out in short

stages while we were monitoring the thickness of the polyimide in the

relevant regions by diffraction color and inspecting the sample in an SEM.

In some SEM viewing conditions the dielectric polyimide will charge

positively and will therefore appear very dark when imaged using secondary

electrons. This permits very easy determination of the emergence of the

metal contacts of the quantum dot devices that are conductive and provide a

strong secondary electron image. Figure 9(a) is an SEM of a group of devices

that have had the polyimide etched just enough to uncover the ohmic contacts.

Figure 9(b) shows a multidot group of devices in which imperfect

planarization has led to exposure of some of the contacts, while others are

still covered by a thin layer of polyimide.

The fabrication is completed by patterning a metal layer that

contacts the devices. The pattern is shown in Figure 10. The metal layer

consists of 100 A of Ti for adhesion and 2000 A of Au. The 16 pads are used

for probing and wire bonding when the chips are mounted in a 16-pin DIP.

5. Electrical Transport Data

To determine the effects of lateral quantization on transport, we

fabricated and measured large lateral area devices as well as quantum dot

devices. Figure 11 shows the room temperature I-V characteristic of a large

area (2 pm2) resonant tunneling diode fabricated by chemical mesa etching

from the MBE material discussed above. The structure exhibits a 1.6:1 peak-

to-valley tunnel current ratio and a current density at resonance of 1.6 x

104 A/cm-2 .

We then examined transport through the quantum dot structures.

Figure 12 shows a similar I-V characteristic of a single quantum dot resonant

tunneling structure at 300 K. The structure clearly shows negative
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Figure 9. Scanning electron micrographs taken during polyimide etch-back
process: (a) mnetal contacts of quantum dot devices appearing
above polyimide layer. (b) partial clearing of polyimide from
iultidot pattern.
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Figure 11. I-V trace at 300 K of a 4 p2resonant tunneling large area
device.
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Figure 12. I-V trace at 300 K of a single quantum dot of the 2 x 2 pixel
dimension (approximately 0.25 x 0.15 pm).
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differential resistance (NDR), though the peak-to-valley ratio is degraded

from that of the large area structure, probably because of process damage.

The I-V characteristic clearly exhibits a "noise" that is far above the

system background noise. The origin of this noise is the so-called "single

electron switching" phenomenon 13 that has been observed in narrow Si MOSFET

wires. Traps in or near the narrow conduction channel and/or near the Fermi

level can emit or capture electrons with a temperature-dependent

characteristic time. This can be seen in Figure 13, where the switching is

better defined at 100 K than at 300 K. Since the switching rate is thermally

activated, there will be a temperature range (a priori expected to be rather

random for the different traps) over which the effect is observable. These

traps can be "frozen out," as we see in Figure 14, where the temperature has

been lowered to 4.2 K.

The trap switching rate is not only temperature dependent, but also

naturally dependent on the position of the Fermi level relative to the trap,

i.e., the device bias. The lowering of specific traps through the Fermi

level is clearly evident (at 0.6 V, 0.8 V to 0.85 V, and 1.0 V to 1.1 V).

Figures 15 and 16 show a time-dependent trace of the current

through this device at fixed bias voltage, at T = 84 K. Figure 15 shows

clear switching between two discrete resistance states at V - 0.71 V,

implying the trapping and detrapping of single electrons onto the same trap.

At higher device bias (0.875 V), the switching due to a number of traps is

evident.

We also examined the larger 3 x 3 single dot structure (the 1 x I

was inoperative) and other multiple dot patterns and found results similar to

those presented here.

We attempted to determine the activation energy of one of the traps

shown here, but experienced sudden device failure at low temperature before

these data could be completed. The mechanism for this failure is unknown.

The relatively large size of the device (let us consider in detail

the 2 x 2 device) makes the observation of such an effect a little suspect.
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Figure 13. I-V trace at 100 K of a single quantum dot of the 2 x 2 pixel
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However, the effects of depletion at the etched mesa surfaces have not been

taken into account. Taking the observed current at resonance and assuming
that the current density must be the same as in the large area device, we
calculate that the effective (circular) conduction path diameter is - 500 A,
consistent with the observation of the switching phenomena. This implies a

depletion layer of approximately 1000 A.

At these lateral dimensions, splitting of the quantum well

resonance due to lateral size quantization should be observable. High

resolution scans have been performed at 4.2 K and 1.2 K (similar to Figure
14) around the NOR peak, but no definite indications of lateral quantization
have been observed.
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IV. SILICON STRUCTURES

During the first half of the contract, we fabricated and characterized

silicon tunneling structures. A brief account of this work is given here. A

more extensive report is given in Appendix P.

Conduction at high fields in thin layer stacks of materials commonly

used in silicon integrated circuit processing has been examined. These

results show that Fowler-Nordheim tunneling is the dominant conduction

process in metal-oxide-silicon single- and multiple-dielectric systems. When

included in these structures, intrinsic (undoped) polycrystalline silicon is

essentially depleted of carriers and acts as a second dielectric. Correction

of the field strength in the oxides in these stacks to account for the bias

dropped across the polysilicon results in a single set of parameters

characterizing the tunneling process, which shows a rapid onset in the

vicinity of 5 MV/cm. Conduction in series combinations of polycrystalline

silicon and extremely thin oxides is dominated by Schottky barrier tunneling

at aluminum-polysilicon interfaces, probably caused by defective thin oxides.

Four lots of test devices were studied. In all cases the test devices

consisted of capacitors ranging from 5.63 x 10- 4 to 2.1 x 10-2 aii2. Best

results were obtained on the 5.63 x 10- 4 cm2 capacitors. In general, the

vertical structure consisted of a thermal oxide on silicon, undoped

polycrystalline silicon of various thicknesses, and an aluminum contact

layer. All oxides were grown at 9000C in dry oxygen. All poly layers were

deposited at 6000C in a hydrogen ambient.

All oxide thicknesses were measured by ellipsometry immediately after

growth. Although in some cases reliable thickness measurements on the

thinner oxides was difficult, it was possible to get repeatable figures on

all slices. Following metal patterning, the high frequency capacitance

versus voltage characteristic was obtained. In the case of MOS stacks this

provided an independent measurement of oxide thickness, and where possible,

was a reliable measure of poly thickness in stacks containing one or more

poly layers. Slow sweep I-V characteristics were obtained on all devices, to

breakdown on at least two devices on each slice.
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The slow sweep I-V characteristics were replotted as In (J/Eox2) vs

1/Eox, and a linear region was found. Fowler-Nordheim parameters that were

in reasonable agreement with published figures from similar structures were

obtained from the devices in two of the three lots characterized

electrically. The third lot showed evidence of a lack of continuity in both

oxide and poly layers for layer thicknesses less than 50 A. In the first two

lots, Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling was the dominant conduction mechanism. In

the third lot, conduction was controlled by an Al-silicon Schottky barrier,

due to the lack of integrity in the oxide and poly layers. Some structures

in the third lot had considerably thicker polysilicon layers, and these

devices showed a resistive behavior attributed to the undoped polysilicon.

The biggest problem encountered in this part of the program was control

of process variables. It was not possible to obtain the desired structures

reproducibly. The same oxide growth parameters that resulted in 80 A films

in one lot produced 160 A oxides in the next. Poly deposition parameters

that produced 80 A poly layers in one lot produced 1300 A layers in the next.
While it is true that extensive experience in silicon processing technology

can benefit a quantum coupled structure program, it is clear that these

structures cannot be fabricated in a production front-end. Parameters

required for the thin layers in quantum coupled structures are sufficiently

different from those used in present devices to require recalibration of the

apparatus used. This is not desirable in a production front-end.

Two items are particularly striking in this program: one is the

extraordinary progress made in quantum coupled devices fabricated in GaAs;

the other is the difficulty encountered in adapting current silicon

technology to approach ultrasmall dimensions. It seems clear that

fabrication facilities dedicated to nanometer range films will be required to

obtain quantum coupled structures in silicon.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

A. FABRICATION

The significant progress made in the fabrication of quantum dot diodes

is extremely encouraging. The fact that reasonable operation of the devices

was obtained with the relatively simple processing techniques employed

suggests that a number of modifications in the processing could produce

superior results. Processing improvements could be made in several areas, as

discussed below.

1. Molecular Beam Epitaxy

A significant advantage of the nonalloyed ohmic contacts would be

the ability to reduce the thickness of the GaAs contact layer. This would

reduce the demands on the anisotropic etching of the material and would allow

the use of a shorter and potentially less damaging etch process. In

addition, eliminating the requirement for the multimetal lift-off would

eliminate many of the complications mentioned in the fabrication section.

The ability to lift off a single metal that has better dry etching resistance

than Au would permit a thinner layer (in part due to the reduced GaAs contact

thickness), which would facilitate lift-off of smaller dots and would be a

simpler, more reliable process.

A possible solution would be the use of an InAs top layer. The

pinning of the Fermi level in the gap for InAs allows a nonalloyed contact to

be formed for nearly any metal chosen and would eliminate the angular

resolution problem of multiple evaporated sources. TI has a demonstrated

capability in the MBE growth of In compounds, not only for "bulk"

applications, but also for complex strained-layer resonant tunneling

structures (Appendix 0).

2. Patterning

The lithographic technique used to pattern the dots is obviously a

critical stage of the fabrication. Several facets of the method used thus

far could be improved, such as resolution, placement accuracy, dimensional

control, and induced damage.
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We have ordered a state-of-the-art e-beam lithography tool that

would provide superior resolution and placement accuracy. Considerable
research is also needed on the details of high resolution e-beam patterning,

which could aid in the understanding of this process. Advances in e-beam

patterning capabilities will be required for quantum effect devices to be
practical. However, the most significant benefit could be obtained by using

an entirely different lithographic technique.

Masked ion beam lithography (MIBL) is capable of short exposure

times, has demonstrated 400 A resolution, and is capable of printing features
down to approximately 100 A.14.15 The major advantage of MIBL for this work

is its unparalleled linewidth control. 16 When lithography is performed with
e-beam instruments near the limits of their resolution, the feature sizes are

a strong function of the particular beam size and shape. While it is

entirely possible to write sub-l00 A dots with e-beam lithography, it is
extremely difficult to carefully control the size of the features. With MIBL

it is possible to reliably obtain sub-lO00 A features with very tight control

of size.

High resolution e-beam lithography is still required, of course, to
fabricate MIBL masks, and one cannot be assured that any one mask patterned
by e-beam will have dots of exactly the size desired. However, once the mask

is fabricated, MIBL will permit the patterning of dots with excellent feature

size control time after time. There is added advantage in the possibility of
doing e-beam patterning when the masks are thin membranes, thus reducing the

backscattering effect and possibly improving resolution.17

MIBL also offers the potential of eliminating damage induced by the
lithography step. The range of protons in solids is relatively short,

approximately I am/100 keV. By adopting a simple bilayer resist approach and

adjusting the energy of the exposing protons, it is possible to avoid any

deposition of energy in the semiconductor substrate. This is not possible
with e-beam lithography.

Texas Instruments has a collaborative program with the University
of Houston to develop and use MIBL. Dr. J. C. Wolfe will soon have a 200 keV
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proton exposure tool and currently has all the required experience and

facilities to produce high resolution MIBL masks. Through this association

we should be able to capitalize on the capability of MIBL to produce large

quantities of uniform dot patterns with no process-induced damage.

3. Anisotropic Etching
As discussed in the fabrication section, the RIE technique was

marginal with respect to etch ratio and is probably responsible for some

degree of semiconductor damage. Several possibilities could improve both

situations: (1) a systematic investigation of etch-induced damage could be

accomplished; (2) other etch gases could be explored; and (3) improvements

could be made to the RIE apparatus, such as incorporating a load lock

mechanism. Optimization of the RIE process step will result in improved

electrical performance of the quantum dot devices.

While reactive ion etching is a powerful and effective anisotropic

dry etching technique, other alternatives also look promising. Ion beam

assisted etching18 and hot jet etching19 have proved viable for etching GaAs

and have potential advantages over RIE in terms of cleanliness, selectivity,

and damage control. One of these two techniques could be an extremely

effective method of fabricating quantum dot devices. Hot jet etching may be

particularly effective in reducing damage, since no ion beam is used during

etching. We believe it would be prudent to attempt to develop these

techniques and compare them to RIE, and to each other, especially with regard

to etch-induced damage.

B. THEORY/EXPERIMENT

The demonstration of a practical formulation of quantum transport theory

under the present contract is a major accomplishment that should be extended

in several directions. For instance, a more detailed description of the

interaction between a device and its contacts must be developed. In

addition, the treatment of incoherent processes within the device requires

more careful consideration. For example, is it correct to use the same sort

of collision operator for random elastic scattering (as from impurities or

alloy variations) as that used for inelastic (phonon) scattering? Finally,

the structure of the theory itself needs more thorough examination. The
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importance of the eigenvalues of the Liouville operator is pointed out in

Appendix C, but what is the significance of the associated elgenfunctions? A

deeper understanding of such issues could lead to an intuitive understanding

of the workings of quantum devices that will permit their technological

development to be pursued more effectively.

To provide a theoretical basis for the understanding of experimental

data on laterally quantized structures, a means for extending quantum

transport theory to such structures must be developed. This is more

difficult than we believed at the inception of this contract, and it will

certainly require much greater computer power than does the one-dimensional

problem.

The observation of single electron trapping phenomena in quantum dot

tunneling demonstrates that we have confined the transport to dimensions

necessary for lateral quantization. It is also encouraging that only a small

number of traps are present. Measurements of the activation energies, the

magnitude of the switching, etc., would allow a study of the types of traps

generated as a function of process variables to determine the least degrading

fabrication processes. This could also be correlated to the sudden failure

of devices that we have observed.

The absence of fine structure in the characteristics due to lateral

quantization is puzzling. Is the "roughness" of the depletion layer

responsible? Is a different (contact) electron distribution necessary, and

would this be the same for ground and excited states? Can the application of

a magnetic field (parallel to the current direction) minimize edge effects?

We recomend a further effort to determine the cause for the absence of the

fine structure i these devices.
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Wigner function model of a resonant-tunneling
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ABSTRACT

A model of an open quantum system is presented in which irreversibility is

introduced via boundary conditions on the single-particle Wigner distribution

function. The Wigner function is calculated in a discrete approximation by solution

of the Liouville equation in steady state, and the transient response is obtained by

numerical integration of the Liouville equation. This model is applied to the

quantum-well resonant-tunneling diode. The calculations reproduce the negative-

resistance characteristic of the device, and indicate that the tunneling current

approaches steady state within a few hundred femtoseconds of a sudden change in

applied voltage.

This manuscript has been submitted to Physical Review B.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The progress of semiconductor fabrication technology, particularly the hetero-
epitaxial technology, has permitted the fabrication of structures1 and devices 2 ,3

whose behavior is dominated by quantum-interference effects. By providing a
mechanism to control current flow through nanometer-scale semiconductor
structures, such quantum interference effects might form the basis for a new
generation of solid-state electronic technology. 4 The successful development of such
a technology will require a much more detailed understanding of the dynamic
behavior of size-quantized systems than is presently available.

A key property of any device, which has not been adequately addressed in the
case of quantum tunneling devices, is the transient response to changes in the
externally applied voltage. The transient response determines the ultimate

switching speed and frequency response of the device. Because a device is a physical
system characterized by openness and irreversibility, the analysis of its behavior,
and particularly the analysis of the transient response must be performed within the
framework of statistical mechanics, rather than pure-state quantum mechanics. A
preliminary report on the calculation of the transient response of a tunneling device

has appeared. 5 This paper describes the calculation in detail.

In the present work the quantum-well resonant-tunneling diode2,3,6 (RTD) has
been taken to be the prototype quantum semiconductor device. This device consists
of a single quantum well bounded by tunneling barriers, as shown in Fig. 1. As a
bias voltage is applied to the device, the resonant state in the well is pulled down in
energy with respect to the more negative electrode, and the tunneling current
through this state depends on the density of occupied states in the electrode. When
the resonant state is pulled below the conduction band edge of the electrode, the
tunneling current decreases. The device thus shows negative differential resistance,
which is attributable to quantum interference.

II. OPENNESS AND IRREVERSIBILITY OF THE DEVICE

An electron device is necessarily an open system; it is useless unless connected
to an electrical circuit and able to exchange electrons with that circuit. If one wishes
to study the behavior of the device apart from that of the circuit, it is convenient to
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I
represent the effects of the external circuit by ideal electron reservoirs attached to
the terminals of the device. The term "open system" is used here in a more restricted
sense than is common in the statistical physics literature.7  For the present
purposes, an open system is one which is connected to reservoirs of conserved

particles, so that the interaction between the system and a reservoir necessarily

involves a particle current through an interface (real or idealized) between the

system and the reservoir. A concrete example is a semiconductor device (the system)

to which a metal wire (the reservoir) is attached through an Ohmic contact (the
interface). The body of literature of which Ref. 7 is representative is primarily

concerned with a related problem which I will refer to as "damping." In the

semiconductor device example, this is the interaction between the electrons and

phonons (regarded as a heat bath) which leads to electrical resistance.

The dynamic behavior of a device must be time-irreversible. This is
demonstrated by the existence of the current-voltage I(V) curve that is

conventionally used to characterize a device. Each point of the I(V) curve represents
a steady state, and all of the points except V = 0 represent a non-equilibrium steady

state. A time-reversible system cannot stably approach such a steady state.

Landauer 8 has pointed out that if one considers conduction through a sample in
which only elastic scattering occurs, the resulting finite conductivity requires that

energy be dissipated in the reservoirs to which the sample is connected. The

connectien between openness and dissipation may be readily perceived in other
physical systems, perhaps most clearly in the vacuum tube (or valve) of an earlier

generation of electronic technology. 9 The vacuum is certainly not a dissipative
medium, but making electrical contact to it through metal electrodes results in a

device which displays an I(V) curve and which dissipates energy (generally in the
anode). Thus openness and dissipation are related. What is perhaps less obvious is

that dissipation or irreversibility is a necessary feature of any meaningful

description of the interaction between an open system and the reservoirs to which it
is connected. If the boundary conditions are reversible, then unstable solutions to

the transient response are admitted. This will become apparent when we consider
the effect of open-system boundary conditions on the eigenvalue spectrum of the
Liouville super-operator.
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The connection between open-system boundary conditions and the eigenvalue
spectrum can be seen in the simpler case of the Hamiltonian. Consider the
conventional demonstration of the Hermiticity of the single-particle Hamiltonian.10
This demonstration proceeds by invoking Green's identity to transpose the Laplace
operator, which leaves a surface term. This term is conventionally taken to be zero,

but it can be expressed as

H-Hf ~ ds(1)
|j. ds

where j is the current operator and S is the boundary of the domain in which the
Hamiltonian is defined. One maintains the Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian by
choosing wavefunctions for which the surface integral vanishes: states that are well
localized within the domain, or stationary scattering states for which the incoming

and outgoing flux cancel. Now, in general, there must be a net change in the

electron density in a device as the device passes from one steady state to another.
For example, the resonant state in the RTD shows a large electron density peak in
the quantum well. Therefore, during the process of establishing this state, there
must be a net inward current flow to "fill up" the well. However, according to (1), a

set of basis states (on a finite spatial domain) that could describe such a process

would result in a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian.

iT. STATISTICAL MECHANICS

Irreversible quantum phenomena are properly treated at a statistical level.1 1

That is, a level at which the state of the quantum system is represented by an

operator (density matrix, 12 Wigner function, 13 or Green's function, 14 typically)
rather than by a wavefunction. The statistical representation is required if one is to
describe both the superposition of complex-valued amplitudes leading to interference
effects, and the superposition of real-valued probabilities leading to incoherent
phenomena. Let us briefly review the fundamental relations of quantum statistical
mechanics, in order to define the terms and display the equations that will be

invoked.

A statistically mixed quantum state is described by a density matrix1 2 which,

in a real-space basis, can be written as
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p(X' Z') = w(Xl 0(1lX') (2)

I)

where 1i) represents a complete set of states and wi is a probability. The time

evolution of the density matrix is given by the quantum Liouville equation:

ap/&t = (1/ W£)[H, p] I (L/IA)p(3
1 4,2 a2 j2(3{A-2 I a i- I a 1= i{. - a ax-  x' 2 1p+ lv(x) - vlx')Ip1,

where H is the Hamiltonian and L is the Liouville (super)operator. The potential v

will include contributions from the device structure in the form of heterojunction

band discontinuities and from the electrostatic (Hartree) potential due to mobile

electrons, ionized impurities and externally applied fields. In the present work the

independent-electron model will be assumed, so that only the single-electron reduced

density matrix or distribution function is required.

The Wigner distribution functionl 3 is obtained from the density matrix by

changing the independent variables to X = 4.(x + x') and 4 = x - x'. The classical

position is then identified with X and the Fourier transform of is taken to obtain the

classical momentum variable:

ftx'k)= dke-i P(X+IE~x-g). (4)

This transformation of variables and its effect on the boundary conditions for finite

systems is illustrated in Fig. 2. The Liouville equation for the Wigner function can

then be written

*af A Ak a-1 k' V Vk- k)ftx,kV) (5)

& m a x .a 2n

where the kernel of the potential operator is given by

V-(,k)=2 Jdsin(kO-v(X+ JO- WX- Efl (6)
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The nonlocal potential is the means by which interference between alternative paths

enters the Wigner function formalism.15

The density matrix and thus the Wigner function may be normalized so as to
represent the particle density. Thus the electron density n(x) (in units of particles

per cm 3, for example) can be found from

n (x) = P(x,x) = _2nf(x,k).(7

The continuity equation can be derived from the Liouville equation (5) by
integrating with respect to k. The contribution from the potential operator vanishes
by antisymmetry and one obtains an expression for the current density:

fW dk Ak (8)
F()= . 2n m

Now let us consider the effect of boundary conditions on the eigenvalue

spectrum of the Liouville super-operator. The Hermiticity of L follows directly from
that of the Hamiltonian H for a closed, conservative system. Such a system can only

display oscillatory behavior. If we change the boundary conditions so as to allow
particles to pass into or out of the system, we violate the Hermiticity of Liouville

operator, because its Hermiticity depends upon a relation derived from (1). This
introduces imaginary parts into at least some of the eigenvalues of L, or real parts

into some of the eigenvalues of (L/if, giving a real exponential character to the

time-dependence of f If the open-system boundary conditions are time-reversible,
then the real parts of the eigenvalues of (L/i) occur symmetrically. That is, there is
a positive real part, corresponding to an unstable solution, for every negative real

part.1S An example of such a boundary condition may be applied to the density

matrix.17 It is 8p/X = 0, along boundaries parallel to the x and x' axes (shown as the
long-dashed lines in Fig. 2). This is a plausible boundary condition for an open

system, because it leads to a constant density at the boundary, approximating the
effect of a fixed chemical potential at the boundary. Fixing the chemical potential is

the usual way to represent an Ohmic contact in classical semiconductor device
analyses.1S, 19 In the present case, however, its time-reversal symmetry leads to an

unphysical exponentially growing solution of the Liouville equation.
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One might expect that the unstable eigenvalues would be removed by the

inclusion of the damping which results from coupling the system to a heat bath. (The

damping in semiconductors is due to random scattering of electrons by phonons.2 0 )

Within the simple models which I have studied,16 such is not the case. If one uses a

simple Fokker-Planck operator 2 l to approximate the effects of phonon scattering,

then damping coefficients which are appropriate to a high-mobility material such as

GaAs are not sufficient to render the time-dependent behavior stable. Damping

coefficients about an order of magnitude too large are required to remove the positive

eigenvalues. Thus, the stability of a model of an open system should be guaranteed

by the open-system boundary conditions themselves, and this means that these

boundary conditions must be time-irreversible.
The required irreversibility can be obtained in a physically appealing way by

assuming that the reservoirs to which the device is connected have properties

analogous to those of a black body: the distribution of electrons emitted into the

device from the reservoir is characterized by the thermal equilibrium distribution

function of the reservoir, and all electrons impinging upon a reservoir from the

device are absorbed by the reservoir without reflection. To implement this picture,
we must be able to distinguish the sense of the velocity of an electron at the position

of the boundary. Thus the Wigner function is the natural representation for an open

system. Let the interface between the device and the left-hand reservoir occur at

X=0, and the interface between the device and the right-hand reservoir occur at

X = 1. Then we may write the open-system boundary conditions as

f(O, k) = fl (k) I k >0 (9)

f(l,k)=fr(k) Jk<0

Note that these boundary conditions are appropriate for the Liouville equation in the

form (5). The derivative is first order in X so one value of f must be specified for each
k. The dependence on k is expressed as an integral, so no boundary conditions need

be specified in the k-direction. The reservoirs are characterized by the chemical

potential p and reciprocal temperature P. The equilibrium distribution functions of

the reservoirs can be written (after integrating over the transverse momenta) as

(10)
fj, (k) =(M/nf&21p, ) In 01 + eXP[- z (jj2k2/2mPr ) }
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The physical picture which underlies these boundary conditions is of course
well known. It is invoked in most forms of transport calculation, including

scattering analyses of conductance 8 and tunneling 22-24 , and classical calculations
such as those performed by Monte Carlo methods.25, 26 The characteristic feature of
such calculations, however, is that the interaction between the system and the
reservoir is treated implicitly within an algorithmic procedure. The usefulness of
this approach is inherently limited. We will see that the explicit statement of the
boundary conditions (9) leads to new insights and calculational capabilities.

The most important insight is that the boundary conditions (9) assure the

stability of the solutions of the Liouville equation. This may be demonstrated by
proving that the real parts of the eigenvalues of (L/ik=) are all non-positive. We may
do so by evaluating the expectation value of the homogeneous part of (L/iA) for an

arbitrary distribution function f. Note that because L is a super-operator, the
expectation value is taken between operators (the distribution functions). If we
define the inner product of distribution functions in the obvious way, the expectation
value is readily evaluated. Again the contribution from the potential operator

vanishes by antisymmetry and the gradient operator can be integrated to obtain:

(f(L/iA)f)= fdxfdkf(LlifA)f= (A/im)fdkk f2(0,k) - f2(,k)]0J 2 D f2 02 I 2 0 1
=(4/2m) _ kf.(0, k)d+ kf2(O,k)dk-W k f(1,k)dk- kf2s(1,k)dkj. (11)

Here I have used the notation f, to denote the part of the distribution function that is
a property of the system, that is, not specified by the boundary conditions. For the
homogeneous case, f, = fr = 0. Then the terms containing these quantities vanish,
and the two terms containing fs are clearly non-positive. Therefore the real parts of

the eigenvalues of (L/if) must all be non-positive. The physical interpretation of this
argument is that the electrons in an open system will eventually escape and the
internal density will approach zero if there is no inward current flow from the

reservoirs.

IV. DISCRETE MODEL

The problems which are of interest in studying the behavior of quantum
devices do not fall into the domain of analytically soluble problems. The results of
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the present model must therefore be evaluated numerically. This requires that the
infinite number of mathematical operations implied by the continuum formulation
of the problem must be reduced to a finite number. A natural way to do this is to
replace the continuous domain of the problem by a mesh or lattice of discrete points

in phase space.

The position coordinates x will be taken to be elements of a uniformly spaced
set with mesh spacing A,: x E { 0, Ax, 2Ax, ..., 1 }. The number of mesh points in the x
dimension is thus Nx = I/A + 1. The underlying wavefunctions and the operators
which act upon them are assumed to be defined only on a mesh point (although for
the purpose of evaluating the potential operator (6) the mesh may be extended into
the reservoirs). The definition of the Wigner distribution function (4) may be
discretized as follows: The position argument X takes discrete values from the set
defined above. (Henceforth I will neglect the distinction between the position
argument of the Wigner function X and the position argument of the wavefunction x,
and refer to both of these quantities as x.) The relative coordinate k, from which the
momentum argument is obtained, must be treated more carefully. Because we have
assumed that the potential is only defined at integral multiples of Ax and because k
appears in (6) with a coefficient of 1, we must constrain k to take only even multiples
of Ax: k ( (0, 2Ax, 4Az, ..., It }. Then when we take the Fourier transform with respect
to k as in (4) or (6), the resulting function is periodic in k with a period of n/Ax. The
maximum value of k in this scheme, 14, is not necessarily related to any of the
previously defined quantities. It determines the maximum distance over which
quantum correlations are taken into account, thus determining in some sense the
number of alternative paths which are allowed to interfere. 15 In the present

calculations, 14 has been taken to be equal to 1.

The domain is similarly discretized in the k dimension. The domain
- n/2Ax <k! n/2A. may be discretized into an arbitrary number of mesh points Nk.
However, the numerical solution of the Liouville equation is simplified if we choose
the mesh so that k = 0 is not one of the mesh values. (At k = 0 the gradient term of (5)
degenerates, leading to zeros on the diagonal of the super-operator. Such zeros
require that row interchanges be performed in the Gaussian elimination procedure.
If the mesh is chosen so that these zeros do not occur, it has been observed that no
interchanges are required.) Thus we require that Nk be even, so as to have equal
numbers of points for positive and negative k, and let the mesh straddle k = 0: k E {
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(n/Ax)l(j - ) - I] j= 1,2,...,Nh}. The k mesh spacing is therefore Ak = nINkAx.

Equation (6) for the potential operator then takes the discretized form:
2

V(x,k)= - sin (kkLv(x+ O- u(x- f)J. (12)

Discretization of the Liouville equation (5) requires some care, as the gradient

(drift) term must be replaced by a finite-difference approximation. There is a

potential ambiguity in this procedure, because the gradient can be expressed as

either a left-hand difference: (Vf )(x)=[f (x)-f (x-A.)]/A, or as a right-hand

difference: (Vf )(x) = [f (x + Ax) - f (x)J/Ax. This ambiguity is naturally resolved by

considering the boundary conditions. Let us imagine that the boundary conditions

(9) will be represented by extra rows of mesh points placed just outside of the domain

of f, as illustrated in Figure 3. The values of f along these boundary rows will be

regarded as fixed. There will be a row along x= -A. for k>0 and a row along

x = I+ Ax for k < 0. Now consider k > 0. If the boundary conditions are to be coupled

into the domain at all, we must use the left-hand difference for the gradient, at least

next to the left-hand boundary. If we want the discrete version of the fundamental

theorem of calculus to hold for integration with respect to x, we must then use the

left-hand difference for all x. A similar argument leads to the use of the right-hand

difference for all x for k<0. This sort of scheme for discretization of the gradient is

the phase-space equivalent of a scheme which is known as an "upstream" or
"upwind" difference in the context of classical fluid dynamic calculations. 2 7 Similar

schemes have been employed in neutron-transport calculations. 28 The use of this

upwind difference is what permits the argument of Eq. (11) to hold in the discrete

case, and is thus the key element in obtaining stable solutions for the Wigner

distribution function. The discretized Liouville equation can thus be written as:

tAk I f(x+A )-f(x)Ik<O I I1 Vx,kk)f(h 1. (13)
f(x,k)/t = - m-A Nf(x)-f(x-ti)Ik>O A 01

The discretized continuity equation is derived from the discretized Liouville

equation (13). In a simple discretization scheme, the vector quantities such as

electric field or current density are most naturally associated with the intervals

between mesh points rather than with the mesh points themselves.29 Thus we may
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expect the discretized continuity equation to have the form:

an)/at = [j(x+IAX)-j(z-A,)/ 1A. (14)

If the density is defined as

n(x f(,k), (15)

then the form of the discretized Liouville equation (13) requires that the current

density be

A,, Ako " +A ,, , (16)
j(x+A&)= L "- +>+ - "f(xk)

X 2*Ik<0 k>O I

Using this definition ofj, the current density calculated for a steady-state solution (af
/at = 0) is independent of x.

The derivation of the discrete continuity equation (14) from the discrete

Liouville equation (13) requires that

V(X,k)= o. (17)
{k)

for all x. This condition follows from the antisymnetry of V and from the Fourier

completeness relation:

l N* k N k. (18)
{k)

This is significant because one is very tempted to employ a smaller set of h values to

reduce the computation time. If the k's included in the computation do not spin the
"Brillouin zone" defined by the 4 discretization [and thus satisfy (18)], however, the

continuity equation will not be satisfied. This can lead to steady-state solutions in
which the current density is not constant, and to transient solutions in which there is

a significant gain or loss of particle density inside the device.

-11-
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V. STEADY-STATE BEHAVIOR

The steady-state behavior of the resonant-tunneling diode was numerically
calculated by solving the discretized Liouville equation (13) for the condition aftat = 0.
The boundary conditions (9) supply the inhomogeneous source terms. The present
calculations used N = 80, Nk = 60. The mesh spacing was taken to be Ax = 0.565 nm
to make the assumed layer thicknesses commensurate with the atomic layer spacing
of the (AI,Ga)As system. The discrete Liouville equation was solved by Gaussian
elimination, which requires storage proportional to NNk2 and time proportional to
NxNk3 .

The device structure assumed in the present calculations consists of a 4.5 nm
wide quantum well of GaAs bounded by identical 2.8 nm wide barrier layers of
A1o.3Gao.7As. The conduction-band discontinuity was taken to be 0.6030 of the total
bandgap discontinuity.31 17.5 nm of the GaAs electrode layer was included in the
simulation domain on each side of the device. Because Hartree self-consistency was
not incorporated into the present calculations, the applied bias voltages were
assumed to be dropped uniformly across the well and barriers, as illustrated in Fig.
1. The electron density assumed in the boundary reservoirs was 2x10 18 cm-3. (This
is the only place in the computation where the doping density appears if self-
consistency is not implemented.) All calculations were performed at a temperature
of 300 K.

The assumed barriers are rather thin compared to those of typical
experimental devices 3,6 because thicker layers result in narrower resonances in the
transmission coefficient. This requires that one use more meshpoints in k in order to
adequately resolve the narrower resonances. The presently assumed structure is one
whose Wigner function can be adequately represented by the discrete model
described above.

The steady-state calculation was performed for a range of bias voltages, and the
current density was evaluated from the resulting Wigner function. The current-
voltage characteristic from this calculation is shown in Fig. 4, along with the curve
derived from a scattering calculation which was done in a finite-difference
approximation1 7 with the same mesh spacing Ax. (In the scattering calculation the
wavefunctions were evaluated recursively 32 using an energy-dependent initial
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condition which matched the wavefunction to a traveling wave.) The Wigner-
function calculation predicts a higher current density and lower peak-to-valley
current ratio than the scattering calculation. The voltages at which the peak and
valley occur agree very well. The Wigner-function calculation more nearly

resembles the experimental results at 300 K, but at lower temperatures it seriously
underestimates the peak-to-valley ratio. Moreover, the presently neglected phonon
scattering processes, which account for most of the temperature dependence, will

tend to reduce the peak-to-valley ratio. Thus, at present, the scattering theory is
more likely to fit the experimental data6 when such processes are taken into account.
The difference between the Wigner and scattering calculations is probably due to

the difference in the boundary conditions. The boundary conditions (9) impose a
constraint upon the standing-wave patterns of the underlying wave functions,
whereas the energy-dependent boundary conditions of the scattering analysis do not

do so. A result of this effect is that the current-voltage curves calculated from the
Wigner function depend weakly on the assumed position of the boundaries.

The voltage at which the peak current occurs in both theoretical calculations of
Fig. 4 is significantly lower than that at which the peak occurs in the experimental

data of Fig. 1. The reason for this is the neglect of self-consistency in the evaluation
of the electrostatic potential. 33 In particular, the upstream accumulation and

downstream depletion layers in the experimental devices drop much of the applied
voltage, and there is also the Ohmic drop in the contact layers. The theoretical

calculations predict a current density about an order of magnitude larger than the
experimental data. This is due to the thinner barriers assumed in the theoretical

calculations. The current density decreases exponentially with increasing barrier
thickness.34,35

The steady-state Wigner functions for different bias voltages are plotted in
Figures 5-7. The zero-bias (equilibrium) case is shown in Fig. 5. The large electron
density in the electrode regions, and much smaller density in the vicinity of the

barriers is evident. Small oscillations appear in various regions, reflecting the
underlying quantum interference. Fig. 6 shows the steady-state Wigner function for
a bias of 0.11 V, which corresponds to the peak of the I(V) curve. The oscillations are
in this case much more pronounced, including a strong negative peak. This is

evidence that strong quantum-interference effects are present, as expected. In
contrast, the Wigner function (shown in Fig. 7) for a larger bias voltage, 0.22 V,
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which corresponds to the current "valley", is quite similar to that of the equilibrium

case.

Much more information can be obtained from the steady-state calculations

than just the I(V) curve. An example is the electron density in the quantum well as

shown in Fig. 8. The maximum electron density of 1.5x1011 cm- 2 occurs at a
somewhat lower bias voltage than the current peak. The shift in the electrostatic
potential due to the occupation of the well is therefore of the order of 0.02 V if one
assumes that the effective separation of the charge dipole is 10 nm. (The charge in

the well will be neutralized by a change in the mobile charge density at that location
which minimizes the voltage shift. In the case of the RTD this will be in the
accumulation layer that forms against the upstream barrier. The distance from the
center of the well to the centroid of the accumulation layer is of the order of 10 nm.)
The 0.02 V shift due to the charge in the quantum well is properly compared to the
voltage axis of Fig. 1, 4, or 8, and is readily seen to be negligible.

VI. TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR

To obtain the transient response of a quantum device, the discretized Liouville

equation (13) may be integrated. This requires a further discretization of the
equation with respect to time. The way in which this discretization is performed also
has a profound effect on the numerical stability of the resulting solutions, but the

considerations here are well known within the context of "stiff" differential
equations. 36 To illustrate the connection between the numerical approach and the
more familiar techniques of quantum-mechanical calculations, let us discuss this
issue using a more quantum-mechanical notation.

The general solution of the Liouville equation can be written as

f(t) = p q L(t')dr) I f(1). (19)
& 0

The conventional approach to evaluating this expression is to find a part of L whose

effect can be integrated analytically, and then to expand the remaining part of L in a
perturbation series. The simple non-perturbative numerical approaches
approximate the integral in the exponential by a finite sum, thereby obtaining a
product expansion of the operator exponential
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where t ( (to, to + At, to + 2At, ..., t }, to obtain a simple iterative scheme (in this case

Euler's formula) which I will call the explicit scheme:

f(t+At ) = f(t) + At(L/ iA) f(t). (21)

(Note that this approach to evaluating the time-development operator trivially

resolves the issue of time-ordering the operator product.37 ) The usefulness of this

scheme is limited by the existence of large negative eigenvalues of (L/iA). Consider

the eigenfunction fA corresponding to such an eigenvalue X. Each iteration of

equation (21) multiplies the fk component of the solution by a factor (1+ XAt). If the

modulus of this factor is greater than unity, the solution will diverge, even though

the criterion for stability of the continuum problem [Re(X)501 is satisfied. The

modulus of the factor (1+ At) can be made less than unity by choosing At to be

sufficiently small, but the resulting values often lead to impractically large

requirements for computer time.

An absolutely stable integration scheme is the implicit, or backward Euler

method. It is obtained by expanding the operator exponential as

ep l Ldt' ( -)t)t/--
0x t t' = to

This leads to the following iteration equation:

(1 -A9L/iA) f(t+ A t) = f(t) (23)

In this scheme each eigenfunction of the Liouville operator is multiplied by a factor

of (1 -}Ad-I which has a modulus less than unity for any value of At if Re(A)<0.
The price to be paid for this stability is that one must solve a linear system of

equations at each time step (computation proportional to NNkS), as opposed to

simply multiplying by a matrix as in the explicit scheme (computation proportional

to N.Nkl). The use of larger time-steps At, however, makes the implicit method the

more effective one. This scheme was employed in the present calculations.
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The stability of the calculation is guaranteed in the implicit method for

arbitrarily large time-steps At, but there is also the issue of the accuracy of the

calculation. The potential inaccuracy arises because one is trying to approximate

exp(kAt) by (1-XA1 )-1, which is clearly inadequate when 1kA4>1. [Recall that

Re(A)<= 0.] If all of the eigenfunctions of the Liouville operator were present in the

Wigner function solution, this condition for accuracy of the implicit scheme is

equivalent to the criterion for satbility of the explicit scheme. The benefits of the

implicit scheme are due to the fact that not all of the eigenfunctions are present in

the desired solution. In'particular, the eigenfunctions of the large eigenvalues (the

"stiff" components) are not significantly present. These eigenfunctions correspond to

the occupation of higher-energy states. We may estimate the magnitude of the
important eigenvalues by estimating the maximum occupied energy levels in a

given situation. In the case of the resonant-tunneling diode this would be the Fermi

level, plus a few times T, plus the applied bias, or the bias voltage plus 0.1 to 0.2 V

for the assumed design at room temperature. The present calculations employed a

time step At = 1 fs, which corresponds to an energy of 0.6 eV. Thus this time step is

small enough to realistically represent the transient response.

The results of the calculations of the transient response of the resonant-

tunneling diode model are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Since the negative-resistance

characteristic is the interesting feature of this device, the transient response

calculations were performed for switching events across this region of the I(V) curve.
Figure 9 shows the current density in the device as a function of position and time for

an event in which the initial bias of 0.11 V (corresponding to the peak in the current)

was suddenly switched to 0.22 V (corresponding to the bottom of the valley) at t = 0.
More specifically, the steady-state Wigner function for a bias of 0.11 V was used as

an initial value, and the time evolution under the Liouville operator for 0.22 V bias

was evaluated. The response of the current is complex, as might be expected, but

shows some features that are readily interpreted. The current density initially

increases throughout the structure, so that the device displays a positive resistance

over a short time. The destructive interference which underlies the negative

resistance takes some tens of femtoseconds to manifest itself. The current has

settled quite near to its steady-state value after 200 fs. Of course the response of real

devices will be limited by the time required to charge the device capacitance through

the parasitic series resistance of the contacts. Such effects were deliberately omitted
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from the present model in order to observe the intrinsic response of the tunneling
process itself.

A simulation of the reverse transition is shown in Figure 10. That is, the bias
was suddenly switched from 0.22 V to 0.11 V. The response shows a similar short-

time positive resistance, as the current density initially drops. After 200 fs the

steady state has not quite been reached, as indicated by the slightly higher current
density through the left-hand barrier as compared to that through the right-hand
barrier. This indicates that the process of filling the quantum well is not yet

complete. The difference in speed of response between peak-to-valley and the valley-
to-peak transitions may be understood in terms of the shape of the energy barriers as

a function of bias voltage. The higher bias voltage, and thus the higher electric field,
leads to more "triangular" barriers. The more triangular barriers are effectively

narrower and are therefore more transparent to tunneling currents. Thus there is
more tunneling current available to complete the peak-to-valley transition, and it

proceeds more quickly.

VII. DISCUSSION

The present model of an open quantum system clearly reproduces the essential

features of the current-voltage curve of the resonant-tunneling diode. In addition, by
incorporating the open-system irreversibility, it permits detailed calculations of the

time-domain response of the device to externally applied voltages.

The open-system boundary conditions (9) are equally applicable to quantum

and classical systems. In particular, they are the appropriate boundary conditions
for the classical Liouville and Boltzmann equations for those cases in which a

transporting medium connects two or more reservoirs (which covers the great
majority of cases of interest). The demonstration (11) of the stability of the system

under these boundary conditions is equally valid in the classical case.

An examination of the drift term in the discrete Liouville equation (13) shows

that it has the form of a master operator. (That is, it has a "gain -loss" form and
could therefore appear in a master equation. 38 ) This suggests that an implicit
Markov assumption must have been made in the derivation of (13). The Markov

assumption is inherent in the boundary conditions (9). By expressing the effect of

the reservoir as a boundary condition, we have suppressed the internal degrees of
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freedom of the reservoir. In general, such a procedure leads to a non-Markovian
equation for the time-evolution of the system, as the effects of the suppressed degrees

of freedom are "folded" into a memory functional. 39 Some further approximation is
then required to derive the conventional (Markovian) macroscopic kinetic

equations. 40 In the present case, it is assumed that such a Markovian

approximation exists. Physically, we would expect that the ideal reservoir behavior
would be obtained when the correlation time of the reservoir is very short,4 1 or

equivalently, that the scattering rate in the reservoir is very high. In other words,

the Markovian behavior results from the loss of information about the state of an
electron as soon as it passes out of the system and into a reservoir and is quickly

scattered.

The shape of the domain of the Wigner function as illustrated in Fig. 2 is

significant. The density matrix p(x,x') is essentially a spatial correlation function.
In Fig. 2, the long-dashed lines indicating the system-reservoir interfaces in x and x'

divide the domain into regions corresponding to the various possible system-system,

system-reservoir, and reservoir-reservoir correlation functions. The domain of the
Wigner function (bounded by the short-dashed lines) necessarily extends into the

domain of the system-reservoir correlation function. This appears to be an essential

element in the description of open quantum systems. It specifically enters the
present calculations in the evaluation of equation (6) or (12) for the potential
operator. These equations require values for the potential v(x) at positions x<0 and
x > 1. For this purpose the potential was assumed to extend into the reservoirs with a

constant value equal to that at the system-reservoir boundary.

A consequence of the abrupt change in band structure at a heterojunction is

that the effective mass also changes abruptly. This must be taken into account in
the construction of the effective-mass hamiltonian 42 ,4 3 and this effect is readily
incorporated into a density-matrix calculation. 17 When the Liouville operator is

transformed into the Wigner-Weyl representation, however, the effect of the
effective-mass discontinuity becomes nonlocal.44 If the discontinuity in the effective

mass is small, we may use a semi-classical (local) approximation by placing the

effective mass factor in equations (5) and (13) inside the gradient operator. This

should adequately describe the GaAs-AlxGa.xAs heterojunction for Al mole
fractions in the direct-gap range, and this approximation was used in the present

calculations.
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There is no dissipation due to random scattering within the device in the

present model. Energy dissipation occurs through the loss of energetic electrons to
the reservoirs. The inclusion of random scattering would not seriously complicate

the present calculations so long as the collision super-operator C(x,k; x',k') is local in

the sense that it has the form C(k, k')8(x-x'). (By "not seriously complicate the

calculations," I mean that the collision operator would not add to the sparsity

structure of the Liouville super-operator as defined in (13). The elements of C would

of course have to be evaluated and added to the corresponding elements of L, but the

algorithms and data structures required to solve for the Wigner function would

remain unchanged.) The collision operator has been shown to take this form in the
case of a uniform field.45,46 An obvious first approximation would be to use a

classical Boltzmann collision operator. This has not yet been done.

It would be desirable to have more detailed microscopic models of the coupling

between a device and its contacts, while still treating the contact as a reservoir.
Techniques such as those used to integrate out the heat-bath variables in studies of

dissipative systems 7 ,2 1,39 ,4 1 might be applied to integrate out the reservoir

variables. The boundary conditions used here are perhaps a crude model, but they
illustrate the essential physics of the system-reservoir interaction. 8

VIII. RELATION TO OTHER WORK

The more traditional approach to modeling tunneling devices is to evaluate

stationary scattering StateS. 22 -24 ,3 5,47-49 This is an excellent way to obtain the

steady-state behavior, particularly the I(V) curve. When this approach is applied to

time-dependent phenomena, however, the results are much less satisfactory. The
result is expressed as a single "characteristic time."3 5,47 ,4 8 (It is clear from Figs. 9

anl 10 that the transient response of a tunneling device actually involves several

different time constants.) There is a marked contrast between the rather qualitative
nature of the derivation of this characteristic time scale and the highly detailed and
precise calculations of steady-state properties in the same papers. This contrast A

suggests that the scattering theory is inherently unsuited to the calculation of

transient phenomena.

The problem with scattering theory concerns the formulation of boundary

conditions for the time-dependent Schroedinger equation. As pointed out in the
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discussion of Eq. (1) it is not possible to describe the transient transition from one
steady state to another with finite boundary conditions that leave the Hamiltonian
Hermitian. Conceptually, there is no problem if the boundary conditions are allowed

to approach infinity. (The irreversibility that results in such a case comes from the
infinite propagation of disturbances in the wavefunctions.) Boundary conditions at
infinity, however, are very difficult to treat computationally. Kundrotas and

DargysSO have dealt with this problem for the case of tunneling out of the bound
state of a delta-function potential. To do so, they invoked the special properties of

the bound state. The present statistical approach makes no such assumptions, and

in fact does not require that a distinction be made between bound and free states.

The use of the Wigner distribution function in semiconductor device problems

has been previously advocated by other workers. The published works on this

subject are either primarily concerned with the formulation of the problem (rather
than its solution)4 4 ,46 ,5 1,52 , or report calculations that suffer from numerical

instabilities. 5 3 The missing element has been a proper formulation of the open-
system boundary conditions. When these boundary conditions (and the logically
consequent discretization scheme) are included, the direct solution of the Liouville

equation for the Wigner distribution function becomes a practical technique for the

analysis of quantum semiconductor devices.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Potential diagram and experimental l(V) curve for a resonant-tunneling
diode. The barriers are thin layers of a wider-gap semiconductor, typically
(AI,Ga)As, and the quantum well and the regions outside the barriers are GaAs. A
size-quantized state is confined in the well; its energy is indicated by the dashed line.
(a) shows the structure in equilibrium. When a voltage is applied (b) electrons can
resonantly tunnel out of occupied states (shaded region) through the confined state.
As the voltage is increased (c) the resonant state is pulled below the occupied levels
and the tunneling current decreases, leading to a negative-resistance characteristic,
as the current decreases with increasing voltage. The experimental data are
courtesy of M.A. Reed (Ref. 6).

Figure 2. Domain of the density matrix and Wigner distribution calculations. The
arguments of the density matrix are x and x'. The Wigner function is obtained by
transforming to the coordinates X and k, followed by a Fourier transform with respect
to k. The long-dashed lines indicate the system-reservoir boundaries, and they
partition the domain into regions corresponding to various system-system, system-
reservoir, and reservoir-reservoir correlations. The short-dashed lines represent the
boundaries of the domain of the Wigner function calculation. Note that the Wigner
function domain includes regions which represent correlation with the reservoirs.

Figure 3. Discretization scheme for the gradient (or drift) term of the Liouville
equation. The flow of probability between meshpoints is indicated by the arrows,
which also indicate the sense of the finite-difference approximation for the gradient.
The upwind difference means that a flow toward the right implies a left-hand
difference approximation, and vice versa. Note that the sense of the finite-difference
is uniquely determined by the form of the boundary conditions.

Figure 4. Current vs. voltage for a resonant-tunneling diode consisting of 2.8 nm
layers of AlO.3GaO.7As bounding a 4.5 nm GaAs well, at a temperature of 300 K. The

current derived from a calculation of the Wigner function (solid line) is compared to
that derived from a more conventional scattering calculation (dashed line).
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Figure 5. Wigner distribution function for the steady-state calculation of Fig. 4, at
zero bias voltage (thermal equilibrium). In the electrode regions, the distribution is

approximately Maxwellian (as a function of k). The density is significantly reduced
in the vicinity of the quantum well due to size-quantization effects.

Figure 6. Wigner function for 0.11 V bias, corresponding to the peak current in Fig.

4. The standing-wave patterns and strong negative peak indicate that significant

quantum interference effects are occuring.

Figure 7. Wigner function for 0.22 V bias, corresponding to the valley current in Fig.
4. Note the similarity of this plot to that of the equilibrium case in Fig. 5.

Figure 8. Current density (solid line) and electron density in the quantum well

(dashed line) as functions of bias voltage. The electron density in the well is a

measure of the occupation of the resonant state.

Figure 9. Transient response of the resonant-tunneling diode of Fig. 4. Current

density is plotted as a function of time and position within the device. The potential
profile illustrates the device structure. At t=0, the voltage was suddenly switched

from O.1IV (corresponding to the peak current) to 0.22V (corresponding to the valley

current). After an initial peak, the current density approaches the lower steady-

state value in 100-200 fs.

Figure 10. Transient response for a switching event opposite to that of Fig. 9. At

t= 0 the voltage was switched from 0.22 V to 0.11 V.
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Quantum Transport Simulation of the Resonant-Tunneling Diode

William R. Frensley

Texas Instruments Incorporated

Dallas, Texas 75265

ABSTRACT

The quantum-well resonant-tunneling diode is
modeled by calculation of the Wigner distribution
function. Boundary conditions applied to the Wigner
function model the Ohmic contacts to the device and
provide the required dissipative behavior. The

iouville equation is solved to obtain the steady-state
response, or integrated to obtain the transient
response. The steady-state I-V curves show the
expected negative resistance, though the calculated RESERVOIR DEVICE RESERVOIR
peak-to-valley current ratio is smaller than that
obtained from more conventional calculations and is Figure 1. Energy diagram of the resonant-tunneling
smaller than the better experimental devices at low devce model. The device is coupled to electron

mperat e calculations of the detailed reservoirs which model the contacts. Shading indicatestransient response are the first reported for a tunneling occupied electron states.
device, and resolve the question of the response time of
the tunneling current. For a structure with 2.8 nm
AIGaAs barriers, the current switches from its peak to which is the quantum analog of the classical
its valley value in about 0.2 pa. The response time distribution function z.v where x the is position and v
increases with the thickness of the barriers. is the velocity.

Regarding the contacts as particle reservoirs
INTRODUCTION gives a well-defined model of the open-system nature of

the device. The interaction between the reservoir and
The progress of semiconductor fabrication the device is simply described Electrons in the device

technology h made it possible to build d,,vices whose which impinge upon the resrvoir pas into the
operation depends upon quantum effects. The use of reservoir without reflection and the distribution of
such devices provides a scenario in which the prevent electrons entering the device from the reservoir is
exponential trends of increase in functionalitly may be given by the equilibrium distribution of the reservoir,
continued beyond the limits of conventional IC
technology (I1. These boundary conditions are a crucial aspect of

the model, because they permit the existence of steady-
The most widely studied example of a quantum state solutions under applied bias and they lead to a

sie-effect device is the resonant tunneling diode fRTD) stable approach to those steady-state solutions after
12.31. This device exhibits interesUng proerities in the the bias voltage is changed.
form of a negative-resistance region of ita
characterstic curve, and there are Indications that its The time evolution of the Wiper function is
response time might be very short (31. In the present desirnbed by the Iouville equation
work the RTD was taken as a prototype quantum
device for the development of techniques for the 4f *if I 'analysis of such devices. - - J !t V(a.&'-6mP, *'1 (1)a "I ft A - 2n

MOI)KI. where the kernel o(the potential operator is given by

The general features of the present model f the
RTD are illustrated in Figure I The device is V,, i -t 2 dv-anth,itv(s* lJ- ftyll (2)
considered to be a finite region of semiconductor.
characterized by a potential that includes the effects of The ,ipen system boundary conditions are

aplied voltages and of hetrojun-tion bnd offset&
T boundaries of the device are taken to be interfaces 111 10 1 . h , (3)
to particle reservoirs, by which the terminals of the P ,device are modeled The internal state of the device is 
represented by the Wigner distribution function 141 where F is the Fermi distribution function (integrated
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over the transverse momenta), Pi.r are the Ferm. 4x
levels, and Tlir are the temperatures of the respective
contacts. - Wigner function

Equation (1) is discretized on a uniform mesh in 3xI0 --- S ering theory

the phase space (x,k). The boundary conditions lead to E 1
a natural discretization of the gradient term with a
right-hand difference for k>0 and a left-hand
difference for k <0. This is an upwnd difference and 2x10
is the means by which the boundary conditions
stabilize the solutions of the Liouville equation. C

aL

STEADY-STATE BEHAVIOR L IXIO -

The dc characteristics of the RTD are obtained by %
solving the Liouville equation for d/ldt=O. Figure 2 0 .... l ... _-___-__ "_ ....
shows the Wigner distribution function which results 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
from this procedure. A mesh with 80 points in x and 60 02 . 0
points in k was used. The time required to solve this Voltage MV
discrete linear system is about 4 minutes on a VAX
11/785. Figure 3. I(V) characteristics derived from the Wigner

function calculation and from a conventional scattering
The steady-state calculation is repeated for a theory calculation. The assumed device structure had

number of values of bias voltage to obtain the I(V) 2.8 nm barriers of Al 0 3Ga0 7As around a 4.5 nm
curve. Figure 3 shows the results of the I(V) quantum well. The temperature was 300 K.
calculation using the Wigner function and using a
more conventional scattering-state model. The Wigner
function predicts a higher current density than does The Wigner function can be used to derive other
the scattering theory. In particular. the valley current u e i atn aut the internaldstate othe
is significantly higher, leading to a lower predicted useful information about the internal state of the
peak-to-valley ratio. Because the phonon scattering device. One quantity of interest is the net electron
processes which are responsible for most of the density in the quantum well. It has been speculated
temperature dependence of the I(V) curve are not that occupation of the resonant-tunneling state could
included in the present model, the 1() curve calculated lead to significant shifts in the device potential profile,
for lower temperatures shows a similar peak-to-valley p ibly leading to unstable oscillation [61. To test this
ratio. At these lower temperatures, the Wilner idea, the electron density was integrated over the the
functir.n calculations in their present rorm quantum well, and the result is displayed in Figure 4.
significantly underestimate the peak-to-valley ratio as Rhe peak electron density in this particular structure
compared to the better experimental devices (11. is about lSxlol cm-2 . If the field lines originating

from these electrons were terminated at a depletion
layer edge 10 nm away from the center of the well, the
resulting contribution to the ptential would be only

0.2 0.02 V. In reality, the field will certainly be
accomodiated by a slight decrease in the density of the

3x10 2x 10" m

Sn

Uu U x tloo

i V

U0- ' •01x%

. oo

U %
C~ 0 3

0 0 0.0 0 1 0.2 0.3 0.4

' -PO P Voltage (V)

f(nrt) 30 40 Figure 4. Current and total electron density in the
quantum well as functions of voltage. The device

Figure 2. Wigner distribution function for zero bias. structure was the same as that of Fig. 3.
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accumulation layer on the cathode side of the structure, curve. The device shows positive resistance behavior
at a distance of more like 5 nm, and consequently the for a short time, as the current increases. There is a
potential shift will be even less. Therefore, it seems particularly prominent peak in the current at the
likely that the effects of the self-consistent potential downstream side of the quantum well after 5 fs. This is
due to the electrons in the quantum well will be due to the electrons in the well piling up against the
negligible, barrier. The current has essentially reached its steady-

state value by 200 fs.

TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR EFFECT OF BARRIER WIDTH

The main advantage of a quantum transport The characteristics of the RTD are quite sensitive
theory approach is that it can provide a detaiied to the width of the barrier layers. As shown in Figure
description of the transient behavior of a tunneling 6, the peak current density varies exponentially with
device. The problem of estimating the response time the width of the barrier. The peak electron density in
has been extensively studied recently, usually from the the widt e a rie s, but uc lesspontofviw f cttrig hery[68. prtrbtin the quantum well also varies, but much less
point ofview ofscattering theory [6-8. A perturbation sensitively. A simple estimate of the response time of
approach applied to the scattering states will give a the device may be obtained from t =qn/j, where q is the
single characteristic time. The present approach electron charge, n is the electron density in the well,
demonstrates that the transient response of a and j is the current density. This estimate of the
tunneling device is a considerably more complex response time is also plotted in Figure 6. The response
phenomenon than is envisioned in scattering analysis. time estimated in this way certainly gives the same

order of magnitude as that which is obtained from the
To obtain the transient response, one must detailed transient response calculations described

integrate the Liouville equation with respect to time. above. It also varies approximately exponentially withThe linear system of differential equations which tebrirwdh

results from the discretization in phase space is "stiff' the barrier width.
in that the eigenvalues of the Liouville operator span a The detailed calculations of transient response do
large range of magnitudes. To assure the stability of not show as great a sensitivity to the barrier width as
the solution, a fully implicit or backward-difference does the simple estimate of response time. If we
approach was used for the time integration. The consider barrier widths of 1.7 and 3.4 im, Figure 6
steady-state solution for an appropriate bias voltage indicates that the response times should vary by a
was used as the initial value for the Wignerfunction. factor of four. The detailed calculations show

Thecalulaed rasiet rsposeof the RTD is something that is more like a factor of two. The
The calculated transient response transient response calculations are summarized in

shown in Figure 5. For this calculation, the device was FTe
assumed to be initially in the steady state at the peak Figures 7 and 8. The tail of the response generally
of the I(V) curve. The bias voltage was suddenly persists about twice as long for the 3.4 nm barrier
switched at t =0 to the value at the bottom of the (V) structure. The initial positive-resistance transient (for

10' 1012

0 0
U lo 0 0ll

011:

,. - 0

10 0

0 Q0 " " ion= •
* o

40.i' " 0

10 1 a~~

.0"/ %Q, t o, I.,. ~

10' " ' 1

0 1 2 3 4 5

Barrier Width [nm)
Figure 5. Transient response of the resonant-tunnelingB
diode. Current density is plotted as a function of Figure 6. Peak values of current density (solid circles)
position within the device and as a function of time and electron density in the quantum well (open circles)
after a sudden change in bias voltage. At t=0 the bias as a function of barrier width for a 4.5 nm quantum
voltage was changed from 0. 11 V (corresponding to ihe well. The simple estimate of response time t=qn/j is
peak current) to 0.22 V (the bottom of the valley), plotted in the lower graph.
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Figure 7. Summary of transient response calculations Figure 8. Summary of transient response calculations
for a device with 1.7 nm barriers. The solid line shows for a device with 3.4 nm barrier. The conventions are
the current density (in A cm-2) averaged over the the same as those of Figure 7.
structure and the dashed line shows the standard
deviation from this average. In (a), the voltage was
switched from 0 to the peak value at t = 0. In (b) it wasswitched from the peak to the valley. In (c) it wasswitched from the valley to the peak. [21 L.L. Chanjg, L. Esaki, and R. Tsu, "Resonant

Tunneling in Semiconductor Double Barriers," Appl.
Phys. Lett., Vol. 24. pp. 593-5 (1974).

cases (b) and (c)) shows much less dependence on
barrier width, enduring for about 40 fs in each [31 T.C.L.G. Soilner, W.D. Goodhue, P.E. Tannenwald,
structure. C.D. Parker, and D.D. Peck, "Resonant Tunneling

through Quantum Wells at Frequencies up to 2.5 THz,

In each structure, the transition from peak to Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 43, pp. 588-90 (1983).
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Quantum-transport calculation of the umall-signal response of

a resonant-tunneling diode

William R. Frensley
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ABSTItACT

The linear and lowestdorder nonlinear response of a quantum-well

resonant-tunneling diode is evaluated using quantum transport theory. The

calculations show that the negative conductance persists up to about 5 THz,

although parasitic circuit elements will limit the maximum oscillation

frequency to a much lower value. The nonlinear response (rectification)

remains significant to frequencies near 10 THs and shows a resonant peak

near 4 THs. These calculations support the interpretation of the experimental

data of Sollner et al. [Appl. Phys. Lett. 43, 58 (1983)] that rectification at 2.5

THu was observed in their devices.

PACS numbers: 73.40.Lq, 05.60. + w, 73.40.Gk, 85.30.De
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Recent interest in the quantum-well resonant-tunneling diode' can be

attributed to the work of Sollner et al.2, who demonstrated nonlinear electrical

response in these devices at frequencies up to 2.5 THz. The inference that this

reflects the inherent speed of response of the tunneling mechanism has been

questioned on the basis of theoretical estimates suggesting a much slower

response.3 The present paper reports detailed calculations of the small-signal

linear and nonlinear ac response ofa model resonant-tunneling device, using

a recently developed implementation of quantum transport theory which is

well adapted to quantum semiconductor device problems.4,5

The physical model of the resonant-tunneling diode is summarized in

Fig. 1. The form of the potential is shown in (a). The electric field due to the

dc bias voltage V and ac signal of amplitude v is suprimposed upon the

heterostructure barriers. For the purpose of obtaining the electrostatic

potential, the contact layers on either side of the quantum-well barriers are

assumed to be ideally metallic (i.e. the accumulation and depletion layers are

taken to be of infinitesmal width). The equivalent circuit of the device is

shown in (b). The series resistance Rs is due to the combined effects of all

contacting layers, semiconducting and metallic, and as such is a quantity that

depends purely on the device design and fabrication technology. The

capacitance C is due to the depletion of electrons in the vicinity of the

quantum well structure. The current sourcej responds to the voltage applied

across it, and represents the electronic response of the Intrinsic device. For a

fixed dc bias voltage V, the current deasltyj can be expanded in a power series

in v, and to second order it is given by:

.2-



j(t) = Jo(V) + *(yveOt +w)+ *a,ctv+(..,v e Ja + e) + .. .

where cc denotes the complex conjugate. Here 0 is the angular frequency,jo is

the dc current density, and y is the linear admittance (which equals dj'0dV at

w = 0). The nonlinear coefficients arect and a2 describe rectification and

second-harmonic generation, respectively, and both are equal to d2jo/dV2 at
W=O..

The present calculations apply the techniques of Refs. 4 and 5. The

internal state of the device is represented by the Wigner distribution function

f(x,k), where x denotes the position within the device and k is the electron

momentum. The Wigner function is evaluated by solving the Liouville

equation

afl/t= (LIAWf (2)

where L is the (integro-differential) Liouville super-operator. The boundary

conditions on the Liouville equation represent the coupling of the tunneling

device to ideal particle reservoirs and introduce time-irreversibility into the

model. Inelastic scattering processes involving phonons (within the

simulation domain) are not presently included in the model. A discretization

approximation (finite-difference and finite-sum) is used to cast equation (2)

into the form of a large set of coupled linear equations suitable for computer

solution.

-3-
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To obtain the small-signal ac response, we apply a simple form of

perturbation theory to equation (2). The Liouville operator can be written as:

L = Lo0 +IA(LeIad+cc). (3)

The dc part LO includes the kinetic energy term and the dc potential as shown

in Fig. 1(a). The ac part LO includes only the effect of the time-varying

potential and thus is proportional to v. k is a perturbation parameter

introduced solely to keep track of the order of the perturbation, which will

ultimately be set equal to unity. The Wigner function fcan be expanded in a

perturbation series, which to second I rder is given by

f=fo +A(f. ei I +cc)+ Af +*A (f2 e 2 "W( +c)+. (4)

Here fo is the dc part of the Wigner function, f. contains the linear ac

response, and again frect and f2w describe rectification and second-harmonic

generation, respectively. The perturbation equations are obtained by

inserting (3) and (4) into (2) and collecting terms of equal frequency and equal

order in A. The resulting equations are:

Lfo0 0. (Sa)

f. LJO (5b)

1 Re(L 1 LJO) (5c)
f 2L 0 Lo + I
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1 L L (5d)
f. =,L+24o .o+AL(o"

The resolvent expressions in (5b-d) are evaluated by the numerical techniques

described in Ref. 5.

The contribution of a component fi of the Wiper distribution to the

terminal current density is obtained by averging the current operator over

the momentum, and over the active region of the device in accordance with the

Ramo-Shockley theorem:, 7

X4

4(1 = dxI f (,k). (6)
i Z 1  J _:s, J-02n 8"

The coefficients in (1) are thus given by:

jo = JW. (7a)

Y = Jtf.1 w. (Tb)

a, = . d 2. (7c)

a = jV .  (7d)

The device structure assumed in the present calculations I. similar to

the sample number 2 of Sollner et at.8 The model structure consists of a 4.5

nm wide quantum well of GaAs bounded by Identical 2.8 nm wide barrier

layers of Alo.s00.As. GaAs electrode layers 17.5 nm wide and doped at

2X 1017 cn-8 were included in the simulation domain on each side of the

device. All calculations were performed for a temperature of 300 K. The dc

N_



j(V) curve was evaluated by solving (5a) as described in Rob. 4 and 5, and the

result is shown in Fig. 2.

The linear admittance was evaluated from (5b) and (7b), for V= 0.17 V,

which is near the center of the negative resistance region. The resulting

admittance as a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 3. The real conductance

is negative at lower frequencies, as expected. The negative conductance "rolls

off" in the Tlz region and goes positive at about 6 THz. The imaginary part of

the electronic admittance is negative and proportional to o at lower

frequencies, and thus resembles an inductance. This is due to the phase shift

resulting from the electrons' inertia.9

To provide an understanding of the role of the parasitic elements of Fig.

1(b), the capacitive susceptance wC is also plotted in Fig.3. Ifwe represent the

tunneling current by its conductane = Re(y) [and neglect Im(y)] then the

resistance of the parallel conductance and capacitance is

(jt ff=i - 'i +(Wash-'. (8)

In the frequency range of interestg Is negative, leading to a negative

resistance which rolls off as (1 + (wC/Ig)2]- 1. This factor become significant

when JrCII as 1. From Fig. S it is apparent that this will occur around 40 0Hz,

well below the cutoff frequency of the tunneling current itself. As shown in

Ref. 8, this leads to the "circuit limit" on the maximum oscillation frequency,

which is reached when the negative resistance from (8) can no longer cancel

the series resistance Rs. In the present calculation the capacitance per unit

--



area was taken to be eJ(xr-zg), to be consistent with the assumption of

perfectly metallic contact layers, but this is a pessimistic estimate because the

depletion layer in the real semiconductor layers will decrease the capacitance.

The rather complex behavior of the electronic admittance above 10 THz

reflects other resonant processes in the system. In this frequency range the

current response is quite nonlocal. For example, a rather different admittance

curve is obtained if the current is averaged over a different region of the

device than that specified in (6).

The nonlinear coefficients were evaluated from (5c,d) and (7c,d) for

V = 0. 13 V, at the resonant peak of thej( V) curve. The modulus of awc and of

a2. are plotted in Fig. 4 as functions of frequency. The interesting point is

that the calculations predict an enhancement in the coefficient for

rectification between 1 and 8 THz. This agrees with the observations of 4

Sollner et a1.2 of rectification at 2.5 TH% in their experimental devices. The

quantity aet is the same as that which is denoted I' in Ref. 2.

h_

From the form of Eqs. (5) it is apparent that the eigenvalues of LO

produce poles in the frequency response, and the numerical cakulations imply

that the smallest eigenvalues correspond to submi limeter-wave frequencies.

Time-domain calculations of the full transient response4 5 also inicate that

the smallest igenvalues of LoiA are of the order of 1013a-I for the present

structure. This is of the same order of magnitude as the reciprocal of the

frequently invoked delay time estimate A/, where r is the width of the

a2, replttd n ig 4asfucton o feqeny.Th iteesin pin-7-€21



resonant peak in the transmission amplitude.10 -12 It is quite likely that a

close relationship exists between this formula and the smallest eigenvalues of

Lo, but the details of this relationship have not yet been documented.

Luryi 3 has suggested that the response of a resonant-tunneling device is

limited by the rate at which the well can be filled or emptied and that this rate

can be estimated by a simple RC model. Because this model yields a response

time that is much longer than that experimentally observed, Luryi further

suggested that some mechanism other than coherent resonant tunneling must

be invoked. In fact, the RC model of Ref. 3 is not the appropriate way to

calculate the response of the device, either including or excluding the

parasitic elements. The model presented here assumes only coherent

processes within the device and thus implements the conventional picture of

resonant tunneling.l.2.10-12 It also exactly satisfies the continuity equation 5

and thus describes the process of filling the quantum well. The resulting

response time of the order of 10-13 s is the intrinsic response of the tunneling

process. The frequency response of the tunneling current does resemble that

of an RC circuit, in the sense that the intrinsic negative conductance

decreases with frequency due to the poles in the response function. When the

parasitic capacitance is included, a pole occurs at a much lower frequency, as

shown by (8). This is the true RC limit of the device.

Another element of Luryi's analysis does apply to the conventional

resonant-tunneling model. This is the dependence of the resonant-tunneling

current on the barrier parameters, which is quite similar to that of the single-

-8-
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barrier case. In particular, the current density decreases exponentially as the

width of the barrier is increased,11. 13 and this will be reflected in the time

required to fill the quantum well. (This comes from the variation of F and

illustrates the point that it is not the transmission probability, but only its

integral over the appropriate distribution function, that is of significnace.)

Thus the concerns which motivated Luryi's analysis are well-founded, but his

formula for the response time is not appropriate. There appears to be no

compelling reason to invoke incoherent processes to explain the behavior of a

normal resonant-tunneling diode near the peak of the (V) curve. (Such

processes do become significant when the resonant tunneling current is very

small, in the valley of the I(V) curve or for devices with wide barriers.]

This work was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research and the

Army Research Office.
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FIOURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1. (a) shows the potential diagam of the resonant-tunneling diode. A

dc bias V and a small ac signal of amplitude v are applied to the intrinsic

device. The equivalent circuit of the device is shown in (b). Electron

conduction through the intrinsic device is represented by a current source,

whose specification is the purpose of this paper. A parallel displacement

current flows through the parasitic capacitance C. The series resistance R.

represents the effects of the contacts.

FIGURE 2. The current-voltage curve derived from the steady-state Wigner

function calculation. The linear response shown in Fig. 3 was evaluated at the

dc bias shown as point a", and the nonlinear response of Fig. 4 was evaluated

at point "b".

FIGURE S. Electron admittance as a funciton of frequency. The electron

conductance is Re(y) and the electron susceptance, due to inertial effects, is

Im(y). The negative conductance at lower frequencies is apparent. The

susceptance due to the parasitic capacitance oC is shown to provide a measure

of the effect of the parasitic elements.

FIGURE 4. The nonlinear response coefficients as functions of frequency.

Rectification is described by arect and second-harmonic generation is described

by a2Q. The persistence of the rectification effect to teraherts frequencies is in

agreement with the experimental results of Ref. 2.
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QUANTUM-TRANSPORT MODELING OF

RESONANT-TUNNELING DEVICES



QUANTUM TRANSPORT MODELING OF RESONANT-TUNNELING
DEVICES

William R. Frensley

Texas Instruments Incorporated
P.O. Box 655936. M.S. 154

Dallas, Texas 75265

ABSTRACT

A form of quantum transport theory has been developed to model the resonant-tunneling diode and similar
devices in which quantum interference effects play a significant role. The internal state of the device is rep-
resented by the Wiper distribution function, ,vith boundary conditions which model the effects of the elec-
trical contacts to the device. Inelastic scattering processes are approximated by a classical Boltzmann col-
lision operator, and the effects of different scattering processes on the device characteristics are evaluated
numerically.

KEYWORDS

Quantum transport; Wigner distribution function; Resonant tunneling; Electron-phonon interaction;
Transient response; Nanoelectronics.

INTRODUCTION

The progress of semiconductor fabrication technology has permitted the fabrication of devices whose be-
havior is dominated by quantum-interference effects. The most widely studied example of a quantum size-
effect device is the resonant tunneling diode (RTD) (Chang, Esaki, and Tsu, 1974; Sollnr and colleagues,
1983). This device exhibits interesting properties in the form of a negative-resistance region of its charac-
teristic curve which unambiguously shows the quantum-mechanical nature of electron transport through
this structure. The central issue in the theory of such devices concerns the proper description of the dissipa-
tive processes which determine their behavior. Such processes can be grouped into two categories: interac-
tions of conduction electrons with other kinds of particles in the crystal (such as phonons), and the exchange
of those electrons with the elemer. I of the external electrical circuit. Previous work (Frensley 1986. 1987a,
1987b) has demonstrated that a consistent model of a tunneling device may be obtained by invoking only
the latter type of interaction. The present paper extends this model to include phonon scattering.

TRANSPORT MODEL

In the present model the device is considered to be a finite region of semiconductor, characterized by a po-
tential that includes the effects of applied voltages and of heterojunction band offsets. The internal state of
the device is represented by the single-particle Wigner distribution function f(xtk,t) where x is the position
and k is the momentum (Wigner, 1932). The Wigner function is assumed to obey a Markovian kinetic equa-
tion of the form

OfL (1)

where L is the Liouvilie super-operator which describes ballistic electron motion and C is a collision super-
operator which describes random scattering. The boundary conditions on f describe the cnupling of the
device to electron reservoirs which model the electrical contacts to the device. The boundary conditions
specify only the distribution of electrons entering the device, and thus introduce time-irreversibility into the
model independently of the collision operatnr. The Wigner function f is cniulated in a discrete approxima.
tion, which reduces the integro-differential equation (1) to a large system of linear algebraic equations
which are solved numerically (Frensley, 1987a).

The collision super-operator C is assumed to be of the classical form:
1Cfl(xI .fl,t) . fdk'l Wk k. fix,kt) - Wk. , f(x,kl, (2)

where Wk h" is the transition rate from k' to k, etc.



SIMPLE COLLISION MODELS

There ire two readily available approximations for the collision operator C, both of which have the form (2).
One is the well-known relaxation term:

JCTj. flI(k) = 4 1/ OeWofk)['f(k) flk)l, (3)

where t is a relaxation time, and fo is the normalized equilibrium distribution ifunction. The other simple
approximation to C is the dissipation operator derived from the Fokker-Planck or Kramers equation for
Brownian motion (Caldeira and Leggett, 1983; Kubo. Toda, and llashitsume, 1985):

This approximation assumes a very high rate of low momentum-transfer collisions.

These simple collision terms were tested in numerical calculations of the dc (V) curve of a resonant-tunnel-
ing diode, by solving (1) for steady state. A relaxation time i of 100 fs was assumed for both the relaxation
and Fokker-Planck models, corresponding to a mobility of 5000 cm2V-ls-I for GaAs. The resulting charac-
teristic curves are shown in Fig. 1. The reiazation term (3) greatly reduces the peak-to-valley current ratio.
both 0-ereasing the peak current and increasing the valley current. The Fokker-Planck term (4), however,
leads to an increase in the current at all voltages.
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Fig. 1. Effect of simple collision terms on the I(V)
characteristic of a resonant-tunneling diode.

REALISTIC PHONUN SCATTERING

The sensitivity of the I(V) curve to the form of the collision operator demonstrated by these simple models
implies that we need to use more realistic models of random scattering processes in the device. An obvious
first step in this direction is to retain the classi.al Boltzmann form (2). and use the Fermi golden rule to
calculate the transition rates W. The work of Levinson (1970) and of Lin and Chiu (1985) s,,ggests that this
is an appropriate approximation when the electron-phonon interaction can be treated semi-classically.
Decause only a single spatial dimension is resolved in the numerical model, we must make some assump-
tions about the dependence on the transverse domponents of the momentum k. The obvious ;,. ption is
tWat the distribution is Maxwellian with respect to the transverse wavevector k'. Then integrating the
resulting distribution function wi Lh respect to k L, we obtain

W Ad ~d k'.L(k,,,Ik.)I6(EE. T4.)- -ap' I (5A' A (2d I 'LI ii I 2mt

Here II° 6, the Hamiltonian which describes the particular electron-phonon interaction. The numerical
collision operators obtained from (5) and (2) were checked forconsistency with the requirements of detailed
balance by applying the operator to an enuilibrium distribution function and verifying that the result was
zero.



In the present calculations the deformation potential interaction was included for scattering with acoustic
phonons and the Frohlich interaction was included for scattering with longitudinal optical (LO) phonons
(Conwell, 1967). The effects of these phonon scattering mechanisms on the I(V) curve of the RTD are shown
in Fig. 2. Acoustic phonon scattering has a nearly negligible effect on the i(V) curve. The effect of LO
phonon scattering is rather more pronounced, primarily in the reduction of the peak current. When both
acoustic and LO phonons are included in the calculation, the resulting 1(V) curve is indistinguishable from
that obtained with LO scattering only.

2. 10 4

1.5xlO

1.5X I04-

I.Ox 10 4

V 0.5xl0
4

..... pOhonons

----.- O ponos

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Voltage (V)

Fig. 2, Effect of semi-classical phonon-scattering
operators on the I(V) characteristic of a
resonant-tunneling diode.

The effeet of phonon scattering on the dynamic behavior of the resonant-tunneling diode was investigated
by performing transient-response calculations (Frensley. 1986, 1987a) both with and without the collision
operator. The particular transient event that was simulated was an instantaneous switching of the applied
voltage from the peak of the (V) curve to the valley. The current through the RTD (averaged with respect
to position within the structure) is illustrated in Fig. 3. Both curves show an initial peak and small oscilla-
tions around a generally exponential decay to the new steady state. Somewhat surprsingly, these oscilla-
tions are larger for the calculation including phonon scattering.
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Fig. 3. Transqient response of a re~onant-tunneling
diode with and without phonon scattering.

CONCLUSIONS

The present work represents an initia l effort to include phonon scttering .ffrts in n transport theory of
tunneling devices. The diversity of results obtained from the impler pproxiuitions to the collision ow. ,
torelcarly indicates that meaningful results land r";qhI" insights iito the effects of stochastic pr ceqes nn
nanoelectronic devices) will only be obtai"...l from realistic models of these phenomena.
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Spatial qumntization In GaAa-AIGaAs multiple quantum dots
M. A. Reed. R. T. Bate, K. Bradshaw, W. M. Duncan, W. R. Frenhley, J. W. Lee, and

(Received 12 June 1985; accepted 23 September 1985)1

We present results of the farication and investigation of totally spatially localized crystalline
structures. Low temperature photoluminescence exhibits structure that is best explained by a
bottleneck for hole energy loss. This bottleneck is believed to be a direct consequence of the

* modification of the band structure by the fabrication-imposed potential and is believed to be the
first evidence for total spatial quantization in a fabricated heterojunction system.

The physics of spatially quantized systems has been the sub- ble photoluminescence intensity and the stack of quantum
ject of intense investigation sance molecular beam epitaxy wells was used for sufficient absorption of the excitation ra-
(MDE) and metal-organic chemical vapor deposition diation.
(MOCYD) have mad possible the faibrication of atomically Photoluminescence measurements were performed (at 45'
Sharp heterojunction interfaces. Quantum wells have been incidence and detection) in a helium Blow Janis optical cryo-
exhaustively examined since the aeminal works of Dingle et stat. Thie sample was excited by the 2.54 eV line of a focused
a1.I More recently, studies on quantum wires' have yielded Ar+ laser and the photoluminescence radiation was collect-
interesting new properties Here we present data on a com- ed by a 1.0 mn Chromatix Spectrometer of 7 A/mm focal
pletely spatially quantized system (which by extrapolation plane dispersion. Conventional detection techniques were
we define as "quantum dots") where the carriers have zero used.
degrees of freedom (denoted as V0 DOF"). This paper dis- Figure 2 shows the photoluminescence spectra of sample
closes evidence for the modification of carrer-phionon scat- A for the three distinct DOF case previously discussed. The
tering rates by the imposition of complete spatial quantiza- 7300 A luminescence peak is the (n = 1) electron-(n = 1)
tion on OnAs-Ml~sAs multiple quantum wells. The heavy hole recombination radiation, prominent in all three
photolumineacence spectrum oftheO DOF structures exhib- DOF case Note that the quantum well size is adjusted so
its striking structure in the normal intrinsic exciton lumines- that the luminescence under investigation is spaced between
cence of the confined quantum well states. This photolu- the GaAs and AK~aAs peaks to eliminate any possibility of
minescence structure does not occur for structures of higher impurity effects from the bulk substrates. We have normal-
dimensionality, and is best explained by a bottleneck for ized the three different DOF spectra to the same intensity at
electron/hole energy loss. We believe that thi bottleneck is a
direct consequence of the quantization of the electronic a0)
and/or phonon dispersion relations.

The samples used in these experiments were grown by A1,Ga1 -,As

MBlEand an shown schematically in Fig. I (a). The samplesx0 ..

Were grown (100) Cr-doped GaAs substrates and con- GaAs OW 120A. 50Al (b)
sisted, of a0.1,u GaAs MBE buffer layer followed by alIp AI,Gal -.,As ~o
Al. a, -. As bufe, twenty 2o A Gams wells with 100 A SPACER
AlGal,-, As(x - 0.3) barriers, followed by a 100 A GaAs GaAs OW 120A. 5oA)
cpyer Almlewre won noinl y un d Patrnn AU

of the bulk multiple quantum well samples was done by di- *AIG*1_- As
rec *-bWm writing in a film of polymiethylmnethacrylate at GaAs

* (PMMAA) on the sample surface. Conventional lift-off tech-
niques were used to deino1w A thick Au metal patterns AI0 1 -,s [I.m, 3prml
on the sampl surface. The metal mask (which exhibited BUFFER GaAs
little degradation during the fabricetion) served as both an a 10im GaAs AI,Ga1 -,As

eth ak ndaseitasprntfim Te ealpatrnBUFFER SUFFER

were transferred to Ow. underlying sample by a DCI, reaVcv
ion eththat extended into the MUMa~ buffer. The lateral Cr -DOPED

dsisoifor both the I DO? and 0 flOF structures was GaAs (100)
0.25 p. Figure I1(b) show a schematic of a single quantum SUBSTRATE

dot strur Quantum wire (I degree of freedom, or I
DOF) structures wer fabriate simultaneously On the Fea 1. 1& 3wna c.am sectional view ufitbe GaLU qamuum well MBE
samne sample a the quantumn dot (0 DO?) structures. Ar- same. Dicsso in th tu is on the 20 Aqanum well samtples. (b)
ray of thesst structures were fabricated to achieve measura- Schematic crans sectional vilew a quantum dot (0 DOF) sunar

am a as. et.Tosbesi e4(1),~q lo 4D~s ta SIXWIUSII*tM Ass~emVvaim@ dst M
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this wavelength for comparison purposes. The small shifts in
the 7300 A peak positions are probably due to residual sur-
face damage or strain resulting from the plasma etch. The IG. 3. Electronic dispersion relation ofthe n = I ground state for quantum
loss in photoluminescence signal was readily accounted for wells and wires (solid lines) and for quantum dots (points). The noation ia

by loss of sample volume, indicating that nonradiative loss defined in the text.

mechanisms due to sidewall damage are not large.
The outstanding structureat - 7100A in the 0 DOF spec-

tra, also seen at smaller relative intensity in the 2 DOF case,
is the (n = 1) electron-(n = 1) light hole recombination radi- Thus the formation of discrete points in the dispersion rela-
ation. The absence of this structure in the 1 DOF case is tion due to the 0 DOF boundary conditions increases -i. ,,
probably due to the singularity in the density of states for a sufficiently to make the light hole peak observable. Addi-
I DOF structure which depletes holes of higher (than zone tionally, the elimination of selected small k modes in the
minima) energy. The appearance of the light hole peak in the phonon spectrum will enhance the light hole transient popu-
quantum dot case was not a local effect; all sections of the lation.
sample investigated exhibited the same spectrum. The Observation of this bottleneck in light-to-heavy hole scat-
I DOF and 0 DOF structures were fabricated adjacent to tering by photoluminescence in bulk GaAs is impractical
each other on the sample to eliminate any systematic errors since ,b/rit - W0P. We have reduced this rate not only
due to the plasma etch. by the fabrication-imposed increase of %', but also by the

Figure 3 schematically diagrams the relaxation mecha- decrease of mb due to the enhancement of the radiative
nisms in the luminescence process of the ground state of a transition probability in a quantum well with sufficiently
quantum well. "W.., r'r.um., and '.i,,r, are the intra- narrow well thickness.' Band filling can be eliminated as an
branch phonon relaxation times of heavy holes, light holes, alternative explanation since the linewidths are approxi-
and electrons, respectively, down their respective branches. mately the same, do not exhibit high energy tails, and the
ri, is the light-to-heavy hole scattering time. r,7 b is the excitation power dependence exhibited no change in the
electron-hole radiative recombination time. We shall as- heavy hole peak: light hole peak ratio. Bound impurity ef-
sume that the heavy and light hole-electron recombination fects can be eliminated by the I DOF control, while nonra-
times are approximately equal and energy independent. Re- diative recombination can be eliminated as a cause by the
laxation mechanisms involving any existing excited states, normalized luminescence intensity.
the split-off band, or interface defects, have been ignored. An intriguing possibility is the direct observation of spa-
Carrier-carrier scattering has also been neglected in this tial quantization from the discrete (multiply degenerate)
treatment, but will be approximately constant in the three electronic levels in the 0 DOF quantum dots. The spectrum
different dimension cases. This would not be true for higher was investigated in sufficiently high resolution to observe
excitation intensities, fine structure in the quantum well luminescence with the

Upon initial excitation, the three DOF cases have similar sample immersed in superfluid helium. The negative results
thermalization dynamics. The crossover from essentially for this search are best explained by an effect analogous to
three-dimensional behavior to the specific DOF case is coin- inhomogeneous line broadening; the variation of the dot size
plex and will not be treated here. When the carriers reach the across the array will produce fluctuations in the discrete line
region E-&to, the crossing from the light hole to heavy positions. For the experimental resolution of 0.1 A and the
hole branch can occur.' The interbranch scattering time, above dot parameters, a fluctuation of - I% is sufficient to
r., will be limited by the phase space available at the mask the discrete lines.
crossover. If ",,a is sufficiently large, a "bottleneck" results A possible solution to the inhomogeneous line broadening
and an appreciable population of light holes can be formed. problem is to observe the photoluminescence from a single
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quantum dot. Such a structure was fabricated and investigat- are grateful for illuminating discussions with L. Cooper, J.
ed, but the attempt was unsuccessful due to insufficient pho- Erskine, G. Jafrate, L. Kleinman, and P. Stiles. This work
toluminescence intensity. was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research and in

In summary, we have observed the photoluminescence part by the U.S. Army Research Office.
from a series of spatially quantized quantum structures and
believe we have observed the first indirect evidence for total
spatial quantization by a fabrication-imposed potential. The 'R. Dingle, A. C. Gosmrd, and W. Wiegnann, Phys. Rev. Lem. 34, 1327
effect of the discrete dispersion relations of the electrons (1975).
and/or phonons is to modify the relaxation kinetics of carri- 2W J. Skocpol. L. D. Jackel, E. L. Hun R. E. Howard and L. A. Fetter,
ers in the quantum structures, and this is observable in the 3Phys. Rev. Len. 49,951 (1982).
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Investigation ofquantum well and tunnel barrier growth by resonant
tunneling
M. A. Reed, J. W. Lee, R. K. Aldert, and A. E. Wetsels )

Central Research Laboratory. Texas Instruments IncorporateA Dallas Texas 75265

(Received I November 1985; accepted 10 March 1986)

We present the first known systematic mapping of quantum well and tunnel barrier thicknesses
in a resonant tunneling structure by transport measurements. The technique derives a I A
averaged resolution for quantum well and barrier thicknesses, independently for the quantum
well and adjacent tunnel barriers. Contour maps of the structure reveal an asymmetric shallow
ring growth structure for one of the epilayers. Current-voltage characteristics and temperature
dependence of the resonant tunneling structures will also be discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION ments. The technique derives a I A averaged resolution

Negative differential resistance (NDR) devices uti- for quantum well and barrier thicknesses, independent-

lizing double barrier resonant tunneling structures' ly for the quantum well and adjacent tunnel barriers. An

have recently undergone a renaissance2' due to im- investigation over nearly I of a MBE wafer produced

proved GaAs/AlGaAs molecular beam epitaxy contour maps for the quantum well and barriers that

(MBE) techniques. The ultimate applications (such as revealed an asymmetric ring growth structure for one of

microwave oscillators5 ) of resonant tunneling devices the epilayers.
may depend on the ease in which single quantum wells
(and adjacent tunnel barriers) can be characterized and .THEORY
the uniformity with which such structures can be Tunneling phenomena in multibarrier structures
grown. Likewise, such characterization techniques can were first studied theoretically by Tsu and Esaki' who
be utilized in general for the characterization of device predicted negative differential conductivity due to reso-
structures that employ isolated quantum well struc- nant tunneling through discrete bound states (in the
tures. one-dimensional approximation) of the confined qum-

Photoluminescence (PL), transmission electron tum wells. These predictions were confirmed experi-
microscopy (TEM), and x-ray characterization tech- mentally' in double barrier, single well structures that
niques have proven invaluable to the characterization of are the subject of this paper. The recent work of Sollner
superlattice and multiple quantum well structures. et al.2 revived interest in these structures when peak-to-
However, the problem of characterization is not a trivial valley ratios as large as 6:1 were demonstrated.
one for a single buried quantum well and adjacent tun- We will apply the transport model of Tsu and Esaki
nel barriers. Extrapolation from multiple wells and/or to the specific case of the double barrier, single quantum
near-surface structures is dangerous. Transmission elec- well. Let us assume that the conduction bend (under
tron microscopy will give the required resolution of sin- zero bias) can be treated as shownin Fig. I(a). We will
gle layers, but is destructive and not suitable for study- assume the effective mass approximation for the unper-
ing lateral growth variations of epilayers. turbed structure, thus separating out the transverse en-
Photoluminescence is suitable for lateral mapping, but ergy of the carriers to treat the problem as one dimen-
has difficulty for deeply buried structures, as well as sional; i.e., the potential will be written as V(x),wherex
signal intensity problems for single wells. Likewise, x- is along the direction of the barriers. The global single-
ray techniques have signal intensity problems with iso- particle transmission coefficient TTd for this structure
lated wells. Development of a technique to easily deter- can be solved exactly,' and can be written as
mine thickness contours for these structures is valuable
for studying growth kinetics, comparison of growth TT. = C. T, T., + C-K
techniques [ MBE versus metal-organic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) ], and as a nondestructive diag- T,f C__ -
nostic tool for device design and fabrication. + + (I)

In this paper we present the first known systematic T TkTf;

study of quantum well and barrier thickness variations where Tf and TO, are the single-particle transmis-

in a resonant tunneling structure by transport measure- Mon coefficients through the left and right barriers, re-
spectively, and the C, are phase factors depending on

Present addrem Harvard University, Cnbridge Masschusetts. the wave vectors. Table I lists the relevant phase factors
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Red Wial : Investigation of quantum well and tunnel barrier growth

GaAs QW where m* is the effective mass of the carrier in the bar-
rier, E(x) is the energy at x of the carrier, and A is
Planck's constant. Let us now apply an electric field E to
the structure and musme that the voltage is dropped
across the (relatively) nonconducting barrier structure

n + GaAs n GaAs as shown in Fig. 1(b). Using the notation defined in this
figure, and noting that dE = eIEldx, it can be shown'
that -"

AOGaAs Barriers T =exp( 4 (2M*) 2 Ve (3)

and
(-4 (2m*)t/ 2 V3/2 V3/2)Toss, =-, -V3 -I (4)

3 A lI /
Substituting EqA. (3) and (4) into Eq. (1) will now give

(b) E well-defined peaks in the global transmission coefficient
as a function of device bias. Physically, the peaks occur

V1 at biases such that the resonant energies of the quantum
0 / iwell cross the Fermi energy of the electrons in the left-v2 hband contact. The decrease in current with increased

, bias (i.e., NDR) results from the inability of carriers to

s k3  , " kg conserve energy and (transverse) momentum simulta-
It r24 Itsneously during resonant tunneling. We will utilize these

T expressions to determine the quantum well width fromT Lft 1the experimentally observed peak positions.
Likewise, we can use the observed current density

w3- to determine the effective barrier width. Although the
T Right expression for the current density at any device bias is

known,' at resonance we can approximate the current
FIG. 1(a) Conduction band structure for the single quantm well. density in a much simpler form. The tunneling current
double tunnel barrier hetrostncture considered in this study. (b) density through a barrier of average height Vand thick-
The ame structure under bias by an electric field . The wave____s
are k,,x , k,, o4, and k, in the left contact, barrier, quantum well, ness d can be estimated as"
barieand rightcontact.repectively. The width of the well is w,. J( V) = (2ireV/d ) exp[ - 2d(2m*V/i)" 2 1, (5)

derived for this geometry. The transmission through the where m* is the effective mass of the electron in the
sinerriers is calclateometry he r approximation7  barrier and fi is Planck's constant. This is used for both
single barriers is calculated in the WKB of the barriers measured in series; thus one can only
by determine the total thickness of the barriers. Although
T-1l_ (2m.).1/2 [F,_E(x)]t,1/2dx) this estimate for well thickness may not be as precise as

Jbp( L others for absolute thickness determination, it should

(2) be equally precise for relative thickness variations of one

TABLE i. Phase factors for Eq. (1), as applied to the geometry of Fig. .

2Ck+,ak1x 2.k5C¢ = (T +e,) (4 + k )(kl +4)(,, +k2)

C, - xpi(#, -02 -0 3-04,-0,) -eXP[i( -01, -0 2 + *3+04,- 0,) |
C2 - expliKo, - 02 - 03 + 0, + #,) I - expWt - #I - 02 + 03 - 0, + o) ].

C4 -= exp[i(, + # + 0, + , + I, - expl A + , + 0 - 0. + 4 + #) 1

- kj,. n - In'(x2l/k,), -=tan '(xK2/k),

#,-tan-'(#/k,), , ,=twn-'(x/k,).

'The variable k, and w, are described in Fig. I.
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Reed e a. : Investigation of quantum well and tunnel barrier growth

barrier, assuming that the other barrier is constant. Pre- er current characteristic occurs along load line intersec-
vious measurements on the lateral variation of the ALM tions of the device I-V at the NDR inflection points. A
mole fraction for MBE material'o imply that the compo- noticeable "hysteresis" (i.e., multivalued current at a
sition is laterally uniform, so we can directly determine given voltage) is observed in these devices and is due to
the barrier width instead of as a function of (d 2 V). the parasitic resistance of the device. This hysteresis will

be observed if the value of the parasitic resistance is
greater than that of the negative resistance.I I. EXPERIMENTAL The procedure for determining the barrier thick-

The samples used in this study were GaAs/ ness [Eq. (5) 1 was applied to the measured current den-
Al0 3 Gao 7 As structures grown in a Riber MBE-2300 on sity to derive the barrier thickness. Here one barrier was
a (100) GaAs substrate doped n type with Si at 2- assumed laterally homogeneous. The result of the bar-
3x 10" cm - 3. Following a highly doped (n-type, Si at rier thickness derived for each device on a section of the
2 X 10" cm 3) buffer layer, the active resonant tunnel- MBE slice, approximately I of the slice and cleaved
ing structure region was then grown. The active region along (110) directions, is shown in Fig. 3. The MBE
consisted of an undoped Al. Ga, As barrier (50 A, AGaAs barrier exhibits shallow growth rings and an
x = 0.3), GaAs quantum well (50 A), and similar bar- axial asymmetry. A preferential growth direction is not
rier. The active region was followed by a highly doped plausible since this effect is cumulative and would be
(n-type, Si at 2 X 10" cm -3 ) top contact -0.5/u thick. observable for thick layers. A more plausible explana-
Devices, ranging from 2-225 p in diameter, were fabri- tion of the axial asymmetry is the finite open shutter
cated by defining mesas on the surface with convention- time; because the substrate rotates during growth and
al photolithography techniques. Ohmic contacts cov- the ratio of the deposition time to the rotation period is
ered the top surface of the mesa and were made by not necessarily an integer (in this case, = 1.8), there
evaporating Au-Ge, Ni, then Au, followed by an an- will exist a region of the sample with a thinner epilayer.
neal. For devices too small to accommodate a direct The outside ring of inoperative devices is caused by the
bond, a silicon nitride layer (for isolation) was deposit- shadow of the substrate holder used during growth.
ed over the sample, followed by a Au-evaporated bond- Measurements on these conductive structures did not
ing pad. show any variation in resistance, indicating that there

To investigate the lateral uniformity of the electri- was no appreciable variation in Ohmic contact fabrica-
cal characteristics, large area devices ( 160 # diameter) tion.
were fabricated over nearly I of the MBE slice (approxi- Previous qualitative results' " of zero-bias resistance
mately 400ju device spacing). The devices were probed measurements of MOCVD material claimed monolayer
on the undiced wafer in a 77 K cold chuck to produce a fluctuations, but no comparison between MBE and
topographic mapping. The I- Vcharacteristics of a typi- MOCVD can be made due to the limited MOCVD sam-
cal device (an active area of 2 X 10-4 cm- 2 ) at 77 K is pie size1 2 and unspecified thickness resolution. We be-
shown in Fig. 2. The transition from the lower voltage, lieve the present technique is the most accurate contour
higher current characteristic to the higher voltage, low- determination of buried ultrathin epilayers ever made.

FIG. 2. Typicall-Vcharactestic at T= 77 K of a resonant tuneling
device used in this study.
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Reed etat: Investigation of quantum well and tunnel barrier growth

FIG. 3. Mapping ofa Al. 3 Gao.,As tunnel
barrier thickness determined by current
density variations on a section of a MBE-
grown wafer containing a single well, double
barrier resonant tunneling structure. Mea-
surements were taken at T= 77 K. An axial
asymmetry is present.

DeposiUon rate = 2A/see Legend
RotaUon rate = 4 rev/min 6 greater than 55 Angstroms

0 54 - 55 Angstroms

slice center (rotaUon axis) * 53 - 54 Angstrom.
N 52 - 53 Angstroms
O 51 - 52 Angstroms
1 less than 51 Angstroms

T = 77 K 13 anomalous or non-
funcUonal devices

We can also independently determine the quantum ability. The I-Vcharacteristics of a typical device, with
well thickness. The measured resonant bias voltage po- an active area of 25 sq p, is shown in Fig. 5 at 300 K, 77
sitions, corrected for the parasitic resistance empirically K, and at 4.2 K. The I-V characteristics do not change
determined from the outside ring of control devices, k-ppreciably below - 150 K. The device demonstrates a
were then used with Eqs. (1)-(4) to determine the 3.2 NDR region at 300 K, equal to the best known room
quantum well thickness. The results are shown in Fig. 4. temperature report to date' 3 and suitable for this mea-
The quantum well contours are considerably less well surement technique. The!- Vcharacteristic does exhibit
defined than the tunnel barrier contours, suggesting a small asymmetry seen elsewhere4 that has been attri-
that well width determination with this technique is at buted to the inferior GaAs-on-AlGaAs inverted inter-
the resolution limit at the I A level. However, the well face. We, as yet, have no alternative explanation for the
does not appear to exhibit the same axial asymmetry as observed asymmetry. The complex structure in the
the barriers. Indeed, the center-to-edge variation is ap- NDR region of the I- V is due to undamped oscillations
proximately the same (5 A) along the orthogonal clea- of the device under test.'
vage directions for the quantum well, whereas the bar-
riers exhibit 2-3 A in one direction and 6 A in the IV. CONCLUSIONS
orthogonal direction.

The application of this technique is not limited to We have presented a simple characterization tech-
cryogenic temperatures and large device size; indeed, nique for single quantum wells and adjacent tunnel bar-
smaller probe sizes and room temperature operation are riers utilizing a resonant tunneling technique. This tech-
desirable for characterization during device fabrication. nique has been applied to characterize the thickness of a
Measurements were made on smaller devices fabricated MBE-grown single well, double barrier resonant tunnel-
on a second, similar MBE sample to demonstrate this ing structure to an averaged resolution of I A. Contour
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FIG. 4. Mapping of a Ga.s quantum well
thickness determined by resonant bias var-
istiosa on a section of a MU-grown wafer
coutaning a singe well, double barrier reso-
nat tuneing structure. Measurements
were taken at T =77 K.

Deposition rate = A/sec Legend
Rotation rate = 4 rev/muin a greater than 52 Angstroms

O3 51 - 52 Angstroms

slice center (rotation axis) U 50 - 51 Angstrom.
+ 49 - 50 Angstrom.

a 48 -49 Angstroms
N less than 48 Angstrom.

T =77 K 11 anomalous or non-
functional devices

I .OxlO 4

4.OxlO 41-

2.OxjO 41

2.OxO ,.FIG. S. Temperature dependence of
-~' the I-V characteristics of a small

0.OX 0 I- 0------- area (25 sq. p5) resonant tunneling
* L. device exhibiting rm temperature

2O 1/41 NDR.

-1.OX 10O

-6.OxO 10 4.2K
77K

B.OX (-- 
300K

2.00 1,00 0O0 1.00 2.00

B~ias Voltage (Volts)
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EXCITED STATE RESONANT TUNNELING IN GaAs-AlxGal.xAs DOUBLE BARRIER
HETEROSTRUCTURES

Mark A. Reed
Central Research Laboratories

Texas Instruments Incorporated
Dallas, TX 75265

(Received 8 December 1985)

Resonant tunneling through the ground and first excited state of single
quantum well, double barrier GaAs-AlxGalixAs heterostructures is reported.
Negative differential resistance from both quantum well states is observable
up to room temperature in one of these structures. The observed positions of
the quantum well states agree well with theory, though there exists an
asymmetry in the current-voltage characteristics about the origin.

Negative differential resistance (NDR) devices exponentially small. As the device bias increases,
utilizing double barrier resonant tunneling the quantum well state is lowered with respect to
structures' have recently undergone a the Ferns level of the input contact, and carriers
renaissance24 due to improved GaAs-AlGaAs are allowed to tunnel through the structure.
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) techniques. In When the device bias is increased to the point that
these devices, the essential carrier transport the allowed state in the quantum well is lower in
mechanism is electron (or hole) tunneling, energy than the conduction band edge of the input
specifically through ultrathin (-50 A) AlxGal xAs contact, elastic tunneling is no longer allowed due
tunnel barriers and a GaAs quantum well. The to the conflicting requirements of energy and
potential for millimeter wave oscillators,5 mixers, momentum conservation. This decreases the
and logic devices utilizing resonant tunneling tunneling current, producing NDR. Higher
devices are intriguing. The ability to vary the energy eigenstater will produce the same
NDR bias position and device current density phenomena as they are biased to the Fermi level.
independently, through dimensional control An eventual increase in current at high device
during MBE growth, is an attractive feature of bias will be seen due to Fowler-Nordheim
these structures to device designers, tunneling. The search for NDR from these higher

A class of devices,6 such as frequency states is the subject of this investigation.
multipliers, multistate memories, and high speed The samples used in this study were grown by
analog-to-digital converters become possible if molecular beam epitaxy in a Riber MBE-2300 on a
designers can utilize multiple NDR regions in 2-inch (100) n+ Si-doped Sumitomo GaAs
resonant tunneling devices. Measurements by substrate. Following a highly doped (n-type, Si @
other workers" have established the existence of 2x.101 cm 3 ) buffer layer, the active resonant
resonant tunneling through multiple states in tunneling structure region was then grown. The
quantum wells, but the effects were weak and undoped Al1 Gat.xAs barrier (50 A, x=.3),
observable only at low temperature. This paper undoped GaAs quantum well, and similar AlxGaI.
reports NDR for transport through the ground and xAs barrier were then grown, followed by a
excited states of single well, double barrier similar top contact - 0.5 micron thick. The
resonant tunneling structures and the existence of substrate was directly heated in a rotating
excited state resonant tunneling at room substrate holder. Samples with quantum wel
temperature. widths of 50 A and 100 A were studied to observe

The prototype resonant tunneling structure is the positions of the quantum well eigenstates as a
a one-dimensional, double barrier, single function of well width.
quantum well heterostructure '' The center Mesa diodes with diameters ranging from 2 to
quantum well has a spectrum of discrete, higher 225 microns were fabricated by conventional
allowed eigenstates (relative to the GaAs photolithography techniques. Ohmic contacts
conduction band edge) than the electrons in the covered the top surface of the mesa and were made
highly doped contacts. At low device bias, the by evaporating Au-Ge, Ni, then Au, followed by
eigenstate (band) in the central quantum well is an anneal. For devices too small to accommodate
too high in energy to allow resonant tunneling of a direct bond, a silicon nitride layer (for isolation)
electrons through the eigenstate. Tunneling was deposited over the sample followed by an Au
through the entire structure is allowed, but evaporated bonding pad. Both backside and

0749-036/86/020065 + 03 602.00/0 @ 1986 Academic Press Inc. (London) Limited
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Figure 1. I-V characteristic of a 50 A quantum Figure 3. I-V characteristic of a 100 A quantum
well resonant tunneling device at room well resonant tunneling device at 77°K. The peak
temperature. The active device area is 100 square at 150 mV is due to resonant tunneling through
microns. the ground state of the quantum well, and the

peak at 1.45 V is due to resonant tunneling
through the first excited state of the quantum
well.

.1/, current with increasing temperature is due to
i J inelastic current generation. The breaks in the

3 ,' / 4.2°K and 77°K data curves are regions where the
- _device undergoes self-oscillatory phenomena.

3 This device demonstrated a 3:2 NDR region at
300°K. The I-V characteristics exhibit a slight

.1/ -1"K asymmetry about the origin seen elsewhere, 4

- which has been attributed to the inferior GaAs-
on-AlGaAs inverted interface. No additional

.. .... features in the I-V due to excited state tunneling
n,,jr were observable at any temperature.

Measurements were performed on similar
Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the I-V devices for the 100 A quantum well MBE sample.
characteristics of a 50 A quantum well resonant There was no observable NDR at room
tunneling device. The active device area is 25 temperature, but two clear peaks were evident at
square microns. 77°K as shown in Figure 3. The lower voltage

peak can be identified with resonant tunneling
through the ground state of the quantum well,
and the higher voltage peak resonant tunneling

planar contacts were used. The devices were through the first excited state. Figure 4 shows the
either probed on a 77°K cold chuck or inserted into lower voltage peak on an expanded scale,
a variable-temperature helium-flow Janis demonstrating clear NDR for resonant tunneling
cryostat for measurements in the temperature through the quantum well ground state. The low
range l.2°K to 300°K. voltage peaks also exhibited a pronounced

The I-V characteristics of a typical device (ap asymmetry (160 mV vs 300 mV) and the excited
active area of 100 square microns) for the 50 A state peak was not observable on the 300 mV side.
;uantum well MBE sample at 300°K is shown in The theoretical positions of the resonant peaks

igure 1. The NDR region exhibits a 1.7:1 peak- for the 100 A well were derived using a transfer-
to-valley current ratio to room temperature and matrix technique.7  In terms of device bias
7:1 at 77°K. Figure 2 shows the I-V voltage, the resonant positions are 83 mV for the
characteristics of a similar device, with an active ground state and 0.35 Vfor the first excited state.
area of 25 square microns (though perhaps as The experimental results are in excellent
small as 16 square microns due to undercutting by agreement with theory when the series parasitic
the mesa definition etch), at 300°K, 77°K, and at resistance of 16 u is taken into account. This
4.2°K. There is little difference in the resistance also explains the apparent "hysteresis"
characteristics of these devices below -150°K. of the excited state peak, which is due to the
The peak shift with temperature is primarily due resonant tunneling diode - parasitic resistor series
to the change of parasitic resistance with combination. This apparent hysteresis will
temperature, and the increase of the valley appear whenever the value of the series resistance

* * ~***** ~*** * **,~~*~** ~,. *-I. %V
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predicted value (0.24 V) of resonaqt tunneling
through the ground state of the 50 A well when
the Schottky barrier and parasitic resistance are
taken into account. The higher voltage peak is
ascribed to tunneling through the first excited
state. The transfer-matrix technique does not
predict a second bound state in the well, though
the approximations of this model cannot be
considered valid at high bias voltage. The
expe.rimental bias position of the excited stat
indicats a state very near the top of the 50 A
quantum well. That this peak does not appear in
all devices may be due to quantum well thickness
fluctuations across the sample that are sufficient
to unbind the loosely bound state. The peak-to-
valley ratio of the excited state NDR, as well as
the ground state, weakened with increasing

Figure 4. Expanded scale of Fig. 3 showing temperature but was still observable as a 1-2%
negative differential resistance due to resonant peak-to-valley NDR at room temperature. The
tunneling through the quantum well ground infler or room temperature performance of the
state. IOOA quantum welsaple should not be taken

as intrinsic since no effort was made to iteratively
optimize the structure, as was performed on the
50 A structure.

In summary, NDR from resonant tunneling
through quantum well excited states has been
observed in two MBE samples of different
quantum well size. The voltage positions of the
resonant peaks agree well with theory. The NDR
in the excited states of one sample was observable
at room temperature.
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Resonant tunneling has been demonstrated through a double barrier, single quantum well
heterostructure in which the barriers have been replaced by thin, short period binary
superlattices. The superlattice structure does not exhibit the asymmetry around zero bias in the
electrical characteristics normally observed in the conventional Al. Gal __, As barrier structures,
suggestive of reduced roughness at the inverted interface by superlattice smoothing. The structure
exhibits an anomalously low barrier height and a peak to valley tunnel current ratio of 1.8:1 at
300K.

The phenomenon of resonant tunneling in double bar- ventional Al. Gal -, As alloy barrier structure of similar
rier heterostructures, first investigated in the seminal work barrier and quantum well dimension was fabricated, as well
of Chang, Esaki, and Tsu,' has recently undergone a renais- as one with a larger quantum well size. The conventional
sance2' due to recent improvements in epitaxial growth Al Gal -,As barrier sample consisted of an undoped
techniques. The dc and high-frequency transport in these Al, Ga -, AAs barrier (50 A, x = 0.35), followed by an un-
structures has been the subject of intense investigation fol- doped GaAs quantum well (50 and 100 A), similar barrier,
lowing the remarkable submillimeter wave experiments of and a top contact -0.5um thick. For the binary superlattice
Sollner et al.,2 which has been interpreted as coherent reso- barrier structure, each barrier consists of three 7 A layers of
nant tunneling through the heterostructure. This renewed AlAs separated by two 7 A layers of GaAs. The GaAs quan-
interest has led to the observation of large room-temperature tum well in this sample is 45 A and the remainder of the
peak to valley tunnel current ratios,4 resonant tunneling of structure is identical to the A. Ga -, As barrier samples. A
holes,' the observation of multiple negative differential resis- cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph of the su-
tance (NDR) peaks due to resonant tunneling,' and the ob- perlattice barrier structure is shown in Fig. 1. Devices were
servation of sequential resonant tunneling through a multi- fabricated by defining mesas on the surface with convention-
quantum well (MQW) superlattice.7  al photolithography techniques, bonded for mechanical sta-

The initial investigations of this structure, typically in bility, and inserted into a variable-temperature helium-flow
the GaAs/Alx Gal - As system, have utilized "square" Janis cryostat or into a stabilized oven for variable tempera-
(i.e., constant Al mole fraction) barriers to confine the cen- ture measurements.
tral quantum well. A number of intriguing physical phenom- Figure 2 (a) shows the room-temperature static current-
ena can be examined by tailoring the barrier(s) in real space, voltage (I- V) characteristics of a typical conventional alloy
such as equally spaced resonant peaks arising from a para- barrier, 50-A-wide quantum well, resonant tunneling struc-
bolic quantum well.' However, the variety of tunneling ture. This structure exhibits a room-temperature peak to val-
structures that can be investigated is limited by the practical
constraints on the Al, GaI _., As barrier (or well) growth
and the rate the Al mole fraction can be changed over the
region of interest, typically - 100 A. A possible solution to
the Al mole fraction gradient constraint is the emulation of
the desired Al GaI -. ,As alloy barrier structure with a
GaAs/Ai Gal _ A As superlattice of fixed (even 100%) A]
mole fraction.9-"' In this letter we report the first study of
resonant tunneling through a double barrier, single quantum
well heterostructure in which the barriers have been re-
placed by thin, short period binary superlattices. This is the
first demonstration that quantum well states can be confined
by very thin, short period superlattices and that resonant
tunneling transport through a compositional modulated
barrier is possible.

The samples used in this study were grown by molecular
beam epitaxy in a Riber MBE-2300 on a 2-in. (100) n' Si-
doped Sumitomo GaAs substrate utilizing a directly heated Feo
rotating substrate holder. Following a highly doped (n type, tice bier resonant tunning structure. The width of the aAs quantum
Si S I X 10" cm -') buffer layer, the active resonant tunnel- well is 45 A and the widths of the two GaAs and three AlAs superlattice
ing structure region was then grown. For comparison, a con- hmer cemponents are 7 A.
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It~o~- the technique' 3 of low bias thermal activation of carriers
over the effective barrier to determine the position of the

&oXIO quantum well bound state relative to the Fermi level of the
6 -- o.Ue b contact. In this case the effective thermal barrier presentedZ 60m]0O.4  ... neative bias

. to the electrons, at low bils, is not the full barrier but the r
. . . . point of the quantum well bound state. This is demonstrated

in Fig. 3 (a) for the alloy barrier structure with a 50 A quan-
..."1- turn well, which yields an activation energy of 70 meV. Simi-

lar measurements on an alloy barrier structure with a quan-

o.oX ... tum well width of - 100 A gave an activation energy of 15
0.o o 020 0.40 0.60 0.eo 1.o meV, demonstrating that the activation energy decreases
15) Device Bias (V) with increasing well size as expected. It should be noted that

the ground state only is observed due to the large energetic
3separation of the excited state.

2.5to-
2  . The activation energy gives the quantum well energy

relative to the conduction-band edge when corrected for the2.0xtO-X -potv bias
2 ..... pstive bias assumed degeneracy in the contact due to the high doping

1 1.5XIo-2 (ND =1 X 10"' cm 3, which gives EF=ZS5 meV). The de-
".:" rived quantum well state is 120 meV which is in excellent

, t.o0ts-".agreement with the values of 116 meV predicted from an

envelope function approximation"' using a 60% conduc-
s.oXo-3 - / tion-band offset. This technique was used to derive the posi-

o.o100 IO tion of the center quantum well state for the superlattice
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.oV barrier structure and is shown in Fig. 3 (b) for two devices of

different mesa dimension. The thermal activation measure-

FIG. 2. (a) Room-temperature static I-V characteristics of a typical con- ment for both gives a quantum well state of 121 meV, the
ventional50 A alloy barrier, 50 A wide quantum well, resonant tunneling same as the 50 A alloy barrier structure which was expected
structure. Device mesa area = 25 om2. Positive and negative bias are from the identical resonant bias positions (without the in-
shown. (b) Room temperature static I- Vcharacteristics for the superlattice verted bias asymmetry complication) of Fig. 2.
barrier structure. Device mesa area = 25jpm 2. The symmetry for positive
and negative bias is excellent. t.0o

-4  
, '

ley tunnel current ratio of 1.75:1 which increases typically to
7:1 at low temperatures ( 100 K). We have plotted the neg- .
ative bias data reflected into the first quadrant to emphasize "o
the observed asymmetry in the current-voltage characteris- 0
tics of these structures. This asymmetry has been ascribed to 1.o21t-6 0 ares- too ,m
the inferior inverted interface morphology of the quantum (E-70mev) 0

well and contact region.4 This is consistent with our observa-
tions; our convention of positive bias means electron injec- t.oZI0-o 3 0 0 2

0.00 3.00 .00 0 12.00
tion from the backside superior GaAs contact. A higher res- (a) too/T (K)

onant bias for the inverted configuration would be expected
from an extended inverted region. The room temperature !- 1.0.o- '1

V characteristics for the superlattice barrier structure, de-
signed to have the same resonant bias voltage, is shown in t.oZto-°.
Fig. 2(b). The symmetry for positive and negative bias is
excellent. This observation suggests that the inverted inter-
face is indeed responsible for the observed asymmetry in the U tO-0

alloy barrier structure and that the superlattice barrier im- I, ms-O pml

proves the interface by lessening trapping of undesired im- .0zo6 0 (271 m

purities and/or prevents surface roughening. This improve- ( m)

ment has been observed previously in photoluminescence
experiments.' 0 The superlattice barrier structure exhibits a 0.00 , , 9 12.000.0 3.00 6.00 0.00 t2.00

1.8: 1 peak to valley ratio at room temperature and exhibits (b) t0oo/T (C)

NDR up to 100 C. FIG. 3. (a) Low bias thermally activated current for the 50 A quantum well

The observed resonant bias positions can be compared alloy barrier structure. The thermal activation measurement gives £ = 70
to the theoretical predictions of a transfer matrix model' 2 if Bey. (b) Low bias thermally activated current for the superlattice barrier
the parasitic resistances in the structure are independently structure, showing Wdenticatactivation energies independent ofcurrent den-

sity. The current does not exactly scale with top mesa dimension due to
known. Since this is unknown for the structures, we employ mesa undercut. The thermal activation measurement gives E = 71 meV.
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There are two independent approaches to determine the height to transport is indicative of the enhanced evanescent
effective barrier height AE * of the superlattice barrier once tail.
the quantum well energy is known. Firstly, we can use the The ability to emulate barriers with superlattices per-
energy of the quantum well state (determined above) to de- mits a number of intriguing suggested investigations for tun-
rive the effective barrier height 4E 0 assuming that the enve- neling structures, such as equally spaced resonances from a
lope function approximation for thick barriers is valid. Us- parabolic well, an increase in transmission coefficient from a
ing a 45 A quantum well, we obtain an effective barrier structure symmetric at resonant bias, band-gap engineered
height &E = 290 meV, or an equivalent alloy composition contacts, an increase in sequential multiquantum well reso-
of 0.296. nant current, and the investigation of the influence of barrier

Secondly, we can compare the transmitted resonant cur- symmetry on resonant bias and transmission. The flexibility
rent densities of the conventional alloy barrier structure and of design and enhanced evanescent tail are also important to
the superlattice barrier structure. Considering single particle MQW lasers and high-frequency resonant tunneling devices.
transmission coefficients, it can be shown that the effective In summary, we have reported the first study of a double
barrier height AE * can be expressed as short period binary superlattice barrier, single quantum well

heterostructure. This is the first demonstration that quan-
AE E vw.o + tum well states can be confined by very thin, short period

8;d sL, superlattices. The superlattice structure does not exhibit the

X (In :L + T [ 2m* (,&E A - E wo asymmetry around zero bias in the electrical characteristics
, f, Cnormally observed in the conventional Al. Gat _ As bar-

where d, is the width of the superlattice barrier, dA is the rier structures, and exhibits an anomalously low barrier

width of the alloy barrier, JA and JsL are the measured cur- height demonstrating an enhanced evanescent tail in the su-

rent densities for the alloy barrier and superlattice barrier, perlattice barrier.
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Resonant tunneling in a double GaAs/AlAs superlattice barrier
heterostructure

M A Reed and J W Lee
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Abstract. Resonant tunneling has been demonstrated through a double
Eier, single quantum well heterostructure in which the barriers have been
replaced by thin, short period binary superlattices. The structure exhibits an
anomalously low barrier height and a peak to valley tunnel current ratio of1.8:1 at 300*K.

1. Introduction

The phenomena of resonant tunneling in double barrier heterostructures, first
investigated in the seminal work of Chang, Esaki, and Tsu (1974), has recently
undergone a renaissance due to recent improvements in epitaxial growth
techniques. The DC and high frequency transport in these structures has been
the subject of intense investigation following the remarkable submillimeter
wave experiments of Sollner et al (1983) which has been interpreted as coherent
resonant tunneling through the heterostructure. This renewed interest has led
to the observation of large room temperature peak to valley tunnel current ratios
(Shewchuk et al 1985), resonant tunneling of holes (Mendez et al 1985), the
observation of multiple negative differential resistance (NDR) peaks due to
resonant tunneling (Reed 1986) and the observation of sequential resonant
tunneling through a multiquantum well (MQW) superlattice (Capasso et al
1986).

The initial investigations of this structure, typically in the GaAs/AlxGal.xAs
system, have utilized " suare" (i.e., constant Al mole fraction) barriers to confine
the central quantum well. A number of intriguing physical phenomena can be
examined by tailoring the barrier(s) in real space, such as equally spaced
resonant peaks arising from a parabolic quantum well. However, the variety of
tunneling structures that can be investigated is limited by the practical
constraints on the Al.Gal.xAs barrier (or well) growth and the ratV the Al mole
fraction can be changed over the region of interest, typically -100A. A possible
solution to the Al mole fraction gradient constraint is the emulation of the
desired Al.Gai..As alloy barrier structure with a GaAs/Al.Gal..As superlattice
of fixed (even 100%) Al mole fraction (Laidig 1983 and Sakaki 1985). In this
letter we report the first study of resonant tunneling through a double barrier,
single quantum well heterostructure in which the barriers have been replaced by
thin, short period binary superlattices. This is the first demonstration that

Suantum well states can be confined by very thin, short period superlattices and
tat resonant tunneling transport through a compositionally modulated barrier

is possible.

© 1987 IOP Publishing Ltd
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2. Experimental procedure

The sampI- used in this study were grown by molecular beam epitaxy in a Riber
MBE-2300 on a 2-inch (100) n+ Si-doped Sumitomo GaAs substrate utilizing a
directly heated rotating substrate holder. Following a highly doped (n-type, Si @
xl018 cm-3) buffer layer, the active resonant tunneling structure region was

then grown. For comparison, a conventional AlxGaI.1 As alloy barrier structure
of similar barrier and quantum well dimension was fabricated, as well as one
with a larger quantum well size. The conventional AlxGaixAs barrier sample
consisted of an undoped AlxGa j.xAs barrier (50A, x =.3 ), followed by an
undoped GaAs quantum well (50A or 100A), similar barrier, and a top contact
-0.5 micron thick. For the binary superlattice barrier structure, each barrier
consists of three 7A layers of AlAs searated by two 7A layers of GaAs. The
GaAs quantum well in this sample is A and the remainder of the structure is
identical to the Al.GaixAs barrier samples. A cross-sectional transmission
electron micrograph of the superlattice barrier structure is shown in Figure 1.
Devices were fabricated by defining mesas on the surface with conventional
photolithography techniques, bonded for mechanical stability, and inserted into
a variable-temperature helium-flow Janis cryostat or into a stabilized oven for
variable temperature measurements.

.I

Figure I Cros-sectional transmission electron micrograph of the superlattice
barrier resonant tunneling structure. The width of the GaAs quantum well is
45A and the widths of the two GaAs and three AlAs superlattice barrier
components are 7A.

L .. . rn" ,e .i"o'' . .,
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3. Results

Figure 2 shows the room temperature static cur rent-voltage (I-V) characteristics
of a typical conventional alloy barrier, 50A wide quantum well, resonant
tunneling structure. This structure exhibits a room temperature peak to valley
tunnel current ratio of 1.75:1 which increases typically to 7:1 at low
temperatures (< 100°K). We have plotted the negative bias data reflected into
the first quadrant to emphasize the observed asymmetry in the current-voltage
characteristics of these structures. This asymmetry has been ascribed to the
inferior inverted interface morphology of the quantum well and contact region
(Shewchuk et al 1985). This is consistent with our observations; our convention
of positive bias means electron injection from the backside superior GaAs
contact. A higher resonant bias for the inverted configuration would be expected
from an extended inverted region. The room temperature I-V characteristics for
the superlattice barrier structure, designed to have the same resonant bias
voltage, is shown in Figure 3. The symmetry for positive and negative bias is
excellent. This observation suggests that the inverted interface is indeed
responsible for the observed asymmetry in the alloy barrier structure and that
the superlattice barrier improves the interface by lessening trapping of
undesired impurities and/or prevents surface roughening. This improvement
has been observed previously in photoluminescence experiments (Sakaki et al
1985). The superlattice bamer structure exhibitsa 1.8:1 peak to valley ratio at
room temperature and exhibits NDR up to 100°C.

l'0Zl0-$ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I/

O.OZlO 8  oitv ba

*.OzilO ~ - -- nogativ bias

4....

0.Ozl00
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

~vlce Diem (V)

Figure 2. Room tem erature static I-V characteristics of a typical conventional
50A alloy barrier, 50A wide quantum well, resonant tunneling structure. Device
mesa area = 25 pm 2. Positive and negative bias are shown.

The observed resonant bias positions can be compared to the theoretical
predictions of a transfer matrix model (Ricco and Azbel 1984) if the parasitic
resistances in the structure are independently known. Since this is unknown for
the structures, we employ the technique (Gossard et al 1982) of low bias thermal
activation of carriers over the effective barrier to determine the position of the
q antum well bound state relative to the Fermi level of the contact. In this case
the effective thermal barrier presented to the electrons, at low bias, is not the full
barrier but the r-point of the quantum well bound state. This is demonstrated in
Figure 4 for the alloy barrier structure with a 50A quantum well, which yields an
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3.0z10- 1 1 1 1 1- /
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Figure 3. Room temperature static I-V characteristics for the superlattice
barrier structure. Device mesa area = 25 pm 2. The symmetry for positive and
negative bias is excellent.

activation energy of 70 meV. Similar measurements on an alloy barrier
structure with a quantum well width of - 100A gave an activation energy of 15
meV, demonstrating that the activation energy decreases with increasing well
size as expected. It should be noted that the ground state only is observed due to
the large energetic separation of the excited state.

1.0 10-4. I , i , , i ,

1.O2lO- o

( ,70o.V) 0o

i.ft10-7 I , I I ,L- 1 - -I C

1000ir (Kt)

Figure 4. Low bias thermally activated current for the 50A quantum well alloy
barrier structure. The thermal activation measurement gives E = 70 meV.
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Figure 5. Low bias thermally activated current for the superlattice barrier
structure, showing identical activation energies independent of current density.
The current does not exactly scale with top mesa dimension due to mesa
undercut. The thermal activation measurement gives E = 71 meV.

The activation energy gives the quantum well energy relative to the conduction
band edge when corrected for the assumed degeneracy in the contact due to the
high doping (ND ft lx1018 cm-3 , which gives EF ft 55 meV). The derived
quantum well state is 120 meV which is in excellent agreement with the values
of 116 meV predicted from an envelope function approximation (Bastard 1981)
using a 60% conduction band offset. This technique was used to derive the
position of the center quantum well state for the superlattice barrier structure
and is shown in Figure 5 for two devices of different mesa dimension. The
thermal activation measurement for both gives a quantum well state of 121 meV,
the same as for the 50A alloy barrier structure which was expected from the
identical resonant bias positions of Figures 2 and 3.

There are two independent approaches to determine the effective barrier height
AEc* of the superlattice barrier once the quantum well energy is known. First,
we can use the energy of the quantum well state (determined above) to derive the

heffective barrier height AEc* assuming that the envelope function approximation
for thick barriers is valid. Using a 45A quantum well, we obtain an effective
barrier heigl:t AEC* = 290 meV, or an equivalent alloy composition of 0.296.
Secondly, we can compare the transmitted resonant current densities of the
conventional alloy barrier structure and the superlattice barrier structure.
Considering single particle transmission coefficients, it can be shown that the
effective barrier height AEc* can be expressed as

L A2  ! d A 1)

AE* = ES + _ In L- + 2 IE* (Ae -A-RAwo)11
c QWO mdL A A Id 2 JA JQWO

where d, is the width of te superlattice barrier, dA is the width of the alloy
barrier, T and J., are the measured current densities for the alloy barrier and
superlattice barrier, respectively, AEcA is the conduction band offset for the alloy
barrier case, and the E'QWO are the ground state energies of the quantum wells.
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Using a 60% conduction band offset and a 35A superlattice barrier width, we get
ABC* = 240 meV, slightly lower than the barrier computed above. A monolayer
fluctuation at the interfaces of the barrier gives &Ec* = 275 meV, in good
agreement with the envelope function prediction.

The superlattice barrier height is much lower than would be expected from an
averaged alloy composition of 0.60, which gives a barrier height of 587 meV.
Photoluminescence experiments on thick superlattice barrier confined isolated
quantum wells (Sakaki et al 1985) also found disagreement with an averaged
alloy composition model, though an equivalent alloy composition higher than the
average alloy composition was found. An envelope function approximation to a
superlattice of infinite extent to determine the effective barrier height as the
first conduction minizone edge gives an even greater discrepancy. Thus the
superlattice barrier allows appreciable wavefunction penetration while
maintaining a high energy quantum well state, as has been previously
suggested. The observation of an anomalously low barrier height to transport is
indicative of the enhanced evanescent tail.

4. Summary

In summary, we report the first study of a double short period binary superlattice
barrier, single quantum well heterostructure. This is the first demonstration
that quantum well states can be confined by very thin, short period superlattices.
The superlattice structure does not exhibit the asymmetry around zero bias in
the electrical characteristics normally observed in the conventional AlxGal-xAs
barrier structures, and exhibits an anomalously low barrier height
demonstrating an enhanced evanescent tail in the superlattice barrier. The
ability to emulate barriers with superlattices permits a number of intriguing
suggested investigations for tunneling structures, such as equally spaced
resonances from a parabolic well, an increase in transmission coefficient from a
structure symmetric at resonant bias, bandgap engineered contacts, an increase
in sequential multiquantum well resonant current, and the investigation of the
influence of barrier symmetry on resonant bias and transmission. The flexibility
of design and enhanced evanescent tail are also important to MQW lasers and
high frequency resonant tunneling devices.

We are thankful to R. T. Bate, W. R. Frensley and C. H. Hoel for discussions and
R. Aldert, R. Thomason, and J. Williams for technical assistance. This work was
supported in part by the Office of Naval Research and the U. S. Army Research
Office.
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We have investigated resonant tunneling in double barrier heterostructures
in which the tunnel barriers have been replaced by short period superlattices,
and have shown for the first time quantum well confinement in a single
quantum well bounded by superlattices. These results also demonstrate the
first utilization of short period binary superlattices as effective tunnel
barriers to replace the conventional AlxGai-xAs barriers. The superlattice
structure does not exhibit the asymmetry around zero bias in the electrical
characteristics normally observed in the conventional AlxGal.xAs barrier
structures, suggestive of reduced roughness at the inverted interface by
superlattice smoothing. The superlattice barrier also exhibits an
anomalously low barrier height. The performance of this symmetric
superlattice structure is compared with an intentionally constructed
asymmetric double barrier superlattice structure, which exhibits pronounced
asymmetry in the electrical characteristics. The observed behavior supports
the view that resonant enhancement occurs in the quantum well.

Negative differential resistance (NDR) devices reduces to a simpler problem of dimensional
utilizing double barrier resonant tunneling control of the superlattice layers.
structures' have recently undergone a We present the first study of such a
renaissance 2-4 due to improved GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructure utilizing superlattice barriers, in
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) techniques. In this case binary superlattices. It should be
these devices, the essential carrier transport pointed out that the additional degree of freedom
mechanism is electron (or hole) tunneling, of an Al mole gradient in a superlattice barrier
specifically through ultrathin (-50A) AlxGal.xAs structure adds tremendous superlattice miniband
tunnel barriers and a GaAs quantum well. This tailoring possibilities. This report is the first
renewed interest has led to the observation of demonstration that a quantum well state can be
large room temperature peak to valley tunnel created in the single quantum well structure with
current ratios, 4 resonant tunneling of holes, 5 the superlattices, and that confinement can be
observation of multiple negative differential achieved with thin superlattices. Though
resistance (NDR) peaks due to resonant quantum well confinement by superlattices has
tunneling and the observation of sequential been previously investigated by
resonant tunneling through a multiquantum well photoluminescence, 8 the superlattices were much
superlattice. 7  thicker, had a longer period, and was investigated

Until now, investigation of this structure in in a multiple quantum well structure.
the GaAs/AIGaAs system has been limited to The samples used in this study were grown by
quantum well confinement barriers that have a molecular beam epitaxy in a Riber MBE-2300 on a
constant Al mole fraction. There exist a number 2-inch (100) n + Si-doped Sumitomo GaAs
of intriguing structures that can be fabricated substrate. The substrate was directly heated in a
with barriers that are tailored in real space. rotating substrate holder. Following a highly
However, there exist practical constraints on the doped (n-type, Si @ - 1x10 1 8 cm "3 ) buffer layer, the
rate in which the Al mole fraction (i.e., the height active resonant tunneling structure region was
of the barrier with respect to the GaAs conduction then grown. For the alloy barrier structure, the
band) can be changed, thus limiting the structures undoped AlxGal-xAs barrier (50A, x=.35),
that can be investigated. To solve the Al mole undoped GaAs quantum well, and similar
fraction qrsdient constraint, we have investigated AlxGai.xAs barrier were then grown, followed by
the possibility of replacing the AIGaAs alloy a similar top contact - 0.5 micron thick. For the
barrier with a superlattice of fixed Al mole superlattice barrier structure, the same procedure
fraction. Thus, tailoring of the barrier height was used, replacing the superlattices for the alloy

0749-6036/87/020111 + 06 $02.00/0 © 1987 Academic Press Inc. (London) Limited
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]figure 1. Current - voltage characteristics of a 50 25 pm2 and T = 300°K. Both positive and
A GaAs quantum well / 50 A AI.35Ga.65As double negative bias are shown for comparison. The
barrier heterostructure. The device mesa area = asymmetry around zero bias is evident.

barriers. Devices were fabricated by defining there is negligible peak shift due to the effect of
mesas on the surface with conventional DX centers in the barriers.
photolitho grap hy and microfabrication The observed resonant bias positions can be
techniques, bonded for mechanical stability, and compared with the theoretical predictions of a
inserted into a variable temperature cryostat for transfer matrix modelO if the effects of the
measurements in the range 1.2K to 300*K. parasitic series resistances can be eliminated.

Figure 1 shows the static current-voltage (I-V) However, there exists an unambiguous method to
characteristics of a typical conventional alloy determine the energetic position of the quantum
barrier, 50A wide quantum well resonant well state relative to the Fermi level of the
tunneling structure at 300°K. The structure contacts. Applying the technique of low bias
exhibits apeak to valley tunnel current ratio of thermal activation'0 to the double barrier
1.75:1 (which increases typically to 7:1 at structure, we see that the effective barrier height
T > 100°K). For comparison purposes, the presented to the contact electrons is not the entire
negative bias data has been reflected into the first barrier but the nearby I-point of the quantum
quadrant. There exists a noticeable asymmetry in well state. This was applied to the 50A quantum
the electrical characteristics about zero bias. This well alloy barrier structure and is shown in
asymmetry has been attributed to the inverted Figure 4. This method gave an activation energy
interface morphology of the quantum well and of 70 meV, which is in excellent agreement with a
contact region.' is is consistent with our calculated value of 116 meV when adjusted for the
observations; positive bias implies electron energy of the Fermi level, approximately 50 meV.
injection from the superior backside GaAs contact. The thermal activation analysis of the
However, it is also possible to ascribe this superlattice barrier structure is shown in Figure 5
asymmetry to dopant redistribution at the for two different device mesa sizes. This gives a
contacts due to the difference in diffusion times for quantum well state of 121 meV. Using this
the top and bottom contacts. enery to determine the energy of the effective

A superlattice barrier structure was fabricated barrier height AEc*, assuming equal barriers and
and a cross-sectional TEM is shown in Figure 2. that the envelope function approximation for
Fqr this structure, each ba nier consists of three thick barriers is valid, we obtain a AEc" of 290
7A layers of AlAs and two 7Alayers of GaAs. The meV. This was checked against comparing the
GaAs quantum well width is 45A. Figure 3 shows transmitted resonant tunneling current densities
the static current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of of the superlattice barrier structure to the
this structure at 300*K. The structure exhibits a conventional alloy barrier structure. This gave a
peak to valley tunnel current ratio of 1.8:1. The AEc" of 240 meV. A monolayer fluctuation of the
symmetry for positive and negative bias is GaAs quantum well gave 275 meV, in good
excellent. This implies that the inverted interface agreement with the envelope function
is indeed responsible for the observed asymmetry. approximation.
The possibility of dopant diffusion throuah the The superlattice barrier height is much lower
structure has been eliminated by observing that, than one would exect from a naive averaged
with the application of intense broadband light alloy composition 0 0.60, which gives a barrier
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Figure 2. Cross-sectional TEM of the binary tunneling device at 77*K. The peak at 150 mV is
superlattice barrier resonant tunnelingptructure. due to resonant tunneling through the ground
The width of the quantum well is 45 A and the state of the quantum well, and the peak at 1.45 V
widths of the two GaAs and three AlAs is due to resonant tunneling through the first
superlattice barrier components are 7 A. I-V excited state of the quantum well.
characteristic of a 100 A quantum well resonant

2.5x10
- 2

2.OxlO)2  A

1.5xi0- 2  I,

Si .xo10- 2

positive bias
5'0x0-3  n e g a t ive b i as

O.Ox10 0 - , , , , , , ,

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Device bias (V)

Figure3. Current - voltage characteristics of the positive and negative bias are shown for
superlattice double barrier heterostructure. The comparison. The symmetry around zero bias is
device mesa area = 25 pm 2 and T = 300°K. Both excellent.
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Figure 4. Low bias thermally activated current mesa area = 100 pm . The results are in
for the 50 A alloy barrier structure. The device excellent agreement with theory.

1.0XlO-2 * ' "
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Figure 5. Low bias thermally activated current mesa areas = 25 pm 2 and 100 pm2. The
for the superlattice barrier structure. The device activation energy = 71 meV.

heightof587 meV. The observed barrier height of discussed preyiously, but the "asymmetric"
290 meV is equivalent to an averaged alloy barrier has 7 A AlAs component, a 7 A GaAs
composition of 0.30. An envelope function comonent, and a 15 A AlAs component. The
approximation to a superlattice of infinite extent width of the quantum well is 45 A. This structure
ives 677 meV for the conduction miniband edge. is intriguing since the effective barrier, going

Thus, the superlattice barrier structure exhibits from the quantum well to the GaAs contact,
an anomalously low barrier height. The slopes "up" with respect to the conduction band of
observation of an anomalously low barrier height the GaAs contact. This implies that (1) the I-V
is indicative of an enhanced evanescent tail. should be asymmetric; (2) the resonance should

We have also investigated a structure that has have a smaller peak to valley ratio oing from the
an asymmetric superlattice barrier construction. asymmetric barrier to the symmetric barrier than
Figure 6 shows a cross-sectional TEM of the in the reverse direction.'
asymmetric binary superlattice barrier resonant Figure 7 shows a static I-V measurement of the
tunneling structure. The 5 component asymmetric resonant tunneling structure at
superlattice barrier is the same as in the structure 300°K. Positive bias corresponds to electron
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Figure 6. Cross-sectional TEM of the asymmetric GaAs and three AlAs components of 7 A elch, and
binary superlattice barrier resonant tunneling the asymmetric barrier has a 7 IA
structure. The width of the quantum well is 45 A. component, a 7 A GaAs component, and a 15A
The 5 component superlattice barrier has two AlAs component.

same for both barriers. However, the peak to
valley is quite different for the different bias
directions. This observation supports the view
that the observed negative differential resistance
is due to resonant enhancement ("coherent"
resonant tunneling) in the structure versus
therecently proposed" model of sequential
resonant tunneling.

In summary, we have investigated resonant
tunneling in structures where the normal alloy
barriers have been replaced by superlattices. The
structures do not exhibit the asymmetry in the
electrical characteristics seen in the alloy barrier
structures, and have an anomalously low barrier
height. An asymmetric superlattice structure
exhibited different peak to valley ratios in
opposite bias configurations, supporting the view
that resonant enhancement does occur in double

Figure 7. Current - voltage characteristics of the barrier structures.

asymmetric superlattice resonant tunneling
structure. The device mesa area = 100 pm 2 and T
= 300*K. Positive bias corresponds to electron
injection first through the "asymmetric" barrier. Acknowledgement - I am indebted to H.-L. Tsai

for the cross-sectional TEM micrographs, to R.T.
Bate and W.R. Frensley for helpful discussions

injection first thr h the "asymmetric" barrier. and critical evaluation, and R.K. Aldert, R.
There exists negligible voltage difference in the Thomason, and J. Williams for technical
peak positions, implying that the weighted assistance. This work was supported in part by
barrier height at resonance is approximate ly the ARO and ONR.
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Abstract

Resonant tunneling in a variety of double barrier, single quantum well heterostructures has been investigated.
Negative differential resistance has been observed by tunneling through both the ground and first excited
quasistationary states of the quantum well. The peak positions agree well with a 65% conduction band offset. The
tunnel barriers have been replaced by short period binary superlattices, where an anomalously low barrier height is
observed. Resonant tunneling through a GaAs contact / double AIGaAs barrier / single InGaAs quantum well
heterostructure has also been observed, where we have demonstrated tunneling through the first excited state above
a *hidden' ground state of the quantumn well. Finally, we have observed resonant tunneling through a double
barrier, single quantum well llgTe/llgl.,Cd1 'e heterostructure where a peak-to-valh.y tunnel current ratio of 1.4:1
is observed at room temperature. This observation provides direct evidence for the existence of the proposed intrinsic
interface state model.

Introduction

The phenomena of resonant tunneling in double barrier heterostructures, first investigated in the seminal work of
Chang, Esaki, and Tsu,

I 
has recently undergone a renaiasanceZ"4 due to recent improvements in epitaxial growth

techniques. In these devices, the essential carrier transport mechanism is electron (or hole) tunneling, specifically
through ultrathin (approximately 50A) AlxGal.xAs tunnel barriers and a GaAs quantum well. The DC and high
frequency transport in these structures has been the subject of intense investigation following the remarkable
submillimeter wave experiments of Sollner et al,Z which has been interpreted as coherent resonant tunneling
through the heterostructure. This renewed interest has led to the observation of large room temperature peak to
valley tunnel current ratios,

4 
resonant tunneling of holes,

5 
the observation of multiple negative differential

resistance (NDR) peaks due to resonant tunnelingo 
and the observation of sequential resonant tunneling through a

multiquantum well (MQW) superlattice.
7

The prototype resonant tunneling structure is a one-dimensional, double barrier, single quantum well
heterostructure, as shown in Figure 1(a). The center quantum well has a spectrum of discrete allowed eigenstates,
higher in energy relative to the contact conduction band edge. At low device bias, the quasistationary state (band) in
the central quantum well is too high in energy to allow resonant tunneling of electrons through the eigenstate.
Tunneling through the entire structure is allowed, but is exponentially small. As the device bias increases, the
quantum well state is lowered with respect to the Fermi level of the input contact, and carriers are allowed to tunnel
through the quaslstationary state in the quantum well (Figure 1(b)). When the dvice bias is ncreastid to the point
that the allow-4 state in the quantum well is lower in energy than the conduction band edge of the input contact
(Figure 1(c)), elastic tunneling is no longer allowed due to the conflicting requirements of energy and momentum
conservation. This decreases the tunneling current, producing negative differential resistance (Figure l(d)). Higher
energy eigenstates will produce the same phenomena as they are biased to the Fermi level.

(a) AIGaAs (c)

n+ GaAs

ml F6M(d)t (b)

GaAs
QW

V
Figure I. Conduction band dlagr;an in real space of a rs,, nant tunoling trticture (a) at zero applied bias, (b) at
resonant bias, and (c) at greater than resonant bias. (d) Schematic I-V characteristlc.
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*rhotigh this phenomenon has been exsllorecl for some time, the types of structures in wh~ichI resiptiant t,,,,nolivil h is
been~ observed have been surprisingly limited and unimaginiative, Intriguing structures with barriers tailored in real
space, devices utilizing multiple NDR regions (such as frequency multipliers, multistate memories, and high speed
analofg -to -digital converters), and multicomponent material systems are now possible with existing epitaxial
capability. Here we present recent progiess in these areas.

Expe~rimental results:, alloy barriers

The GaAs samples used in this study were grown by molecular beam epitaxy in a Itiber MBE-Z3tl0 on a 2-inch
100) n* Si-doped Sumitomo Ga As suibstrate- utilizivir a dlirectly heated rotating .ibstr;,te liolder. Following a hig:IV

dope-d (li-type, Si nx W0
1 8 cin3l buiffer layer app~roximnately 0.5 inim~roii thick, the wctive resog,.,,t tutimiliiig tructure

rf-gion was then grown. Prior to the growth of the tunnel barrier, the Si doping level was reduced to 1xI01
6 

cm-
3 

and a
thin sparer of .15A of GaAs inserted. The double barrier structure was then grown. The structure, unless otherwise
not,.d, was nominally grown to have inversion symmetry through a plane in the center of and parallel to the quiantum
well.

(,onventional Alx~ial_,.As alloy barrier structuares with S0A barriers and varying qutantim well dimnensions were
fabricated. A cross-sectional tranmission electron micrograph of a structure with a 50A GaAs quantum well is
shown in Figure 2. Devices, ranging from Z - 225 micron square, were fabricated by defining mesas on the surface
with conventional photolithofraphy techniques. Ohmic contacts covered the top surface of the mesa and were made
by evaporating Aui-Ge, Ni, then Aui, foll',wed by an anneal. For devices too small to accommodlate a direct bond, a
silicon nitride layer (for isolation) was deposited over the stample, follo~wed by a An evaporatedl I,,iling pact. The
samiples were inserted into a variale-ten,1 erature lieliuni-flow Janis cryostat or into a stabilized oveni for variablle
temperature measutrements. Figuro 3 shows the static current-voltage WIV) claaractoristics of this structure at 4.2K,
77K, and 10)0K. The structure exhibits a pe.ak to valley tunnel current ratio of 1.75:1, which increases typically to 7:1
at T less than l10)K.

-~ - 77 K
.5.4.2 K I

1 0 5.Oul- 4 -

0.0X10 0
-

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
Bias (V)

Figure Z. Cross-sectional TEM of a CpaAs/AlGaAs Figure 3. 1-V characteristics of the resonant tunneling
resonant tunneling structure, structure in Figure Z. Mesa area = Z5 microns square.

Measurements were performed on similar devices for the 100OA quanitum well MBE sample. Static 1-V
characteristics at 77 K are shown in Figujre 4 and clearly show two resonant peaks The lower voltage peak, on an
expantled scale (Figure 4(a)), can be identified with resonant tunnoling through the ground state of the quantum
well, and the higher voltage peak (Figure 4(b)) resonant tunneling throtigh the first excited state. The peak-to-valley
ratio degraded as the temperature was increased to 300K. The NDR due to the ground state typically disappeared at
275K, while the excited state typically exhibited a 7% NDR at 300K.

Figuore 4. Resonant tunneling throtigh (a) the ground state and (b) the! excited state (if a 100A GaAs quantum well at
77K. The altiminuim content in the Al~isAs barriers is 301a.
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The theoretical positions of the resonant peaks for the bOA well were derived using a transfer-matrix technique.8  I
In terms of device bias voltage, the resonant positions are 83 mV for the ground state and 0.35 V for the first excited
state. The experimental results are in excellent agreement with theory when the series parasitic resistance of 40

ohms, due mostly to the measurement apparatus, in taken into account. This resistance also explains the apparent
"hysteresis" of the excited state pe'ak, which is due to the resostaet tinn.liag di l , - p.raiitic resisteor .ewris
combination. This apparent hysteresis will appear whenever the value of the series resistance is less than the
absolute magnitude of the negative resistance produced by resonant tunneling.

Experimental results : superlattice barriers

Until now, investigation of this structure in the (GaAs/Al.eaAs systei has .-.. n limited to quantum well
confinement barriers that have a constant Al mole fraction. There exint a number of intriguing structures that can be
investigated with tailored barriers. However, there exist practical constraints on the rate at which the Al male
fraction (i.e., the height of the harrier with respect to the GaAs conduction band) can be chaned, thus limitinR the
structures that can be investigated. To solve the Al mole! fraction gradient constraint, we have investigated the
possibility of replacing the AIGaAs alloy barrier with a superlattice of fixed Al mole fraction. Thus, tailoring of the
barrier height reduces to a simpler problem of dimensional control of the superlattice layers.

A superlattice barrier structure was fabricated and a cross-sectional TEM is shown in Figure S. For this
structure, each barrier consists of three 7A layers of AlAs and two 7A layers of GaAs. The GaAs quantum well width
is 45A. Figure 6 shows the static current-voltage 1l-V) characteristics of this structure at 300 K. The structure
exhibits a peak-to-valley tunnel current ratio cif 1.11:1. For comparison purposes, the negative bias data has bteen
reflected into the first quadrant. The symmetry for positive and negative bias is excellent, unlike the alloy barrier
structures where there exists a noticeable asymmetry in the electrical characteristics about z-ro bias. This
asymmetry has been attributed to the inverted interface morphology of the quantum well and contact region. 4

However, it is also possible to ascribe this asymmetry to dopant redistribution at the cemtacts due to the difference in
diffusion times for the top and bottom contacts. The present result implies that the inverted interface is indeed
responsible for the observed asymmetry. The possibility of dupant diffusion through the structure has been
eliminated by observing that, with the application of intense broadband light there is negligible peak shift due to the
effect of DX centers in the barriers.

- . I2.50zI0-Z

1.2510- 2 --

postive bias
negative bias

0.001100
0.0 0.5 1.0

Bias (V)

Figure S. Cross-sectional TPM of a GaAs/AlAs Figure 6. I-V characteristics of the superlattice barrier
resonant tunneling superattice harrier structure, structure at 300K. Mesa area = ZS microns square.

The observed resonant bias positions can be compared with the theoretical predictions of a transfer matrix model8

if the effects of the parasitic series resistances can be eliminated. However, there exists an unambiguous method to
determine the energetic position of the q.uantum well state relative to the Fermi level of the contacts. Applying the
technique of low bias thermal activation9 to the double barrier structure, we see that the effective barrier height
presented to the contact electrons is not the entire barrier hut the noarbyl-.point of the quantum well state. This was
applied to the 50A quanttum well alloy barrier structure and is shown in Figure 7. This method gave an activation
energy of 70 meV, which is in excellet agreement with a calculated value of 116 meV when adjusted for the energy of
the Fermi level, approximately 50 meV. Measurements on the 1OA GaAs quantum well sample also Rave good
agreement. It is interesting to note that, for the IOOA quantum well, only the ground state is observed with thermal
activation due to the large energetic separation of the excited state.

The thermal activation analysis of the superlattice harrier strtcture is shown in Figure 9 for two different device
mesa sizes. This lves a quantum well *tate of 1ZI m-V. Using this energy to determie the energy of the effective
barrier height Ec , assuming equal barriers and that the envelope function approximation for thick barriers is
valid, we obtain a Fc of Z90 meV. This was checked ag.insi comparing the transmitted res(nant tunneling current
densities l0 of the superlattice barrier strurture to the conventional alloy barrier structure. This gave a Ec  of 240
meV. A monnlnyer fluctuation of the GaAs quantum well Rave Z75 meV, in good agreement with the envelope
function approximation.

uauw Jj
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Figure 7. Low bias thermally activated current for the Figure 8. Low bias thermally activated current for the
alloy barrier structure. superlattice barrier structure.

The siiperliattice barrier height is much lower than one wouldl expect from a naive averaged alloy composition of
0.60, which gives a barrier height of 587 meV. The observed barrier height of 290 meV is equivalent to an averaged
alloy composition of 0.301. An envelope function approximation to a superlattice of infinite extent gives 677 meV for
the conduction miniband edge. Thus, the superlattice barrier structure exhibits an anotmalously low barrier height.
The ohservat ion of an anomalously low barrier height is indicative of an enhanced evanescent tail.

We have also investigated a struceture that has an asymmetric superlattice barrier construction. Figure 9 shows a
cross-sectional TEM of the asymmetric binary superlattice barrier resonant tunneling structure. The 5 component
superlatt ice barrier is the same as in the structure discussed previously, but the 'asymnmetric" barrier has a 7A AlAs
component, a 7A GaAs component, and a ISA AlAs component. Tlhe width of the quantum well is 45A. This
structure is intriguing since the effective barrier, going from the quantum well to the GaAs contact, slopes "up" with
respect to the conduction band of the GaAs contact. This implies that (1) the 1-V should be asymmetric; QZ) the
resonance should have a smaller peak to valley ratio going from the asymmetric barrier to the symmetric barrier
than in the reverse direction. 8

Figurit 10 shows a static I-V measur.-inent of the asymmetric resonant tutmmmling structure at 300 F. P'ositive bias
corre9)%ontls to electron inijection first throumgh the "asymmetric" harrier. There exists negligible voltage difference in
the peak positions, implying that the weighted harrier height at resonance is approximately the same for both
barri,-rs. However, thme peak to vali ratio is quite differs-tt for the different bias directions. This observation
qualitatively supports the view that the observed negative differential resistance is at least partially due to resonant
enhancemnent ("coherent" resonant tunneling) in the structure versus the recently proposed1 1 model of sequential
("iticolterent") resonant tunneling.

to A

Figure 9. Cross-sectional TEM of a (,a Ar/AlAs Figure 10. I-V characteristics of the asymmetric superlattice
asymmetric- superlattice harrier structure, barrier structure at 3010K. Me'sa area = ZS microns squarv.

Exjierimental results :delp u22!mntmwells

l1h, ability to lower quantum well1 -statesi with respect to GaAs contact layers (due, to the higher electron affinity of
In(mAsai l re'sppert to ( a st is ;,it inpa at ant (legree orn freda mn ini tummn.' hug device de'signm. A previous

invest illat i.mmi z of tmunv liting in a %traminel-lamyar heterostructtmre stem vxhilaited catastrophic degradation upon
thermal cycling. The high temperature performance anti stability of these strainvid layer quantum well structures
will he an important area of investigatiomn.
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The conduction band diagram of the resonant tunneling structure, at zero and applied resonant bias, is illustrated
in Figure I. The structure consists of two undoped AI.Z5 Ga. 7 5 As barriers on either side of an undoped in.ZGa.gAs
quanttm well. Cross sectional transinission electron nicrosc(opy of this structure revealed AIGaAs barrier
thicknesses of 40A and an lnGaAs quantum well thickness of 60A (both plus/minus 10A). No misfit dislocations were
found during an extensive search uf the quantumn well structure.

2-OxO-
2  

I 1 I I

AIGaAs, ,

n+ GaAs barriers 1.5 -/ 10

contacts-- /
1 .O3[lO-2

b 4K

U - - - lOOK
... ... ~.U -- 200K

5.0x10-3 ----- 275K
300K

lnGaAs / 000 i i
QW 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5Bias (V)

Figure It. Schematic conduction band diagram in real Figure IZ. I-V characteristics of the InGaAs quantum well
space of the InGaAsquantum well resonant tunneling resonant tunneling structure at various temperatures.
structure.

Figure 12 shows the temperature variation of the static current-voltage characteristics of a typical device. The
structure exhibits a Z.6:1 peak-to-valley ratio at low temperatures, which starts to degrade at approximately 100K,
the same temperature at which conventional GaAs/AIGaAs alloy barrier structures also start to exhibit a
degradation. Negative resistance persists up to Z75 K, and to 300 K in a small number of devices. The absence of
peak shift with temperature indicates the absence of any parasitic contact resistance. These devices were cycled
repeatedly to low temperatures and did not show any th,-rmal degradation as was noted in a similar strained layer
structure.

The expected resonant peak position was calculated by using a transfer matrix method 9 and is shown in Figure 13
as a function of In fractinn in the InGaAs quantum well. Two paramneters which have a degree of umcertainty are the
quantum well thickness (due to the attainable resolution of the cross section micrograph) and the conduction band
offset of the AIGaAs/InGaAs heterointerfaces: these are treated as free parameters. We have used effective masses
linearly extrapolated between the pure binary effective masses, a composition of 0.25 for the Al content and a 65%
conduction band offset for the GaAs/AGaAs heterojunctions. The error bars on the observed peak position in the
figure indicate the width of the experimental resonant peak (for all temperatures) and the uncertainty in the In
fraction obtained from growth data.

200

> 100% (70A)
150 - - - 84% (70A) in -

, .. 100% (60A)

>0100 .

first
.' grouind ex i t ed

I.0, state state

0 5

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
Indium concentration

Figure 13. Calculated resonant tunneling peak voltage versus In fraction for the double barrier structure. Plotted are
the voltage positions for tunneling through the ground and first excited state (labeled) for quantum well sizes of 60A
and 70A (in parenthesis), with AIGaAs/hiGaAs conduction band offsets of 84 and 100%. The data point is the
observed peak position, with the error bars denoting the experimental width of the resonance and the uncertainty in
In fraction.
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The calculated peak positions have two sets of curves for a given set of parameters (Al(!aAs/bit~aAs conduction
hand offset and quantum well width); the set at low In fraction corresponds to resonant tunneling through the ground
state of the quantum well, whereas thle high In fraction set corresponds to resonant tunneling through the first
excited state of the quantuml Well. Clearly the observed peak is due to re-onant tuinneling through the first excited
state. Addiltionally, it can be se,'n that the fit to a 60lA well (Lil~m't-d "I 00% (60A)") is bad for any value of tile
conduction band offset for the AlGaAs/lu,(iAs beterojunction (given in terms of the percentage of the band gap
difference that occurs in the conduction hand). Using tile maxitnum uncertainty in the well width (which gives 70A),
we have plotted the fit% for 1001% concduction hand offset and 84%o conduction band otffset (which had previously been
measured in a GaAs/lot~aAs heterojunction l3). The observed 1 -a;k p,.sitiom is quite bad for thle 84"o conduction band
offset, but is in excellent agreement with a maximum condurtion baiwl offIset of 100" . These measurements imply a
LnGaAs/AlGaAs conduction band offset very close to 10011 of the bandgap difference.

Experimental results: IgCd're

The r-(:e!It achievement of epitaxial -superlatt icos in the iigre/Cd~le systelli14,15 has led to the speculation that
resonant tunneling can he observed in this system.16  However the basic physics of resonant tunneling in the
iig'r-'/ddr systemn is distinctly different froin the now familiar (iaA%/Al~iaAs system. Although Cd'e (or thle alloy
lfgCdTe for sufficiently small fig concentration) has a normal 6 conduction band andl'8 degenerate light and heavy
hole band structure, llgTe has a symmeotry-induced inverted band structure with thle 1'8 conduction band and the 1*8
heavy hole valence bands degenerate at the zone center, producing a zero-gap semnimetal. The T6 light hole band lies
0.3 eV below the 18g edges due to relativistic corrections. Thus, the conduction aid light hole valence bands have
invertedl symmetries. Since the light ' inass changes sign across thme heterojtinction, and since the valence band
offse't is conjectured to be small relative to the CdTe bandgisp and negative with respect to the llg'e heavy hole
valence band,1 7

9
1 8 an intrinsic interface state has been proposed to form.

1 9 The observation of resonant tunneling in
this system would provide important experimental evidence for the verification of the interface state model.

The epitaxiaml l~gle%/Rgl 1 CdxTe double barrier structure studied was grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a CdTe
(I 12) Te suibstrate. lThe CdTe surface was prepared for deposition with a 0.5 ?; BrZ-rntanol static etch for 30 seconds
followed by a 10 minute anneal in vacuum at Z75-300 C to remove any excess tellurium. A 0.40 micron CdTe buffer
layer was then deposited using a cdre effusion cell at l.lA/sec. with the substrate temperature near 275 C. To
assure at uniformn lfg vacancy concentration, the composition modulation in the (double barrier structure was achieved
by alternating the Te andi Cd're cell shutters with a fixed open l1F celshtr.Teduebairsrcuews

deposited at a substrate temperature of 180C -ill a llgTe growth rate of 4.70A/sec. and a Hgl..,CdxTe barrier layer
growth rate of 0.63A/sec.

An epitaxialt Hg~e layer was also grown under nominally identical conditions as in the (louble barrier structure
and exhibited an electron carrier density of 4.7x101 7 cm- 3 and a carrier mobility of Z.75x10

4 cm2 V-1 
s- at 300K by

low fieldl liall nmeasurenments. Similarly, ;%i epitaxial ('e layer its girown in. the. presence ,mf a fig flux unider
nominally identical conditions as in the double barrier structure and exhibited an electron carrier density of 9.3xl01 2

cm-3 and a carrier mobility of Z.5Xl03 ,MZ V-1 S- at 300K. Electron inicroprobe measurements (5-10 kV) indicated
the film had incorporated approximately 200' llgTe. None of the epilayers were intentionally (loped. The 10 kV
reflection high energy electron diffraction patterns with sharp streaks and intense Kikuchi hands for all the layers
were indicative of high-quality single crystal growth.

Figure 14 illustrates the layers for the double barrier structure. Following the Cd'e buffer layer growth, the
bottom contact of 1.01 micron HgTe was deposited. The double barrier structure followed, consisting of 43 A
llg.2 CdgTe barriers amid a 71 A HgTe quantutn well. The top contact, identical to the bottom contact, was then
grown, followed by a 380 A Hg 2 Cd.8Te protcie capping layer.

In contact43 e43A1g 2Cdjr

Ilf lIIgTe

cdre buffer and substr.'te

heterostructitre. Top mesa and backside indium contacts llgCd'le het.'rostrctumr, at room temnperamzure. Mesa
are diagrammed. A 380A llg.Z( d g1e protective cap was atr-a 90 mU itm square. l'nsitvm' hj,,s .rr-sponds
removed prior to device fabrication. to the top) Oi"'a cmotact p~ositive with r,,spct to the

hack side'I cotact.
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Mesa devices of various mesa size were fabricated by first r-inoving the protective cap layer and then evaporating
an In alloy onto the inn-milled IgTe surface to define Ohmic top contacts. Following a photoresist protection of the In
contacts, the mesas were created hy etching the structure in a 1/8 14 Br - methanol solution until the double barrier
structure is isolated. The electrical isolation of mnesacs was verified by noting a inreiase in resistance between mesas
afte r the etch due to removal oif the' (short icig) top cotidoctive layer between topside In contacts. Backside contact wits
defined by an identical In evaporation onto the etched llgTe surface.

Static current-voltage (1-V) characteristics of the mesa structures were measuired at room temperature in
conventional swept voltage mode. The room temperature I-V characteristics of a device with mesa area 50 micron
square is shown in Figure 15. Positive bias corresponds to the top mneqa contact positive with respect to the backside
contact. The structure exhibits a 1.4-1 peak to valley tunnel current ratio, a resonant voltage of .140 moeV, an
asymmetry of the resonant positions about zero bias, avid a current density at resonance of l.Sx103 A-cm-2 . More
than Z5 similar devices over a 4 men x 7 mmn are'a were RRampled aMid ;ill (le'ViceS f-ileihitO'd negative differential
resistance. There was negligible variamtion in resonant peak position for the devices sampejle'd, but the peak to valley
characteristics varied from 1.1:1 to 1.4:1.

The apparent hysteresis in thme I-V characteristic (i.e., multi-valued current at voltage-, around resonance) is the
well known effect of the addition of a parasitic series resistance with a negative resistance device.2 0 The resistance in
the present case is due to the probe apparatus, independently measured to be 5 ohms. This gives a corrected (true)
resonacnt voltage for the heterostructure of Z40 mV. The resonant peak positions are in good agreement with the
interface state calculations of Schulman and Anderson] 6 anid clearly excludes the use of single band models using the
CdTe (or HRgCdTPl conduction hand miinioi, providineg dlire'ct evideiice for the existecce of the proiposed interface
state. Figure 16 shows a calculation of the re'sonant pieak positions for time- single band eueedtl acid thme interface state
model for different valence band offsets. The present experimeont iniplies a zero valence hand offset.

S0.40 . If - , , - - .- -- 4 m Vij

-. -- ------ 40rmoV( )

---- On------ -
0.4 -- -----.- V( B

93 -- - ----

00 0.20

-- - --- --

0.00 Il-...

55 so65 70 75 80 85
Quantum Well Dimension (A)

Figure 16. Calculated resonant tunneling peak voltage versus qcuantum well width for the IlgTe/IlgCdTe double
barrier structure. The two sets of calculated peak positions are for a single band or interface state models, for various
valence band offsets. The data point is the observed peak position, with the error bars denoting the experimental
width of the cross-sectional TEM.

The demonstration of resonant tunneiing in the lig'le/ll-x('d 5 Te system makes possible a numb*'r of important
invest igat ions. A careful study of the resonant peak current denmsities anid resonant voltages as a function of quantcum
well and barrier width can give an accurate determination of the valence band offset. Alternatively, moving the
shifted r6 valence band in the contact aced qcmiantcmm well layers bcy ucniformnly varying th", Cd mole fraction not only
gives the offset but allows the transition to a "GaAs-like" resonant tunnmeling structure for x greater than 0.16. The
behavior of these structures around the transition (x = 0.161 value are sensitive probes of the lil-x.CdxTe
heterojunction band structure.

C-onclusion

In summary, we report a study of resoniant tuinneling in a vacriety of lcumbl" barrier, single quantum well
heterostructures. Tunneling through the ground and excited states oCf a UaAs/AltaAs qucantum well is observed and
is ccnisteict with a cmocduct ion bancd off-,'t of 65" We have shownm thait thle tnel barriers can lee replaeced by short
period b~inar y suiperla tit ices, whIichd eli cn icmieos thme ay cci ie'ry aroto zc c ero biaus in ti ce e lec tricalI characte'rist ics
normally observed in the conventional AIxGa1 .5 As harrier structures%. The performance of this symmetric
.11perlattice striictccre is ccccpared withi an iitctionaelly ccccst ructed asymmietric (loechle barrier superlattice
structure, which exhibits pronounced asycnmetry in the electrical characteristics. 1hic observed behavior supports
the view that resonant eiancement occurs in time! quantum we'll. Tcinneling throccgh a GaAs contact / double
AIGaAs barrier / single InGaAs qutantumn well he terostrucfctire hacs alsoc been obs-rvedl, where we have demonstrated
tunneling through the first excited state abhove a "hicleleci" grocundl state of lice ejuamctum well. We leave bee'n able to fit
the observed peak position for the AI(;aA-s/ln('a.As hmterojiinrhici with a condiciction hand offset of nearly 1000;.
FinalIly, we ha ve obse-r ved resonuanct ti ocveiIiig thbroughc a ctclccclC I.icrr ,'rp single qhianct uii wel iiI g~e/Il gI - at:(l 5 e
heterostructure. where a peak-to-valley tiel current ratio of 1.4:1 is observed at room temperature. The observed

q *- . .
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resonant peak positions are in good agreement with the interfacea state calculations of Schulmnan and Anderson,
which provides direct evidence for the existence of the proposed intrinsic interface state model.
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QUANTUM SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES *
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The exponential growth in the semiconductor electronics industry is
attributable to schemes that permit the physical downscaling of
transistor-based ICs. This downscaling capability will eventually be
brought to an end by the barriers of device scaling limits, interconnection
saturation, and yield. Achievement of limiting geometries from historical
extrapolation will occur in the mid-1990's. If there is to be a post-VLSI
technology, it must employ simultaneous revolutionary solutions in
design, architecture, and device physics to circumvent the
interconnection problem. The construction of a quantum electronics
technology will involve a concentrated effort in basic device physics,
advanced fabrication, and novel architectures. This revolutionary
approach in both device and architecture is inherent in the desire to scale
far beyond present VSLI. The demonstration of the basic physics and the
realization of the basic devices in this technology is underway.

1. INTRODUCTION
The exponential growth in the semiconductor electronics industry is attributable

to schemes that permit the physical downscaling of transistor-based ICs. This

downscalinx capability will eventually be brought to an end by the barriers of device

scaling limits, interconnection saturation, and yield. It has been shown (11 that the

optimal device dimension for practical overall system performance in the present

technology is approximately 0.3-0.5 micron. Achievement of this geometry from

historical extrapolation will occur in the mid-1990's. Fundamental limitations on

devices themselves occur in the 0.1-0.3 micron size scale.
The semiconductor markets could continue to grow for another 5 to 10 years after

the maturation of the present technology due to the time lag between new

technology and the saturation of applications. Unfortunately, the need for further

improvements in performance and density will not disappear with ever-increasing

demands by communications, artificial intelligence, and defense needs.
Improvements in system architectures will postpone, but not avert, this impending

crisis. The implications of a maturing semiconductor technology are sufficiently

harsh to warrant the consideration of an alternative to transistor-based

microelectronics. An important clue to new approaches is that lithography and
processing, at least for unaligned structures, will not be fundamental barriers to

* Supported in part by ARO and ONR
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scaling in the long term.
If there is to be a post-VLSI technology, it must employ simultaneous

revolutionary solutions in design, architecture, and device physics to circumvent the
interconnection problem. Though no one presently knows if or how the next
generation of ICs will be realized, we can postulate a number of constraints;

*The key innovation will be the one which solves the interconnect problem.
* The basic device will not be the transistor, and will probably utilize new
phenomena.
* The basic devices must perform more complex functions than switching, and

there will thus be more than one basic device.
It should be stressed that this does not imply that the transistor will not be used.
Indeed, for some switching functions and interfacing it is unlikely that the transistor
will be replaced. However, the transistor will be too large relative to functional

complexity to serve as a basic building block.
The need for a multiplicity of "functional" basic devices, necessary to eliminate

the number and length of interconnects, implies a change in the historical
separation of architecture and device design. A higher level of synthesis will be
necessary in implementing this technology, and parallel research efforts in devices

and architectures are necessary. Thus, the implementation of a revolutionary
approach must consider both device and architecture issues.

2. QUANTUM DEVICES
One of the basic reasons for the failure of conventional transistors is that the

depletion layers or potential barriers used to confine carriers do not operate
satisfactorily as the device is scaled to the sub-0.1 micron regime. Specifically, the
dimensions of these regions become comparable to the Bloch wavelength of the
carriers in the structure. Carriers can then tunnel through these confinement
regions, making the complete switching of current with this device impossible.

Devices that operate in the sub-0.1 m.cron regime will also exhibit effects due to
the quantum mechanical confinement of carriers in the structure. The isolated
device will exhibit an energy spectrum dependent on the dimensional details. This
effect will become domirant as the device size shrinks. Such effects have already
been observed in Si MOSFETs [2], small semiconductor particles [3,, and a
fabricated GaAs heterostructure [4]. Recent advances in the fabrication of these
small GaAs heterostructures [5.61 have demonstrated sub-0.1 micron lateral
dimensions and the first clear evidence for the creation of discrete electronic levels in

these systems.
It is logical to require the next generation of devices be immune to these effects;

indeed, because of the dominant size effects expected as the device size decreases, one

would hope to utilize these effects. Concurrently, as the confinement barriers become
thinner, tunneling will be a non-trivial effect. We will define devices which utilize
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FIGURE 1
Size regimes for GaAs/AlGaAs quantum devices utilizing quantum size effects. The
devices are expected to work well in the "quantum limit", degrading in performance

through the "transition region", and should fail in the "no quantum effects" limit.

both quantum size effects and quantum mechanical tunneling as "quantum devices".
The advent of MBE and MOCVD, combined with state-of-the-art nanolithography
and processing, has allowed the realization of structures in this size domain. Due to
the relative maturity of this technology in the III-V systems (specificially,
GaAsi'AlxGai.KAs), realizations of quantum devices will probably first occur in the
GaAs AlGal-.As system, though this technology is fundamentally material
independent. The operating limits of these devices are temperature sensitive;
Figure 1 shows the regimes in which devices utilizing quantum size effects are
expected to operate in the GaAs system.

There exist a number of new device structures, such as the High Electron
Mobility Transistor (HEMT) and the ballistic transistor, that utilize quantum
phenomena in a conventional transistor structure. These structures are important

new developments for custom high speed logic and microwave applications.
However, the structures are essentially clever permutations of the conventional
transistor structure. and will eventually fall victim to the same limitations as
conventional transistors. Our definition of a quantum device is driven by the
immunity to scaling into the sub-0.1 micron regime.

To demonstrate the operating principles of our first embodiments of this genre of
device, let us consider a one-dimensional prototype quantum semiconductor device
that employs both quantum size effects and quantum mechanical tunneling. The
potential energy diagram (in real space) that we would want to realize is
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FIGURE 2
Real space conduction band diagram of a one-dimensional prototype quantum
device, a "resonant tunneling diode". The center quantum well has a discrete, higher
allowed eigenstate labelled Eo. (a) No device bias. (b) Resonant bias, tunneling

through Eo. (c) High device bias, resonant tunneling no longer allowed.

diagrammed :n Figure 2, and is called a "resonant tunneling diode" [7,8]. This
structure can be realized by the conduction band of a composite heterostructure
system, such as GaAs'AlGal.xAs. When the width of the center lower bandgap
region is small, it is called a "quantum well", and it exhibits discrete higher
eigenstates (relative to the left- or right-hand lower conduction band edges) due to
the quantum confinement by the barriers. These discrete eigenstates are the minima
of parabolic bands in the three-dimensional embodiment of the structure (due to the
two remaining unconstrained dimensions), though the treatment of the enegries as
discrete states is valid for low energy electrons in the GaAs. AlGal.,As system. The
higher bandgap confinement barriers must also be made sufficiently thin to allow
tunneling o'carriers.

At low device bias, electrons cannot elastically (without electron energy gain or
loss) tunnel through the structure as the eigenstate in the quantum well is too high
in enerzy. As the device bias increases, the quantum well state is lowered with
respect to the Fermi level in the left contact, and carriers are allowed to resonantly
tunnel through the structure. When the device bias is increased to the point that the
allowed state (band) in the quantum well is lower in energy than the conduction
band edge of the left contact, elastic tunneling is no longer allowed due to the
conflicting requirements of energy and momentum conservation. An eventual
increase in current at high device bias will be seen due to Fowler-Nordheim
tunneling and thermal excitation over the barriers. These types of quantum devices



are characterized by sharp resonances in transmitted current, whose bias position is

determined by dimensional control.
Such structures have been realized with MBE in the lattice-matched GaAs /

AlxGal.xAs heterojunction system. The central undoped GaAs quantum well is
"sandwiched" between two Al 3Ga 7As barriers and n" GaAs contacts. The lack of

dopants in the central active region is a lesson in the operating principles of this

genre of device; dopants in the quantum well do not enhance the tunneling current,

but instead decrease the tunneling current by acting as scattering centers for the

tunneling carriers. Doping the well decreases the tunneling current by -10-2. The

current - voltage characteristics of a typical device is shown in Figure 3. The

negative differential resistance (NDR) is due to the shut-off of the elastic tunneling

channel through the intermediate quantum well state. The finite valley current

on the high-bias side of the NDR peak is due to inelastic tunneling via phonons

and/or impurity-enhanced tunneling. Indeed, the initial reports [7,8J of this

structure had degraded performance due to large inelastic tunnel currents and

exhibited weak NDR only at low temperature. Careful elimination of scattering

centers from the active region has suppressed the inelastic channels, with acceptable

demonstrated room temperature performance and peak-to-valley ratios of 10:1 at

770K.The NDR in these devices has been shown [8] to exist up to frequencies as high

as 2.5 THz, and the ultimate speed of these devices is a subject of current

investigation.
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FIGURE 3
I-V characteristics of a 25 sq. micron resonant tunneling diode (nominally 50 A well.
50 A barriers, x=0.3) at 4.2-K, 77OK. and 300 OK. The breaks in the curves are where

the device exhibits negative differential resistance.



The position of the NDR peak is determined by the widtfi of the quantum well; i.e.

the device function is reduced to dimensional control during MBE growth. Indeed,
these structures can easily be designed to have not only a single NDR peak, but a
spectrum of NDR peaks dependent on the GaAs quantum well size. Multiple NDR
peaks have recently been observed [91 via tunneling through the excited states in
these structures.

There exists a natural trend to incorporate these structures into conventional
devices to utilize the potential speed of these devices. The recognition of multiple
NDR peaks has revived interest in multi-state and "fuzzy" logic. Insertion of
resonant tunneling structures into the base (10], emitter [il], or collector of
conventional bipolar structures allows the creation of compact logic components,
multi-state memories, and frequency multipliers. These constructs are essentially
hybrid combinations, with little advantage over series constructs. For example, the
Resonant tunneling Hot Electron Transistor (RHET) [11] has a resonant tunneling
structure in the emitter of a hot electron transistor, which is essentially a resonant
tunneling diode in series with a transistor. These constructs are an attempt in
conventional terms to construct a three-terminal resonant tunneling structure. The
naive approach to directly contact the quantum well is not only fraught with
fabrication difficulties but is useless due to parasitic base current. The construction
with a bipolar-type structure is equally fruitless. To date, the realization of a truely
three-terminal resonant tunneling device has not been accomplished. Though this
device may have high speed analog and digital implications, it is not at all clear that
pursuing a three-terminal device is necessary for the implementation of a quantum
device technology.

The structures discussed so far only have a single dimension sufficiently small to
observe size effects. The effects of size quantization have been observed in transport
through "quantum wires", in silicon inversion layers [2] and optically in
semiconductor "quantum dots" [4-6]. It is conceivable to utilize the properties of
these structures in a type of device defined as a "quantum coupled device" (QCD),
which employs resonant tunneling between discrete electronic energy levels.
Though difficult, creation of this type of device is now becomrning possible with
state-of-the-art fabrication techniques.

In this generation of quantum device, not oniy are the levels in each device
determined by quantum size effects, but the essential carrier transport mechanism is
tunneling between devices. The discrete nature of the initial and final electronic
states is a desirable situation, for it tends to suppress the parasitic inelastic
tunneling channels that are available for the above one.-dimensional case. This
advanta-e may allow for acceptable digital performance even at room temperature.

In addition to the elimination of interconnects, this Nype of device technology
inherently attacks the interdevice crosstalk limitations in VLSI as it is the operating
principle of the QCD. The electrostatic coupling between devices is dominant in



determining selection rules when interdevice spacing approaches this dimensional
scale. The need to synthesize device physics and system architecture now becomes
obvious.

3. QUANTUM DEVICE ARCHITECTURES
The possibility of creating a revolutionary class of devices that operate on

quantum size effects and tunneling phenomena exists. It is not obvious what type of
architecture can usefully exploit these devices. The insertion of quantum devices
into conventional VLSI architecture is antiproductive, since the interconnection
dilema has not been addressed. Recognizing that quantum devices will probably be
ultra-submicron, multistate devices which exhibit strong local coulping, we can
postulate a number of assumptions about the general structure of quantum device
architectures.

Unlike conventional VLSI architecture, the notion of isolated, functionally
independent active elements are not valid in the present embodiment of quantum
devices. The requirement of strong, local coupling which is physically natural for
quantum devices must be a central ingredient for quantum device architectures. We
can sum up the proposed architecture requirements into a number of concise
requirements;

* Few, if any, long interconnects.
* Periphery-only access.
* Fault tolerance in data flow and control.
* Functional reconfigurability at all levels.

Clearly the collective characteristics of this architecture cannot be expressed in
terms of the local properties of the active components, called "'nodes". In principle, we
can arbitrarily interconnect a given node to any other node. The extreme case of
interconnectivity is the globally coupled neural network which exhibits striking
fault-tolerant and pattern recognition properties. Less extreme are sparsely-
connected architectures, and the limiting case is nearest-neighbor connection
architectures. Quantum devices, which only utilize a limited local coupling.
naturally fit into architectures with only near-neighbor coupling.

A type of architecture that has these properties is called "cellular automata"
(CA), where abstract. multistate nodes are located on a lattice structure and
constrained to interact according to well-defined near-neighbor rules. A good deal of
work has been performed on one-dimensional synchronous CA models [121 and the
collective phenomena of the structure has exhibited degenerate. periodic. chaotic.
and nondegenerate state transitions. These structures have also shown the ability to
perform Boolean functions, though this is not necessarily an important property for
the use of this architecture for quantum devices. It has been shown [121 that the
evolution of line (one-dimensional) automata according to fixed near-neighbor
interaction rules exhibit a wide range of possible transitions .It is important to note



that,.even though these CAs are based on very local node interaction rules, the
evolution indicates interactions that propagate between node groups. Therefore,
effective long-range communication is possible between locally coupled nodes. The
requirements of periphery access and no interconnects are naturally met.

The investigation of CA has largely been confined to simulations of one
dimensional synchronous arrays with no noise. Though the simplest to classify,
these are the least physically interesting CAs. Recent investigations have been
extended to asynchronous arrays where self-organizing CAs have been discovered.
Schemes that effectively synchronize node groups are also possible. It has also been
shown that CAs can be stabilized against noise, making a CA/quantum-device
architecture essentially "fail-soft", for fault tolerance requirements. For system
requirements, synchronicity can be inserted at a higher level of complexity.

Two dimensional arrays are now being classified, and the creation of Boolean
functions and replication functions have been done. The collective behavior is quite
complex, and it is not clear if a classification of rule sets and behavior is useful or
possible. Unlike conventional architectures, simulations may be the most efficient
method to exploring the collective interactions of node groups in CA architectures.
These simulations may well give rise to emergent properties that can be applied to
quantum device architecture.

4. SUMMARY
The construction of a quantum electronics technology will involve a concentrated

effort in basic device physics, advanced fabrication, and novel architectures. The
basic physics on which devices in this technology will probably operate are quantum
size effects and quantum mechanical tunneling, considerably different from

conventional devices. Structures which exhibit these effects have been
demonstrated. The realization of the basic devices in this technology is underway.

The prototype architectures in this technology must exploit strong local device

coupling, and are known as "cellular automata". The need of such architectures is
driven by the need to eliminate interconnects, and is natural for "'quantum-coupled
devices". This revolutionary approach in both device and architecture is inherent in
the desire to scale far beyond present VSLI.
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Abstract

We report the microfabrication techniques used to produce devices which study electronic
transport through quantum dots. Molecular beam epitaxy, e-beam lithography, and
reactive ion etching have been utilized in this effort. The minimum physical lateral size of

the dots reported here is 0.1 x 0.2 micrometer. Transport shows some degradation in I-V
characteristics with respect to much larger resonant tunneling diodes. Current densities
observed suggest the electrical size of the diodes is smaller than the physical size. A surface
depletion region of 500 A may account for this effect. Telegraph noise is observed as a
result of single electron trapping in the structure. No clear evidence of lateral quantization
has been observed.

I. Introduction

The progress towards smaller and faster electronics will eventually push devices into
regimes where quantum effects will dominate transport., 2 Resonant tunneling diodes
have been studied which show strong quantum effects in electronic transport due to
electron confinement in one dimension. 3,4 In this work we demonstrate resonant tunneling

diode structures which we use to attempt to study lateral quantization effects. The
microfabrication techniques which are used to create quantum dot structures which have
direct electrical contact are described. Electronic transport through small arrays and

single quantum dots is demonstrated. This type of device should allow the study of several
different aspects of electronic transport on the quantum level and will also help understand

some of the processing issues involved with producing quantum effect devices.



IL Microfabrication Approach

In order to study electron transport through quantum dots we have adopted a

microfabrication approach which is summarized in Fig. 1. After molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE) growth of a resonant tunneling diode structure, an e-beam lithography step is used

to define an ensemble of quantum dots. A lift-off process will leave metal dots that will

serve the dual purposes of an etch mask and topside ohmic contact. A highly anisotropic

reactive ion etching (RIE) process will proceed through the quantum well structure,

producing the desired lateral confinement of the GaAs dots. A planarizing layer of

dielectric material will be deposited, and then etched-back to uncover the topside dot

contacts. Finally a gold layer will connect the quantum dots with a bond pad. Details of

these steps are given in the following sections.

III. MBE Growth

The resonant tunneling structure was grown by MBE in a Riber 2300 on a 2-inch n + (Si-

doped, Sumitomo) GaAs substrate oriented 2 degrees off the <100>. An indium-free,

direct radiative substrate heater was used. Following the growth of a 0.5 micrometer-thick

Si-doped (2xOl1S cm-3) GaAs buffer layer at 620C, the doping was graded down to less than
1016 cm-3 over a 200 A distance. The undoped tunneling structure consisted of: 1) a 50 A

undoped GaAs spacer layer; 2) a 50 A Alo.27Gao.73As barrier; 3) a 50 A undoped GaAs

quantum well. Following the growth of the second 50 A AlO.27GaO.73As barrier and spacer

layer, the doping was graded back up to 2x1018 cm-3 and the top contact (0.5 micrometer)

was grown.

IV. E-beam Lithography

High resolution e-beam lithography was accomplished using a standard JEOL JSM-35

SEM modified for electron beam lithography. The lithography modification consists of a

Tracor Northern TN-5500 X-ray analysis system with a digital imaging package, stage

automation, and beam blanking.5 The patterns are stored as a 256 x 256 array and written

as a 1024 x 512 array. The dose in each pixel is controlled by varying the duration of

exposure. The beam energy was set at 39 KeV and the current for these exposures was

typically 3pA.

Using stage automation, severslpatterns were written at a time adjacent to a previously

defined metal pattern. Tfr4er served as a registration guide and focusing pattern.

Three different size dots were defined which were nominally 0.25, 0.15, and 0.1 micrometer

in diameter. Each of the different sized dots were exposed as single dots as well as arrays of

4, 9, and 16 dots on one micrometer centers. The dose required for exposure of the different



sized dots ranged from approximately 50 microCoulombs/cm 2 for the 0.25 micrometer dots
to over 200 microCoulombs/cm 2 for the 0.1 micrometer dots. This discrepancy is only
partially explained by standard proximity effects. 6

The resist system used was a polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) bi-layer consisting of
1000 A of 950,000 molecular weight (MW) material as a top layer and 3000 A of 450,000
MW PMMA underneath. This system is designed to give undercut profiles which facilitate
lift-off pattern transfer.7 The resist was developed in a 60/40 mixture of
methylisobutylkeytone and isopropyl alcohol at room temperature.

The metal layer patterned by the e-beam lithography must serve the dual purpose of RIE
etch mask and ohmic contact. For this purpose we use a three layer metallization
consisting of 500 A Au/Ge, 150 A Ni, and 600 A Au. These layers were evaporated
consecutively in the stated order on to the e-beam exposed samples. The lift-off process was
completed by soaking the samples in boiling acetone and then applying a vigorous acetone
spray.

V. Reactive [on Etching

The transfer of the metal dot pattern into the semiconducting material which contains the
quantum well structure demands both extremely high anisotropy and reasonably low etch
rate of the metal mask. The metal dots must not only physically survive the etch process
but also must preserve their Ohmic contact characteristics.

The etch process developed used BC13 as an etch gas flowing at 30 SCCM with a pressure of
30 mTorr. The power delivered by a 13.56MHz rf generator was 1 watt/cm2 and the self
bias potential was 300V. The RIE chamber was custom built at TI. A Si wafer was used as
the surface of the driven electrode on which the samples were placed. The etch rate of GaAs
for these conditions was nominally 350k/min. The etch rate of Au was approximately

?C /A/min. These conditions were selected because they provided excellent anisotropy while

maintaining reasonable selectivity. An example of quantum dot structures successfully
etched with this technique is seen in Figure 2.

VI. Contact

In order to make contact to the tops of the columns polyimide was spun on the wafer, cured,
and then etched-back by oxygen RIE until the tops of the columns were exposed. The
endpoint to the etching was accomplished by iterative etching and viewing in a SEM. A
gold contact layer was lifted off which provided bonding pads for contact to either single
dots or arrays of them.



VIL Transport Measurements

Figure 3 shows the I-V characteristic at room temperature of a large area (2 micrometers x
2 micrometers) resonant tunneling diode fabricated by chemical mesa etching from the
MBE material discussed above. The structure exhibits a 1.6:1 peak to valley tunnel
current ratio and a current density at resonance of 1.6 x 104 A/cm2.

Figure 4 shows a similar I-V characteristic of a single quantum dot resonant tunneling

structure at 300K. The lateral dimensions of this single dot structure is 0.15 micrometers x

0.25 micrometers. The structure clearly shows NDR, though the peak to valley is degraded

from the large area structure, probably due to process damage. The I-V clearly exhibits a
"noise" that is far above the system background noise. The origin of this noise is the so-

called "single electron switching" phenomena8 that has been observed in narrow Si

MOSFET wires. Traps in or near the narrow conduction channel and are near the Fermi

level can emit or capture electrons with a temperature-dependent characteristic time. This

can be seen in Fig. 5, where the switching is more well defined at 1OOK than at 300K due to
the fast thermal activation of the traps at 300K. The lowering of specific traps through the
Fermi level is also clearly evident (at .6V, .8V through .85V, 1.OV through 1.1V). These

traps can be "frozen out", as we see in Fig. 6 where the temperature has been lowered to
4.2K.

Figures 7 and 8 show a time-dependent trace of the current through this device at fixed

biases voltage (i. e., fixed voltages on Figure 5) at T = 84K. Figure 7 shows the switching

between two discrete resistance states at V = 0.71 V, implying the trapping and

detrapping of single electrons onto the same trap. At higher device bias (Figure 8; 0.875 V),

the switching due to a number of traps is evident.

It seems unlikely that such effects can be seen for the physical dimensions (0.15 micrometer

x 0.25 micrometer) of the structure. However, the effects of depletion at the etched mesa

surfaces has not been taken into account. Taking the observed current at resonance and

assuming that the current density must be the same as in the large area device (assuming

that the switching is a perturbation), we calculate that the effective (circular) conduction

path diameter is -500A, consistent with the observation of the switching phenomena. This

implies a depletion layer of approximately 500A. However, transport was also seen in an

array of dots 2000A by 1000A suggesting a depetion layer smaller than 500A.

At these lateral dimensions, splitting of the quantum well resonance due to lateral size

quantization should be observable. High resolution scans similar to Fig. 6 have been

performed, but no definite indications of lateral quantization have yet been observed.



VIII. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a successful microfabrication technique for studying electronic
transport in quantum dots. Transport through the quantum dots shows single electron
trapping events. While no clear evidence of lateral quantization has been observed, we
believe that these microfabrication techniques should be able to yield dots sufficiently
small to produce this effect.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: Schematic of fabrication sequence of quantum dot devices.

Figure 2: Scanning electron micrograph of anisotropically etched columns
containing quantum dots.

Figure 3: I-V trace at room temperature of 2 micrometer x 2 micrometer resonant
tunnelling diode which is fabricated from same vertical epitaxial structure
as the quantum dot devices.

Figure 4: I-V characteristics at 300K of a single quantum dot which has lateral
dimensions 0.25 x 0.15 micrometer.

Figure 5: I-V trace at 100K of a single quantum dot which has lateral dimensions
0.25 x 0.15 micrometer.

Figure 6: I-V trace at 4.2K of a single quantum dot which has lateral dimensions
0.25 x 0.15 micrometer.

Figure 7: Time dependent current fluctuations at a fixed bias of 0.71 V of a single
quantum dot which has lateral dimensions 0.25 x 0.15 micrometer.
T=84K.

Figure 8: Time dependent current fluctuations at a fixed bias of 0.875 V of a single
quantum dot which has lateral dimensions 0.25 x 0.15 micrometer.

T=84K.
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RESONANT TUNNELING IN A GaAs/AlGaAs BARRIER/InGaAs
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Resonant tunneling In a GaAs/AIGaAs barrler/InGaAs quantum well
heterostructure

M. A. Reed and J. W. Leet
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(Received 31 October 1986; accepted for publication 27 January 1987)

Resonant tunneling through a GaAs contact/double AIGaAs barrier/single InGaAs quantum
well strained-layer heterostructure was investigated. The structure exhibits negative differential
resistance up to 275 K due to tunneling through the first excited state of the quantum well.
Comparison of the observed peak positions with theory indicates that the conduction-band
offset of the AIGaAs/InGaAs heterojunction is nearly 100%. Using the magnetic field
dependence of the current-voltage characteristics, we have measured the effective mass of an
electron while transiting a multicomponent quantum well tunneling structure. An effective
mass for electrons in the InGaAs quantum well of approximately half the bulk effective mass is
obtained.

InGaAs/(AI,Ga)As strained-layer heterostructures ture exhibits a 2.6:1 peak-to-valley ratio at low temperatures,
have been extensively studied in recent years for both optical which starts to degrade at approximately 100 K, the same
and electronic device applications. Laser diodes," 2 and re- temperature at which conventional GaAs/AIGaAs alloy
cently lnGaAs/AIGaAs modulation-doped field-effect barrier structures also start to exhibit a degradation. Nega-

transistors (MODFET's),3 have been demonstrated. In this tive resistance persists up to 275 K, and to 300 K in a small
letter, we report a detailed investigation of the first reported' number of devices. The absence of peak shift with tempera-
AIGaAs double barrier/single InGaAs quantum well reso- ture indicates the absence of any parasitic contact resistance.
nant tunneling heterostructure. The ability to lower quan- These devices were cycled repeatedly to low temperatures
turn well states with respect to GaAs contact layers (due to and did not show any thermal degradation that was noted in
the higher electron affinity of InGaAs with respect to GaAs) a similar strained-layer structure.5

is an important degree of freedom in tunneling device design. The asymmetry in the electrical characteristics noted in
A previous investigations of tunneling in a strained-layer the conventional GaAs/AIGaAs double barrier structures
heterostructure system exhibited catastrophic degradation also appears in this structure. One unusual aspect of this
upon thermal cycling. The high-temperature performance structure not seen in the GaAs/AIGaAs structures is the
and stability of these strained-layer quantum well structures negative thermal activation of low bias current6 (i.e., de-
will be an important area of investigation, creasing current with increasing temperature), indicative

The conduction-band diagram of the resonant tunneling that the quantum well state at zero bias does not lie below the
structure at zero and applied resonant bias is illustrated in Fermi level of the GaAs contact but above the GaAs conduc-
Fig. I. The sample used in this study was grown by molecu- tion-band edge. This situation is achievable due to the nega-
lar beam epitaxy in a Riber MBE-2300 on a 2-in. (100) n + tive conduction-band offset (with respect to the GaAs con-
Si-doped GaAs substrate. The structure consists of two un- duction band) of the InGaAs.
doped Al. 25 Gao75 As barriers on either side of an undoped The expected resonant peak position was calculated by
Ino2 Ga, 8 As quantum well. The active structure was clad using a transfer matrix method7 and is shown in Fig. 3 as a

between two 0.6-pm-thick n +-GaAs contact layers. Cross- function of In fraction in the InGaAs quantum well. Two
sectional transmission electron microscopy of this structure parameters which have a degree of uncertainty are the quan-
revealed AIGaAs barrier thicknesses of 40 A( ± 10 A) and turn well thickness (due to the attainable resolution of the
an InGaAs quantum well thickness of 60 A( ± 10 A). No cross-section micrograph) and the conduction-band offset
misfit dislocations were found during an extensive search of of the AIGaAs/InGaAs heterointerfaces: these are treated
the quantum well structure. as free parameters. We have used effective masses linearly

Devices ranging from 2 to 100pym 2 were fabricated by extrapolated between the pure binary effective masses, a
defining mesas on the sample surface with conventional pho- composition of 0.25 for the Al content and a 65% conduc-
tolithography techniques. AuGe/Ni/Au Ohmic contacts tion-band offset for the GaAs/AIGaAs heterojunctions. The
covered the top surface of the mesa device. Variable tern- error bars in the observed peak position in the figure indicate
perature measurements were performed in a helium-flow the width of the experimental resonant peak (for all tem-
Janis cryostat or in a stabilized oven for higher temperature peratures) and the uncertainty in the In fraction obtained
measurements. from growth data.

Figure 2 shows the temperature variation of the static The calculated peak positions have two sets of curves for
current-voltage characteristics of a typical device. The struc- a given set of parameters (AIGaAs/InGaAs conduction-

band offset and quantum well width); the set at low In frac-
tion corresponds to resonant tunneling through the ground
state of the quantum well, whereas the high In fraction set

Now at Kopin Corp.. 695 Myles Standish Blvd., Taunton, MA 027S0. corresponds to resonant tunneling through the first excited
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AlG&Aa AIGeAs
a+ GaAs barriers n + GaAs / barriers
contacts contacts FIG. 1. Schematic conduction-band

diagram for the GaAs contact/
NAIGaAs double barrier/InGaAs

- quantum well resonant tunneling
structure under no bias (left) and res-
onant bias (right).

InGaAs
QW InGaAs

QW

state of the quantum well. Clearly the observed peak is due to same in the contact and the quantum well. Treating the ef-
resonant tunneling through the first excited state. Addition- fective mass of the GaAs as known, the efective mass of the
ally, it can be seen that the fit to a 60-A well [labeled InGaAs quantum well electrons, m1,(,,AS, can be expressed
"100% (60 A) " I is bad for any value of the conduction-band by
offset for the AIGaAs/lnGaAs heterojunction (given in I 2AV ()
terms of the percentage of the band-gap difference that oc- • -= • + 1- ,&B
curs in the conduction band). Using the maximum uncer- mfO, mGSAs
tainty in the well width (which gives 70 A), we have plotted where (A V/&B) is the change in the resonant peak position
the fits for 100% conduction-band offset and 84% conduc- as a function of applied magnetic field, a = I if the applied
tion-band offset (which had previously been measured in a bias is dropped totally across the double barrier structure
GaAs/InGaAs heterojunction'). The observed peak post- and assuming that the bottom of the well shifts under bias by
tion is quite bad for the 84% conduction-band offset, but is 1/2 eV.
in excellent agreement with a maximum conduction-band The results for the peak shift with magnetic field are
offset of 100%. These measurements imply a InGaAs/ shown in Fig. 4, where a shift of 1.9( ± 0.2) mV/T for the
AIGaAs conduction-band offset very close to 100%. positive bias peak and 2.7( + 0.4) mV/T for the negative

The presence of a multiple component system presents bias peak is observed in these samples. This yields an effec-
the unique opportunity to easily measure the effective mass tive mass of mlGaA, ' . = 0.032( ± 0.002)mn, for the posi-
of the tunneling electrons in the quantum well. Application tive bias peak and m*,,A, = 0.026
of a magnetic field parallel to the current direction (perpen- ( + 0.003, - 0.002)mo, for the negative bias peak. This re-
dicular to the plane of the quantum well) offsets the N = 0 suit is approximately half of the expected value for 0.058m,
Landau level of the lnGaAs quantum well with respect to for this composition material. Surprisingly the difference in
the Fermi level in the GaAs contact due to the different the effective mass values for positive and negative bias condi-
effective masses of the two materials. Thus the resonant peak tions exceeds the experimental uncertainty. These results are
will shift with applied magnetic field, a mechanism that is probably experimental artifacts and imply that use of a sim-
physically distinct from the weak oscillations observed' in
the binary component system where the effective mass is the

> 200 IIE

200x10 - (70A)... ,/_.I_../2 ,F.l l /,0 --- 8oo (70A) \
....- 100% (60A)
0.

1"0X10-2 - - X/ -- 100 pa
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roundfirst
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.275K . 0
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Device Bias (V) double barrier structure. Plotted are the positions for tunneling through the
ground and first excited state for quantum well sizes of 60 and 70 A (in
parenthesis), with AlGaAs/InGaAs conduction-band offsets of 84 and

FIG. 2. Static current-voltage characteristics of the JaAs/AIGaAs/ 100%. The data point is the observed peak position, with the error bars
InOsAs double barrier resonant tunneling structure for different tempera- denoting the experimental width of the resonance and the uncertainty in the
tures. Device mesa area - 25 (,m) 2. In fraction.
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2.0110-2 t ion with a conduction-band offset of nearly 10001. We have
also been able to measure the effective mass of electrons in

1.0110-2 "" this quantum well system and obtain an effective mass
/ mo0 , of approximately 0.03m0, considerably less than the

r. O.0XIc0 - T=1.0K expected mass of 0.058. This result implies that accumula-
- 0 KG tion and depietion regions in this structure are significant.

-2 90 KG We are thankful to H-L. Tsai for cross-sectional ee--1.0X10I , .O,. -9K tron microscopy, R. T. Bate and W. R. Frensley for discus-

// sions, V. 1. Goldman for sharing his unpublished results, and
-2 I-0.0 -. 2 .0 0.0 04 R. Aldert, R. Thomason, and P. Stickney for technical assis-

Device Bias (V) tance. This work was supported by Texas Instrument Incor-
porated internal research funds.

FIG. 4. Static current-voltage characteristics of the GaAs/AIGaAs/
lnGaAs double barrier resonant tunneling structure for the different ma8- 'M. J. Ludowise, W. T. Dietze, C. ft. Lewis, M. D. Camras, N. Holonyak.
netic fields. Device mesa area = 25 (,um) 2 and T = 1.0 K. B. K. Fuller, and NM. A. Nixon, Appi. Phys. Lett. 42, 487 (1983).

2W. D. Laidig, P. J. Caldwell, Y. F. Lin, and C. K. Peng, AppI. Phys. Lett.
44,653 (1984).
'A. Ketterson, M. Moloney, W. T. Masselink, C. K. Peng. J. Klein, R.
Fischer, W. Kopp, and H. Morkoig, IEEE Electron Device Lett. EDL-6,plistic model for a resonant tunneling structure [as applied 6280(985).

in Eq. (I)1I is inadequate. It is expected that the effects of 4M. A. Reed and J. W. Lee, Procedings of the 18th International Confer-
accumulation and depletion regions are significant in thes ence on the Physics of Semiconductors, 11-15 August 1986, Stockholm (to

struturs. t ha ben sggeted' tht te efect ofth~ be published). Subsequent to this conference, two papers (H. Toyoshima,struturs. t hs ben uggste" tat he ffets f tese Y. Ando, A. Okainoto and T. Itoh, Jpn. J. AppI. Phys. 25, L786 (1986);regions as well as the formulation of a space-charger layer by and G. S. Lee, K. Y. Hsieh, and R. M. Kolbas, Appi. Phys. Lett. 49, 1528
carrers in the quantum well can adequately account for such ( 1986) 1 on similar structures have appeared.
discrepancies. 'P. Gavrilovic, 3. M. Brown, R. W. Kaliski, N. Holonyak, K. Hess M. J.

In smmay, w reortthe irs stuy o a esonnt un- Ludowise, W. T. Dietze. and C. Rt. Lewis, Solid State Commun. S2, 237In smmay, w reortthe irs stuy o a esonnt un- (1984).neling structure where the center quantum well is of a differ- "M. A. Reed, J. W. Lee. and HA.. Tsai, Appi. Phys. Lett. 49, 158 (1986).
ent material than the contact or barrier regions, specifically a 7 B. Ricco and M. Ya. Azbel, Phys. Rev. B 29.,1970 (1984).
material that has a negative conduction-band offset with re- "S. P. Kowalczyk, W. J. Schaffer, E. A. Kraut, and Rt. W. Grant, J. vac.

Sci. Technol. 20,.705 (1982).spect to the contact material. We have been able to fit the 'E. E. Mendez, L. Esaki, and W. 1. Wang, Phys. Rev. B 33, 2893 (1983).
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APPENDIX P

Conduction Processes in Thin Layer Stacks Composed of Aluminum. Intrinsic

Polycrystalline Silicon, and Thermal Silicon Dioxide on Silicon

by Richard Gale

Texas Instruments Incorporated

Abstract

Conduction at high fields in thin layer stacks of materials commonly

used in silicon integrated circuit processing has been examined. These

results show that Fowler-Nordheim tunneling is the dominant conduction

process in metal-oxide-silicon single- and multiple-dielectric systems. When

included in these structures, intrinsic (undoped) polycrystalline silicon is

essentially depleted of carriers and acts as a second dielectric. Correction

of the field strength in the oxides in these stacks to account for the bias

dropped across the polysilicon results in a single set of parameters

characterizing the tunneling process, which shows a rapid onset in the

vicinity of 5 MV/cm. Conduction in series combinations of polycrystalline

silicon and extremely thin oxides is dominated by Schottky barrier tunneling

at Al-polysilicon interfaces, probably caused by defective thin oxides.

Introduction

The continuing economic success of semiconductor technology has been due

in large part to reductions in size of constituent device components and

increasing circuit complexity. A great deal of activity at Texas Instruments

and other semiconductor manufacturers has been focused on the ultimate

physical limitations governing the size of circuit primitives. Great strides

have been made in designing and fabricating novel devices that take advantage

of quantum effects to approach these ultimate physical limitations. Most of

these advances have been made in GaAs because of the ease with which

intrinsic material properties can be controlled, mainly concerned with

bandgap control and through molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The abruptness and



quality of the interfaces between dissimilar materials and the extreme

thinness of layers afforded by this technology have made resonant tunnelling

and quantum well structures possible.

The possibility of generating similar structures in silicon, and thus

making available the extensive manufacturing experience in this material to

the new generation of devices is attractive. The problem is that the

Obandgap engineering" capability of MBE has no analog in silicon. There are

two common materials in silicon technology with widely varying bandgaps:

silicon (- 1.1 eV) and silicon dioxide (- 9 eV). These materials might be

used to produce quantum well and superlattice structures in silicon. A major

difficulty to this approach Is the lattice mismatch between these materials,
which has historically led to a disordered interface and transitional region.

Indeed, several theories suggest that the disordered, transitional region may

well be wider than the quantum well and superlattice spacing used in GaAs

devices.
1 ,2

This program includes an effort to look at some of the problems involved

in producing quantum coupled devices in silicon using these materials. The

silicon effort was designed to be open-ended. That is, if the problems

associated with the interface between silicon and silicon dioxide were

solved, a major effort to produce quantum structures in silicon could be made

as part of the program. The effort started with some basic questions about

the nature of this interface: What conduction processes are dominant across

the interface? What conduction processes are present in an oxide-

polycrystalline silicon system? These questions need to be addressed before

any esoteric silicon-on-insulator technology is investigated.

Experimental

Four lots of test devices were studied. In all cases the test devices

consisted of capacitors ranging from 5.63 x 10-4 to 2.1 x 10-2 cm2.  Best
results were obtained on the 5.63 x 10-4 cm2 capacitors. In general, the

vertical structure consisted of a thermal oxide on silicon, undoped
polycrystalline silicon of various thicknesses, and an aluminum contact
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layer. All oxides were grown at 9000C in dry oxygen. All poly layers were

deposited at 6000C in a hydrogen ambient.

Lot 1 was fabricated on <100> p/p+ silicon wafers. The p layer was

approximately 20 pm of I x 1015 cm-3 boron doped epitaxially grown silicon on

a degenerately doped boron layer. Oxide thicknesses ranged from 60 to 80 A.

Following oxidation, two slices were metallized immediately with 8000 A of

Al, two slices had 80 A of poly deposited before metallization, and two

slices had 900 A of poly. After the aluminum deposition, the capacitor

pattern was defined and the metal and poly etched away.

Lot 2 will not be discussed in detail. This lot was used to test a

procedure developed to answer the problem of making contact to quantum sized

silicon structures based on oxygen transport blockage by silicon nitride.

This technique, called bird's beak isolation, defines tunnel oxides or stacks

in silicon nitride after the stack has been assembled. The slice is then

heavily oxidized (- 1 pm) so that the regions protected by the nitride layer

will not be oxidized and will remain thin. Surrounding these areas is a

thick protective oxide. Metal can then be deposited and patterned in such a
way that the normal (Fowler-Nordheim) tunneling contribution will be through

the thick oxide and will be negligible compared to the resonant tunneling

through the protected regions. In addition, contact can be made to the metal

overlying the thick regions to eliminate the risk of damage to the quantum

structure by the probe or bond wire. Lot 2 showed that the desired isolation

was achieved; however, incomplete removal of the nitride layer made it

impossible to test these devices electrically.

Lot 3 starting material was changed to I x 1019 cm-3 <111> Sn doped

silicon. This change was made after encountering difficulties associated

with low carrier concentration at low temperatures in Lot I. This lot

consisted of MOS stack slices, metal-poly-oxide slices, and metal-poly-oxide-

poly slices. This last stack was an attempt to create the type of structure

required for resonant tunnelling devices. Experience on Lots I and 2 seemed

to indicate that oxide and poly thicknesses could be controlled, but in Lot 3

a poly thickness of more than 1500 A was obtained from the same (nominal)
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deposition parameters that resulted in 80 A of poly in Lot 1. As will be

seen, the thick poly presented some difficulties during measurement.

Lot 4 consisted of 10 slices. Half of these were oxidized to various

thicknesses and had a nominal 50 A poly layer deposited, and the other half

were oxidized to 30 A and then had various thickness poly layers deposited.

This lot was designed to determine to what degree oxide ana poly thicknesses

were controllable. Oxide thickness as measured by ellipsometry seemed to be

quite reasonable, clearly in the linear regime (Figure 1), but poly thickness

was more difficult to determine and apparently more variable (see Results

below). Starting material in this case was 1 x 1016 cm-3 n-type Si.

All oxide thicknesses were measured by ellipsometry imediately after

growth. Although in some cases reliable thickness measurements on the

thinner oxides was difficult, it was possible to get repeatable figures on

all slices. Following metal patterning, the high frequency capacitance

versus voltage characteristic was obtained. In the case of NOS stacks this

provided an independent measurement of oxide thickness, and where possible,

was a reliable measure of poly thickness in stacks containing one or more

poly layers. Slow sweep I-V characteristics were obtained on all devices, to

breakdown on at least two devices on each slice.

Results

Figure 2 shows the I MHz C-V characteristic of a capacitor from Lot 1

consisting of a metal-oxide-silicon stack. The oxide thickness in this

sample is 80 A. Figure 3 shows the I-V characteristic of this sample at room

temperature. Note the onset of a conduction mechanism at approximately 5 V,

an oxide field of slightly larger than 6 MV/cm. Also note breakdown at

approximately 8 MV/cm. Figure 4 shows the I-V data plotted as ln(J/Eox2) vs

I/Eox to facilitate analysis. This Fowler-Nordheim characteristic will be

discussed in the next section. Figures 5, 6, and 7 present the same data for

a metal-poly-oxide-silicon stack from the same lot with a poly thickness of

80 A. Figures 8, 9, and 10 present C-V, I-V, and a Fowler-Nordheim plot for
a metal-poly-oxide-silicon stack with a poly thickness of 900 A. All oxide
thicknesses in these samples were measured by ellipsometry to be 80 ± 5 A.
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Figures 11 through 19 show similar results (C-V, I-V, and ln(J/Eox2) vs

1/Eox) for representative structures from Lot 3. Figures 11, 12, and 13 are

from a MOS stack with a 150 A oxide layer. Figures 14, 15, and 16 are from a

metal-poly-oxide-silicon stack with a 160 A oxide and a 1640 A poly layer.

Figures 17, 18, and 19 were taken on a sample consisting of metal-oxide-poly-

oxide-silicon. In this sample, the first oxide (grown on substrate) was

measured by ellipsometry to be 160 A, the poly layer 1310 A, and the second

oxide 160 A. The poly layer was measured by ellipsometry using a multilayer

program and the second oxide thickness inferred from the C-V results. A test

of the inference was made on the metal-poly-oxide-silicon sample where the

measured poly thickness and that inferred from the C-V measurements were in

agreement (± 20 A).

Figures 20 through 39 show I-V and ln(J/Eox 2) vs 1/Eox for the samples

of Lot 4. It was not possible to obtain C-V characteristics for any of these

samples because even the smallest area capacitors loaded the capacitance

bridge. As will be discussed, this is thought to be the result of leakage,

not the large capacitance values. Nor was it possible to obtain reliable

ellipsometry figures for the poly layers, probably because of the extreme

thinness of the underlying oxides. Hence, although the oxide thicknesses are

known reliably, the overall stack thickness is not known. Poly thickness

figures given are nominal values only. Figures 20 and 21 are from a metal-

poly-oxide-silicon stack with a 30 A oxide and 100 A of poly. Figures 22 and

23 are from the same type of stack with a 30 A oxide and 150 A of poly.

Figures 24 and 25 were taken on a sample with a 30 A oxide and 200 A of poly.

Slice 4 had no poly, a MOS stack with a 30 A oxide, and is shown in Figures

26 and 27. All the remaining slices had nominal poly layers 50 A thick and

varying oxide thicknesses. Figures 28 and 29 are from a structure with a 30

A oxide. Figures 30 and 31 are from a structure with a 32 A oxide. The

structure from which Figures 32 and 33 were obtained had a 38 A oxide.

Figures 34 and 35 came from a stack with a 43 A oxide. Figures 36 and 37
were taken on a sample with a 46 A oxide, and Figures 38 and 39 from a stack

with a 51 A oxide. The stack parameters for the slices in Lot 4 are
condensed in Table 1.
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Table 1
Stack Parameters for Devices of Lot 4

/ /Aluminum Conftact /

Poly

Oxide

Silicon Substrate

Slice Poly Oxide

1 100 30

2 150 30

3 200 30

4 -- 30

5 50 30

6 50 32

7 50 38

8 50 43

9 50 46

10 50 51

Note: all poly thicknesses nominal; all
oxide thicknesses measured by
ellipsometry.

Data reduction procedures, results, significance

Figure 2 confirms an oxide thickness of approximately 80 A from C-V
measurements for this MOS stack. When the I-V data of Figure 3 are plotted

as ln(J/Eox2) (Figure 4), Fowler-Nordheim parameters of Eo = 254 MV/cm, and

ln(J/Eox2)o - -12.1 are obtained. These are in excellent agreement with

literature values, e.g., Eo = 240 MV/cm and ln(J/Eox2)O - 12.4.2 These

values were obtained from a least-squares fit to a visually selected range of

the Fowler-Nordhelm plot of Figure 4. Although in this particular plot the

linear region is small, the fit is good in this regime. Other devices from

this slice yielded similar results. Similar data from a metal-poly-oxide-
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silicon stack in Figures 5-7 did not originally yield a linear region in the

Fowler-Nordheim plot. However, the C-V data indicated a discrepancy between

the oxide thickness measured by ellipsometer and that indicated by the

capacitance. When the capacitance was modeled as the series combination of

oxide and intrinsic silicon,

1/C = 1/Cox + I/Csi

1/C = dox/eoxA + dsl/eSiA

where d and e represent the thicknesses of the layers and their dielectric

constants, repectively, the poly thickness obtained agrees with that obtained

from the double-dielectric ellipsometry results (80 A). When the Fowler-

Nordheim plot is corrected similarly to incorporate the oxide field strength,

Figure 7 is the result. Figure 7 shows a reasonable linear region with a

slope (200 MV/cm) that is significantly different from published results on

MOS stacks and a serious discrepancy in the intercept (-4.4). Certainly the

problem with the intercept [extrapolated ln(J/Eox2) at infinite oxide field]

can be attributed to an incorrectly or incompletely modeled poly/oxide or

Al/poly interface, but there should exist a Fowler-Nordheim regime in which

oxide tunneling Is the dominant conduction mechanism. Figures 8 through 10

represent the same data for a metal-poly-oxide-Si stack with a 900 A poly

layer. Here the discrepancies are worse. In this device, the F-N intercept

is closer to published values (-8.8), but still significantly different, and

the slope is almost an order of magnitude different. A comparison of the I-V

characteristics between the 80 A poly stack and the 900 A poly stack seems to

indicate thinner poly in the 900 A stack. This is not reflected in the

capacitance data, which in the 900 A case again agrees with the ellipsometry

measurements. It seems likely that a different poly conduction mechanism Is

present in the 900 A device, perhaps a grain boundary effect that is present

only at high fields (not excited by the small signal capacitance

measurements).

Figures 11 through 19 show C-V, I-V, and Fowler-Nordheim data for

representative devices from lot 3. In this lot, again, the ln(J/Eox2) vs

I/Eox plots for the structures with polysilicon layers exhibited no linear
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region until the data were corrected for the voltage drop across a depleted

poly layer. When this correction was made, the slopes obtained were in good

agreement with published values: -226 MV/cm for the MOS stack, -266 MV/cm for

the stack with a single oxide and 1640 A of poly, and -247 MV/cm for the

double oxide, 1310 A poly stack. The intercept in the case of the MOS stack

is in good agreement with other work, -12.4. The intercepts in the devices

with poly layers are both approximately a factor of 2 different, however:

-23.2 for the single oxide, and -23.7 for the double oxide. These

discrepancies are again attributed to the oxide-poly or Al-poly interface.

In general, these devices showed region in which the Fowler-Nordheim

characteristic was quite linear and yielded good values for the slope. The

disturbing feature of this lot was in the fabrication parameters. Oxidation

temperatures and times identical to those used in the first lot, where the

result was an 80 A oxide, produced 160 A oxides in this lot. Similarly,

polysilicon deposition parameters that produced 80 A layers in Lot 1 were

entirely out of control in Lot 3, generating poly layers of 1310 A and

164o A.

The devices of Lot 4 bear out the concern for control over processing

parameters. Although the data of Figure 1 show that the oxidation is clearly

in the linear regime, neither the 80 A oxide of Lot 1 nor the 160 A oxide of

Lot 3 fit the straight line of Lot 4 oxidation times. This may be because of

poor control over the oxidation times or because of poor control over the

oxidation ambient. Fairly low concentrations of contaminant water vapor have

been shown to have large effects on oxidation kinetics.4  As discussed

previously, it was not possible to obtain polysilicon thicknesses in these

devices. Readings from ellipsometry were erratic even for the thicker poly

films, and the capacitance bridge showed current overload in the smallest

area capacitors.

Figures 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, and 38 show essentially identical I-V

characteristics for the devices with a nominal 50 A poly layer and oxides

ranging in thickness from 28 A to 51 A. The lack of dependence of the I-V
characteristic on oxide thickness in these devices implies that oxide

conduction was not the limiting conduction mechanism. The lack of any

threshold for conduction suggests that the oxides were not continuous, since

8
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thresholds were observed in other samples in which Fowler-Nordheim tunneling

was dominant. Finally, the similarity of the I-V characteristics for the MOS

stack (Figure 26) and the metal-poly-oxide-silicon stack with a 29 A oxide
(Figure 28) suggests that conduction through the poly was not limiting.

These two samples had identical oxide thickness. The device shown in Figure

26 had no poly; the device shown in Figure 28 had 50 A of poly. Thus, it

appears that the poly layer was not continuous. If the analysis of

Lenzlinger and Snow 5 is applied to these data, a metal-semiconductor Schottky

barrier height of 0.36 eV is obtained, approximately correct for Al to 1 x
1015 cm-3 p-type Si.

None of the Fowler-Nordheim characteristics for the devices in this lot

showed a reasonably linear regime. The plots (Figures 21, 23, 25, 27, 29,

31, 33, 35, 37, and 39) are included for comparison to F-N plots in other

lots. The devices shown in Figures 20 through 25 were the stacks with

thicker poly layers. Figure 20 (100 A), Figure 22 (150 A), Figure 24 (200 A)
show I-V characteristics that scale reasonably with the poly thickness.

Oxide integrity is assumed to be a problem, since these oxides were grown at

the same time as the other devices in this lot. The variability of the I-V

slope in these three devices suggests that the poly was continuous and was

essentially resistive.

Conclusions

It has been shown that Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling in thermal silicon

dioxide is the limiting conduction mechanism in continuous metal-polysilicon-

oxide-silicon stacks. Undoped polysilicon is depleted of carriers when

included in these stacks. In studying thin layer stacks, control of process

parameters and repeatability of processing conditions is of -ritical

importance.
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c~r c to r ~i~ Map

):ij iron 2988&3TR. eXaiminto an 07/08/85

- .ai c.naracteristics;

.. ~ trici~ness 375 Angstroms. gate area 1.03E-9)2 cm 2
:-y~e.coping density approximateLy +~.50E+'5 cn -3
;.rvergencv not ootaineO)
.a-band capacitance of +4.90E-10 F. obtained at
- vband voitage of -0.68 V
:.ce(dC/cjV) at fiatbanci of +8.03E-10 r/V

.4ir-lfunction difference of -0.86 V
o-taI fiatbano shift of +0.17 VJ
.a! charge density of -9.92E+10 cm

oiur*
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Figure 10



.a~ciorSiice Map

[iata from 33s03 1B, examined on 06/26/85

nitiai characteristics:

Jx.de thICKness 154 Angstroms. gate area 5.78E-04 cm?2
n-type. doping density approximately +1.07E+18 cm-
(co~nvergence obtained in 5 iterations)
Fiatband capacitance of +1.18E-10 F. obtained at
Fiatband voltage of +0.16 V
S1oo~e (dC/dy) at flatband of +5.92E-12 F/V
'1cr;inction difference of -0.14 V
Tota .fiatband shift of +0.30 V
otcal charge density of -4.08E+11 cm'-2

Figure 11
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1/Eox, cm/V

Slope (go) a -2.531+06 Y/cm
* Jnerc&P% (Pro-vxron*ntial) *-2.66E+S1 A."V2

Coefficient of linear correlation a 0.976, 22 degrees of freedom

Figure 21
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Figure 23
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Figure 25
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Figure 37
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